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I. INTRODUCTION

In August 1971, MIT conducted a month-long'orienta-

tion in urban affairs to prepare 185 unemployed aerospace

scientific and technical personnel for new careers in

agencies of state, county, and municipal government.

The August orientation and the subsequent evaluation

effort -- the latter still in progress -- is MIT's

contribution to a larger enterprise being carried out

by the National League of Cities/U. S. Conference of

Mayors (NLC/USCM) under the joint sponsorship of the

U.. S. Departments of Labor and of Housing and Urban

Development.

The aim of the larger enterprise is to demonstrate

the feasibility of redeploying surplus technical manr

power into the public service at state and local levels

of government. A redeployment of this sort is viewed

by the project sponsor as a means both to alleviate the

unemployment in science - and technology - based

industry and to help satisfy the professional manpower

needs of the nation's cities and states.

To this end, NLC/USCM conceived a five-element

program of personnel recruitment, job development,

career orientation, job placement and evaluation.

With respect to recruitment, job developmentland place-

ment NLC/USCM organized the 'efforts of local state

employment services, public personnel specialists,

public service organizations (International City

Management Association, National Association of Coun-

ties, Council of State Governments, and the National

Governor's Conference) and individual cities and states

(1(16



to identify available positions. The municipal leagues

in five states -- Ohio, Texas, Georgia, Michigan, and

Pennsylvania -- are under contract to NLC/USCM to

develop prototype jobs and job matching networks.

MITI through Project ADAPT (Aerospace and Defense

Adaptation to Public Technology) is participating in the

orientation and evaluation elements of this design. (A

counterpart program -- embracing the same two elements --

is underway for technical personnel in the Western U. S.

a': the University of California at Berkeley.) The objec-

tives of the ADAPT orientation program were:

to provide a general orientation to urban
issues and to the actors, organizations,
and institutions of local government;

to sensitize the orientees to the problems
they are likely to face in adapting
engineering and aerospace professional
experience to the complex tasks of urban
development and management;

to familiarize the participants with the
intergovernmental relations (fiscal,
political, and institutional) particular
to each of several issue areas;

to introduce the participants to the breadth
of the urban planning and management enter-
prise by means of lectures, panels and small
group discussions, films, gaming and computer
simulation exercises, case studies, field
trips, and selected readings.

This report describes the design, execution, and

forthcoming evaluation of Project ADAPT as a means of

achieving these objectives. It includes the characteristics

of the enrollees and their own concurrent evaluations of

program activities. The report is supplemented

by an Appendix (bound separately) containing samples of

study aids, rosters of faculty, staff and enrollees,

program schedules, and bibliography.

- 2 -
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II. PLANNING THE PROGRAM

The Charge From NLC/USCM

In the spring of 1971, MIT was invited by the National

League of Cities/U. S. Conference of Mayors (hereafter

referred to as NLC/USCM or the League) to develop a

month-long orientation for unemployed aerospace and defense

engineers, who were moving to jobi in state and local

government agencies or in quasi-public organizations. The

League had considered several schools for the project, but

then presented MIT and University of California, Berkeley,

with the task. The NLC/USCM hoped to demonstrate its

ability to organize a nationwide talent search among

unemployed technical personnel, to provide them a brief

academic orientation, and to then place them in public

agencies utilizing the League's resources' in Washington

and counterpart state and municipal organizations in the

state capitals. The NLC/USCM was attempting more than

a "one-shot" orientation. It was testing the whole

procedure of finding technical people, acquainting them

with urban problems and the institutions dealing with

such problems, and then placing them where their talents

could be appropriately used to-liaiiieEzifiecitli.

Over-all Objectives

NLC /USCM was certain that a narrow, technically special-

ized training would not serve project objectives. NLC/USCM

was to recruit from what it called the "soft side of aerospace,"

which meant persons whose original training might have been

- 3 -
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technical but whose recent experience was in management,

budgeting, program analysis, technical writing, and

marketing. Once oriented, these men would then be placed,

not in purely technical positions, but rather in middle-

management positions in cities. Such positions would be

predominantly with mayors or chief executives, or with

central budgeting or central planning organizations which

in many cities are a part of the executive level.

The League made clear that it required a generalist

orientation andaMIT was encouraged not to delve too deeply

in any specific area. The likely reason for this was

twofold: the, League did not know exactly where the

program personnel would come from; and second, the men

were slated for general, central management positions

rather than functional agency positions. The League's

firmness on this point influenced subsequent decisions

on curriculum and staff. The purpose of the month's

orientation was to familiarize the enrollees with the

institutions, the actors, the political forces and the

social forces that make the public sector a very differ-

ent environment for decision-making and action than

that which the enrollees had experienced in the private

sector. While they were predominantly involved in

the private sector with government work, they, for the

most part, were employees of private firms. (A memoran-

dum containing the "work statement" is found in the

Appendix.)

Division of Responsibility

At the outset, a division of responsibility was

effected between MIT and the League, with the latter

solely, responsible for initial recruitment of the

4
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enrollees, job deyelopment and job placement with local

governments. Both MIT and Berkeley (the counterpart

program for persons from the Western U. S. at the

University of California at Berkeley) felt thrt neither

were especially well-equipped nor experienced in this

sort of recruitment effort. Both institutions, however,

reserved the traditional right of review before an indi-

vidual was admitted to a campus program.

Early Decisions

MIT and NLC/USCM did not reach an early agreement

on a work statement and a budget (the definitive contract

was not signed until August 26, 1971). This situation gave

the project a tentative quality well into the month of

June. Curriculum planning was affected, as were the advance

preparation of study aids, the identification and recruit-

ment of faculty and staff, and the securing of commitments

of various kinds, both on and off campus. An early deter-

mination was made by MIT that -- rather than propound a

single orthodoxy or point of view about any urban matter --

the program would be designed to rovide as wide a

variety of urban contexts, speakers, and activities as

could possibly be accommodated in the 20 days of

orientation. It was decided that the orientation should

be experience-broadening -- a sensitization to a range

of new issues in a variety of settings and institutions,

and an introduction to new problems as well as opportuni-

ties for change. This determination was based on the

nature of the "student "group, namely persons who had been

years away from conventional academic surroundings and who

throughout their careers had done most of their learning

on the job.

- 5 -
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Basic Planning

The Project was advised that the prospective enrollees,

being at a later stage of development both intellectually

and professionally, were no longer learning from textbooks

or from abstract principles applied to concrete cases.

They had become adept at learning from experience, applica-

tions, and cases. This advice came from members of the

MIT Summer Session staff, members of the Sloan Urban

Executives Program, and other MIT faculty with experience

in mid-career training. This emphasis on cases and applica-

tions rather than textbook exposition is what prompted

the basic design decision to provide as many teachers

with direct agency or consultative experience as possible

in that 20-day period. Furthermore, since the P'-oject was

sensitizing men to a totally new range of issues rather

than propounding the doctrine of a single profession, a

program would have to be structured that would bring to

the surface the divergent views and the controversy that

accompany each urban issue.

The pedagogic device chosen to do this was the panel

discussion, whereby several practitioners, citizens, or

academics with different points of view and sets of

experience would analyze and discuss the same issue area.

This was the dominant form of Project ADAPT's in-house

orientation. Instead of a single resident faculty for

the duration of the Project, we sought an array of the

most articulate spokesmen available in each of the issue

areas.

An early problem for Project staff was to gauge the

magnitude and direction of psychic shift required in a

move from the aerospace and defense work environment to

that of state or local government agencies. Students of

administration and organization have reported that the

- 6
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environments are differentiated in structure of authority,

perceptions of professional ethical behavior, systems of

rewards and sanctions, self-image, and other dimensions of

sociology and organizational and aocial psychology. Given

the uncertainty under which project planning was carried

out, only a superficial examination could be made of the

sociological dimensions.

To this end, conversations were held with a number

of persons in the Boston region knowledgeable in the

methods and the sociology of the aerospace and defense

occupations and with others familiar with the urban and

governmental occupations. In some rare cases, this existed

in a single person, often one who had earlier and voluntarily

moved from an aerospac. careir into public or quasi-publid

employment.

The consensus of this research was to continue the

emphasis earlier placed on case studies and personal

testimony from professionals at work in many urban-serving

agencies. A search was made for just such urbad profes-

sionals who had themselves left aerospace and defense

work; eventually, a half-dozen such persons were on the

Project faculty. In most cases, the recruitment of

prospective faculty and staff began in late June once

NLC and MIT reached a working agreement. The collection

of bibliography and study materials and the detailed

planning and coordination of about 100 on- and off-campus

program events was telescoped into the month of July.

- 7
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Detailed Design

An Institute-wide Advisory Committee comprised

of faculty members from a variety of fields with an

interest or experience in urban problems -- concurred

in the experience-foremost approach for the orientation.

The primary emphasis was to be on experiential learning --

in some cases with enrollees having some direct experience --

but predominantly from their close-up view of the experience

of others. All the enrollees would participate in such

activities as film viewings, gaming simulations, and field

trips, while at MIT. The Committee established the four

principal issue areas to be explored as follows:

1. physical growth and development

2. environment and technology

3. the design and delivery of social services

4. agency management and change

One week of class time was to be devoted to each of

these four themes, outlined at the outset of the week

by a single lecturer who would provide a conceptual

framework for the concrete issues to be dealt with in

the five days following. On each day. particular elements

of the theme were to be developed by individuals participat-

ing in panel discussions.

As described, panel discussions were to be used to

identify the views surrounding each issue area in urban

affairs. This consideration prompted the criteria for

choice of panelists. Each participant was to be an

expert in his own right, and, over the course of a pro-

fessional career, was to have develoi/ed experience with

particular constituencies or parties in urban controversies.

Each of the panelists was expected to share his experience

as a representative of a particular constituency or of a

- 8-
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particular ideological view.

The panels were to be followed by small group discus-

sions, in which each panelist would lead a discussion group,

answer questions, and further develop his views before a

smaller audience, randomly chosen from project enrollees.

The remaining afternoons were to provide opportunity for

enrollees to pursue individual interests through field

trips, Qomputer gaming simulation exercises, an urban film

program, an evening forum series, and a two-day City

Reconnaissance. Each of these elements is described in

greater detail in the section of ti.4.3 report entitled

"Selected Program Components."

- 9
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Staffing The Program

The responsibility for program design, execution,

evaluation, and administration lay with persons drawn

from across the Institute, from colleges and universities

in the Boston region, and from public agencies and

consulting firms in several cities across the nation.

A roster, with brief biographies, is found in the

Appendix.

MIT summer staff had daily responsibility for

logistics, some for teaching assistance, others acting

as ombudsmen. A roster, containing brief biographies,

is found in the Appendix.

Program advisors for each of the four weeks were

drawn from MIT senior faculty. These advisors were in

attendance or immediately available at all sessions

and provided a back-up of resource persons. The

advisors -- three of whom also participated as panel

moderators or lecturers elsewhere in the program --

were Lloyd Rodwin, Head of the Department of Urban

Studies and Planning; William Porter; Lisa Peattie;

and Aaron Fleisher of the Department faculty.

- 10 -
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III. PROGRAM ENROLLEES

Attributes*

The participants in MIT's aerospace orientation

represented a wide range of socio-economic backgrounds

and experiences within the aerospace industry. The

typical participant was 45, married with children, and

held a bachelor's level degree in an engineering field.

Usually, he worked as an engineer involved in the

production of aerospace hardware and was consequently

part of the middle level of his organization. On the

average, he had been unemployed for 8 months prior to

his acceptance in Project ADAPT.

The distribution of participants by state was nearly

in the proportions previously specified by NLC/USCM --

half from Massachusetts, and roughly a sixth each from

Alabama, Florida, and New York. In addition, one partici-

pant from the state of Washington attended the MIT, rather

than the Berkeley, program.

The modal educational level was a B. A. or B. S., with

only 12% reporting no bachelor's level degree and only

4 participants with no college experience. An additional

16% had completed some graduate work, another 25% had

reached the master's degree level, and 7% the doctoral or

professional degree level. Not reflected in these figures

are the additional training programs characteristic of

career development in the engineering fields. Nearly

all ADAPT participants reported attendance in at least

one and usually several specialized training programs

ranging from computer technology to health services planning.

The educational field reported by applicants, then,

represents a somewhat narrow statement of educational

*Appendix lists these data in more complete, tabular form.
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background. Most ADAPT participants with advanced degrees

were involved in different fields at the undergraduate

and the graduate level, and most of them had several kinds

of specialized training. In the aggregate, the fields

represented do provide a sense of the kind of experience

shared by participants and the range of backgrounds

represented. By far, the largest segment (54%) described

their highest degrees as falling within the traditional

engineering disciplines -- most often, electrical, aero-

nautical, mechanical, or general engineering. Of similar

background was the next largest group (16%), who reported

degrees in the physical sciences, including physics and

mathematics. A segment of roughly the same size (14%),

on the other hand, came from educational backgrounds in

management. Still other participants completed educational

programs in art, the social sciences, law, the life

sciences, and geology.

Job experience, to some extent, paralleled partici-

pants* educational backgrounds. Most of them worked in

traditional engineering roles, with the rest spread over a

wide range of jobs. For purposes of comparing aerospace

to public sector jobs, it is useful to differentiate

between three types of aerospace roles: those directly

involved with the production of aerospace technologies,

those responsible for establishing the process by which

a product is manufactured, and those who serve in support-

ing roles. The largest number (37%) came from jobs

which involved the dirc^t production of hardware (equip-

ment or component designers, production workers,

supervisors of product-center projects) or from

those which centered on the production of software

systems. The second largest single group (13%) worked

in such process-related jobs as industrial engineering,

production management, or process design, The experience

- 12 -
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of the remaining half was divided among a large number of

supporting activities: 14% in marketing and finance, 17%

in testing and quality control, 3% in sales, 7% in logis-

tics. A final 8% worked in a diverse range of nonengineer-

ing activities.

The levels at which these ADAPT participants worked

is another significant indicator of their employment

histories. In general, they worked as managers in engineer-

ing-related projects or they acted as practicing engineers

at various levels of responsibility. The largest group (62%)

worked as practicing engineers, either in the capacity of

senior engineers (33%), as operative engineers (28%), or

in only 2 cases, technicians. The remainder of the group

worked in various management roles, primarily as engineer-

ing managers (17%) (in charge of the operations of an

engineering project) or as managers with general administra-

tive duties (15%). An additional 6% worked in relatively

independent managerial roles as company presidents or vice

presidents and as partners in business ventures.

Despite the relatively high frequency of managerial

positions represented in the experience of the group,

average monthly salaries did not appear to be particularly

high relative to the economic structure of the aerospace

industry or to the average age of the participants. The

median monthly salary reported by ADAPT participants was

$1500, with only 7% reporting monthly incomes of more than

$2000. Similarly, the supervisory responsibilities reported

by participants are perhaps less broad than might be expected

in management and production jobs. Almost 60% of the parti-
.

cipants indicated that they had superVised less than 5 other

people. In part, this supervisory pattern may be due to

the "project" structure of the aerospace industry, and in

part to the abilities of those laid off from aerospace

jobs.

- 13 -
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In addition to employment and educational experience,

a large portion of program participants reported participa-

tion in civic/social and professional organizations. Less

than one-fourth reported no previous involvement in civic/

social activities, and the remainder cited membership in

at least one and usually several civic/social organizations.

Over 70, moreover, had held offices in the organizations

to which they belonged. While they were active in civic/

social concerns, ADAPT orientees were not involved signifi-

cantly in the operation of local government. Only 10

reported that they had held a minor local office, and less

than 30 had participated in planning and government in any

capacity. (20% reported previous work in the public

sector.) Membership in professional organizations followed

a similar pattern. The extent of participation was wide,

but primarily in engineering and scientific organizations.

Potentially Significant Sub-groups

Besides the general distribution of socio-economic

characteristics among ADAPT participants described

earlier, there are a number of sub-groups within the

project enrollment which should be identified. The

nature of these groupings of shared characteristics may

be useful for designing future employment programs. For

example, programs might be designed, not for a general

unemployed population, but to fit the needs and abilities

of particular groups of unemployed. For project purposes,

too, such groupings are useful in judging the degree to

which the MIT program was effective in orienting parti-

cipants with varying educational levels, employment

histories, and age groups. The following analysis,

based on a preliminary examination of data on ADAPT

participants, is intended only to suggest some clusters

of associated traits among unemployed aerospa.... personnel.

- 14 -
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Strong correlations, for example, exist between age,

educational level, and job field of the participant.

Older men and women are more likely to have no degrees

or only a bachelor's degree. Those in their 30's are

more likely than other age groups to hold PhD's. Those

in their 20's are most frequently (60%) holders of an

M.S. or other professional degree. Similarly, older

participants are most likely to have been trained in

science or in engineering, and those who are younger,

in management 116% of the whole population were trained

in management, while 40% of those in their 20's hold

management degrees). In addition, there is a strong

tendency for older participants to hold higher level

positions in aerospace firms.

Like age, educational level appears to correlate

significantly with other characteristics of ADAPT parti-

cipants. The negative correlation between age and

educational level was mentioned previously. Similarly,

participants with different educational degree levels

tend to differ in their choice of educational field.

As might be expected, those with bachelor's degrees

are the most likely to have majored in engineering

fields. Those with doctorates represent the highest

proportion of participants in the pure sciences.

Finally, those whose educational field was management

are most likely to have had either college training

with no degree or a master's degree.

Job field appears to relate somewhat differently to

educational leftl. Holders of bachelor's degrees are

most likely to be involved in managerial support activities,

particularly finance and sales. Those with doctorates and

professional degrees work most often in direct engineering

- 15 -
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research and production for both hardware and software.

Those with college experience but no degree often work

in activities which provide support to the manufacturing

process (logistics, quality control, testing). It is

interesting, too, that while income appears to rise

slightly with educational level, master's and professional

degree holders tended to earn higher salaries than those

with doctorates.

These kinds of general trends suggest some preliminary

clusters of educational, professional and socio-economic

characteristics that may be useful for further observation

and analysis:

1) participants holding no college degree, though

often some advanced training in management.

Since they tend to be older (median age: 51

or over), they have often reached a management

level position, usually in direct production

management (logistics, testing).

2) Men and women, often in their 40's, who received

bachelor's degrees in conventional engineering

fields. Those who also completed some graduate

work tend to have worked in management positions,

often in marketing; the remainder took operating

level positions in finance or sales. In either

case, this group appears to have been unemployed

the longest.

3) Participants who received master's degrees,

usually in management. This group is predomi-

nantly quite young (21-30) and most often

employed in the direct management of hardware

and software development. MIT had been advised

by NLC/USCM to expect most enrollees in this

category (see Section II, Planning The Program).

- 16 -
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This did not occur; category 2 was by far the

largest group.

4) Those who completed degrees in the pure sciences,

most often at the doctoral level. This group

tends to include men in their early 30's, who

continue to serve as independent professionals,

working in top management positions, developing

hardware and software system. In general,

this group also has the shortest length of

unemployment, compared to other ADAPT partici-

pants.

- 17 -
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IV. THE PROGRAM IN PROGRESS

This chapter describes the events that comprised

the four -week orientation period at MIT.1'2 Each

day's events are explained in terms of the program

objectives and the means taken by the guest lecturers

to achieve those objectives.

The MIT orientation was organized around four

main themes. The development of each theme incorporated

both conceptual analyses and discussions of concrete

issues. The thematic areas were:

1) urban growth and development

2) environment and technology

3) design and delivery of social services

4) management and change in public agencies

One week of class time was devoted to each of these

four themes, outlined at the outset by a lecturer who

provided a conceptual framework for the concrete issues

to be dealt with during the week. Each day particular

elements of the theme were developed by individual

experts in panel discussions or in topical lectures.

The section of this report entitled "Program Components"

will describe in detail the organization of the panel

and small group discussions, lectures, and other events.

1
Recurring events - the Evening Forum series, Field
Trips and APEX, the computer gaming simulation -
are described separately in "Program Components."
This chapter deals with "one-time" events.

2
The full names, addresses and brief backgrounds of the
speakers, panelists, and guests are listed separately
in the Staff Roster section of the Appendix.

- 18 -
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The selection of the four themes and the order of

their presentation followed a straightforward logic.

The themes embraced the span of current and emerging

concerns of state and local government in the U. S.

They are all spheres of activity that provide wide

opportunity for professional involvement at the middle-

management level. This approach provided the enrollees

with a close-up view of the working environments in which

they, as professionals in government, might find them-

selves. In addition, many speakers and panelists pro-

vided the enrollees with a sense of the professional

roles they could play in the future.

The order of thematic presentation moved from the

tangible, highly imageable issues in physical develop-

ment and technology to those concerned with social and

organizational development. Subject matter shifted

Irom the relatively visible profile of the cityscape

to the more elusive topics of p fessional competence

in the civil service.

Week 1: August 2-6

Urban Growth and Development

The physical, social, and political development of

the urban region was the focus of the first week's

program. The ways in which private development is

molded to achieve public purposes and conversely, the

demands for public services generated by physical and

social development were explored in lectures, panel

discussions, and field trips. Emerging political con-

stituencies in cities and suburbs were identified,
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particularly those that have emerged in response to the

processes of physical development. Some of the subjects

examLned were the racial and economic polarization of

city and suburb, the institutional means for ameliorating

this and other problems, the impact of renewal and redevel-

opment policies on central areas, and the emergence of new

approaches to urban development ouch as new communities.

Monday - 2 August. In a brief opening ceremony, the

enrollees were welcomed to MIT by President Wiesner and

to Massachusetts by Lieutenant-Governof Dwight. Representa-

tives of the U. S. Departments of Labor and of Housing and

Urban Development described Federal participation in the

program. Speakers from the U. S. Conference of Mayors and

the National League of Cities outlined details of the

larger Joint Aerospace Employment Project. The keynote

speaker was David Grossman, Deputy Director of the Bureau

of the Budget, City of New York; he drew lessons from

New York's experience in applying innovative physical

and management technology to current city problems.

The overview lecture for the remainder of the first

week was provided by Robert Wood, whose lecture explored

the political economies of urban areas -- how a metropoli -

tan society organizes itself to meet its social needs.

Wood also stressed forces of change impinging on the

polity and the economy.

Tuesday - 3 Auanst. The morning panel was devoted

to urban renewal, the principal tool used in the redevelop-

ment of older, established, and declining urban areas.

What this national program meant in practical terms for
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a specific city - Boston - was also described by the panel.

The public and the private sector were represented by

Messrs. Drought and Rappaport, rF3pectively. The citywide

interest, as well as the individual neighborhood interests,

were represented by Mr. Rabinowitz and Ms. Yankauer. In

the afternoon, the Boston Redevelopment Authority made a

slide presentation and escorted a field trip via charter

bus to selected renewal sites in Boston. In the early

evening, a "counter"-slide show was presented by local

community-oriented groups end planners who spoke for the

neighborhoods most seriously affected by the renewal

process in Boston.

Wednesday - 4 August. The morning panel on city

and suburban politics brought together city and state

legislators, Thomas Atkins and Martin Linsky; a political

scientist who specializes in urban issues, Louis Menand;

and a policy planner from the staff of the Governor of

Massachusetts, Albert Kramer. The panel examined various

topics: citizens' participation and client involvement

in local agencies; the regionalization of metropolitan

functions and neighborhood-level localization of municipal

ones; and the reassertion of state prerogatives in func-

tions once delegated to municipalities; e.g., planning,

zoning, and building regulations. In the course of

discussion, Mr. Kramer invited the ADAPT enrollees from

Massachusetts to net him at the Statehouse to explore

means of identifying jobs with the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts. At last report, the Massachusetts group

had established contact with Mr. Kramer and now meets

regularly. The group is now developing articles of legal

incorporation.



On Wednesday afternoon, Nathan Glazer reviewed the

current social situation of the nation's metropolitan

populations using international comparisons between

Hamburg, Germany, and Detroit, Michigan.

Thursday - 5 August. This day's work centered on

the Housing Act of 1970 and the Federal efforts to

encourage self-contained new communities in the suburban

and less developed areas of the United States. A number

of such new towns are underway in several parts of the

country under various types of ownership and management.

Some of the members of the panel were builders or parti-

cipants in the building of various types of new communities.

Friday - 6 August. Friday's panel described the

ways in which the several parts of the private develop-

ment process work together in developing metropolitan

areas. The panel focused on the problems of providing

housing in the suburbs.

In the afternoon, Professor William Porter depicted

the ways in which environmental programming and design

attempt to rationalize the process of physical development -

planning, architecture, urban design, interior design -

and used as examples studies from design offices in

England and the United States.
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Week 2: August 9-13

Environment and Technology

The second week's objective was to examine the inter-

actions between urban development and the regional ecosystem:

the intrusion of an artificial environment into the natural

one. The means of ameliorating pollution were considered

as was the relation of built form to social life. The City

Reconnaissance, an unescorted, on-site examination and

documentation of life in various Boston metropolitan areas,

afforded an opportunity to "see" cities in fresh ways,

using novel methods for observation, recording, and report-

ing city experience.

Transportation - a technology with serious, and often

disruptive, environmental consequences and also a powerful

force shaping urban forms and functions - was examined in

greater detail at the close of the week.

Monday - 9 August. Chet Mattson reported on issues

of environmental design, management, and politics, using

as an example his own work on the Hackensack Meadowlands

development in New Jersey.

Mattson's talk was followed by more detailed discus-

sions of air (David Standly), water (John Evans), acoustical

(Robert Bruce), solid waste (David Wilson), and visual

(Donlyn Lyndon) pollution and control.

All day Tuesday and Wednesday, the 10th and 11th, were

devoted to City Reconnaissance (see Section VI, Analysis

of Components).

Thursday - 12 August. Aaron Fleisher presented a

lecture on the general relation of physical technology
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to the forms and functions of the metropolis, incorporat-

ing observations on the general problems of using methods

and insights derived from the study of physical phenomena

in the resolution of social problems. Following this over-

view, three persons discussed the social, political, and

institutional constraints affecting technological innovation

in urban services, focusing particularly on industrialized

housing (Ed Cachine) and the adaptation of aerospace and

defense technology to urban needs (Warren Siemens and Ron

Phillips).

Friday - 13 August. The morning panel discussed both

the design problems of insinuating urban freeways and air-

ports into existing settlements (Norman Klein and Carl

Robart), and the impacts such projects have on surrounding

areas (Jim Morey and Fred Salvucci, both of whom had worked

closely with urban neighborhoods opposing the expansion of

highway and airport facilities into local communities).

In the afternoon, Karl Linn's slide lecture contrasted

views of the environment as a determinant of urban form

and human action with views of the environment as a

resultant of man's creative intervention.

Week 3: August 16-20

Design and Delivery of Social Services

This segment on the design and delivery of social

services included overviews of the division of responsi-

bility among levels of government and among the public,

private, and voluntary providers of social services.

The week began with a review of established municipal

service functions. Panelists then examined the impact of

local coordinative approaches like Model Cities and
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community action agencies. The week concluded with explora-

tions of alternatives to the historic functions of municipal

bureaucracies such as direct income transfers to individuals,

community development corporations and revenue-sharing among

units of government.

On Monday, Robert Morris' overview lecture provided a

framework for the day-long explorations of particular urban

services. The enrollees then selected one of six social

and municipal functional areas for the remainder of Monday

and the first half of Tuesday's program. The areas of

specialization were the following: city and regional plan-

nig (John T. Howard), law enforcement and criminal justice

(Thomas Reppetto), housing (Arthur Solomon), education

(Walter McCann), welfare (Representative David Liederman),

and health (Robert Hollister).

Tuesday - 17 August. Michael Lipsky's afternoon lecture

delved into aspects of organizational life common to urban

bureaucracies to illustrate the behavioral and psychological

factors inherent in such roles as teacher, policeman, welfare

worker. Lipsky's references and examples were drawn from

public employees who deal with citizens in the course of

their jobs, and who, while working within an organizational

structure, have some independence in discretionary decision-

making ability.

As Monday afternoon and Tuesday morning's discussions

centered on the bureaucrat's view of the world, Tuesday

afternoon's lecture discussed the client's view of the

bureaucrat's world.

Following Lipsky's presentation, John Feild described

the division of labor and accountability among levels of
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government in urban affairs. His description included a

brief history of the origin of existing intergovernmental

relations and the stresses among the Federal, state, and

local levels of government. Feild speculated about the

impact of proposed decentralization and revenue-sharing

schemes on these relationships. He also described the

relative effectiveness of cities and towns and their public

interest associations (such as the National League of Cities/

U. S. Conference of Mayors) are effective in the policy-

making circles of the Federal government, using as an

example the Joint Aerospace Employment Project.

Wednesday - 18 August. Marshall Kaplan described the

Model Cities Program from the Federal perspective: the

origins, intentions, and national experience thus far.

Later in the day, a double panel made up of representatives

of two very different Model Cities Programs -- Boston and

Cambridge -- examined the Model Cities experience from

the local point of view: what the program means to neigh-

borhoods and to City Hall. The panel highlighted differences

between Federal government's conception of urban programs

and the execution of these programs at the local level.

Throughout the program, ADAPT's afternoon schedule was

kept as open as possible in order to facilitate field trips,

independent study, and on-site job interviews. On Wednesday

afternoon, in response to the enrollees' interest in the

application of Forrester's industrial dynamics model to the

simulation of urban phenomena, Professor Forrester lectured

and answered questions for a two-and-a-half hour session

on urban and world dynamics.

Wednesday evening, Robert O'Hare presented a counter-

part lecture to Feild's lecture of the previous evening.

O'Hare discussed intergovernmental relations between states
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and their local governments. Where Feild focused on the

local impacts of policy making at the Federal level, O'Hare

examined the same process at the state level, with particular

emphasis on regionalization of local governmental functions

and the professionalization of public services.

Thursday . 19 August. Before the planned program began,

Michael DiNunzio of NLC and Marshall Kaplan, consultant to

HUD, held an unscheduled informal session on the nature of

public employment and the career trajectory associated with

professionals in government. The session was prompted in

large measure by the concern that had arisen from NLC's dis-

tribution of the first directory of job opportunities.

DiNunzio and Kaplan responded to the reservations of some

participants by explaining the misleading appearance of

entry-level job description, and outlined the dynamics of

the municipal manpower market.

The formal program was resumed with an exposition and

analysis of citizens' participation. The thrust for

citizens' participation and community control of local

functions, the panel pointed out, has emerged in all

parts of the country, engaging all income levels and

social classes, and leading to increased partisan political

activity. The implications of this process for rationality

and professionalization of the public services was a

prominent topic for the morning panel. The panel included

persons who have studied citizen participation in the

realm of education (Marilyn Gittel), of transportation

planning (Frank Colcord), and of Model Cities (Marshall

Kaplan).

Friday - 20 August. The week-long examination of

the delivery of urban services concluded with proposals
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which -- drawn to their logical conclusions -- would eliminate

many of the organizations which now design and deliver such

services. The morning panel conducted an assessment of

several alternatives: intergovernmental revenue-sharing

(Lawrence Susskind), regionalization (Robert O'Hare),

community development corporations (Geoffrey Faux), and

direct income transfers (Leonard Hausman). Friday's panel

described the potential impact of these reforms on local

government and politics.

Friday afternoon, Marshall Kaplan discussed the com-

plicated problem of determining whether or not a social

program is working and whether it is doing what it was

designed to do. Kaplan pointed out the difficulty of

developing such measures, drawing examples from his con-

sulting practice.

Week 4: August 23-27

Agency Management and Change

One of the objectives of the orientation was to review

the opportunities and constraints on individual action in

expediting innovation and change in public institutions

and services. The last week was devoted to a general view

of how agencies deal with change and what strategies are

available for precipitating change in public agency setting.

Panelists with experience in bringing about specific

innovations in municipal agencies, related the substantive

and methodological issues involved. Lecturers compared

managerial styles in governmental agencies with those in

private industry. One day was devoted to examining ways

in which individuals adapt to the distinctive,requirements
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of public agency employment and remain effective profes-

sionals. The program concluded with a general view of

some of the sources of technical assistance and professional

in-service training available to municipal staff agencies.

(The NLC-arranged on-campus job interviews all occurred

during the final week in August. In all, interviews for 70

positions were held by agency representatives from Boston,

Cleveland, New York, and several locations in Wisconsin.

NLC coordinated the interviewing, using the facilities of

the MIT Placement Bureau.)

Monday - 23 August. Many enrollees were new to public

employment and to the management of city, state and local

government, having had most of their professional experience

in industry or in the nonprofit sector. To offset this

lack of experience, Anthony Downs compared the management

of governmental agencies and public enterprises with modes

of organization and operation of private firms and non-

profit institutions. His lecture examined the relation of

agencies with their local political environments and client

groups. The environment within public agencies was also

discussed since it has a strong impact on managerial styles

and on attitudes toward innovation and change in the public

services. An extensive question period focused on a number

of issues: housing, race relations, and the fiscal problems

of local governments. Downs drew many examples from his

consulting practice and from his work with government com-

missions.

Tuesday - 24 August. Tuesday's panel described attempts

to incorporate innovative management methods in agencies

of local government. The panelists, each with local govern-

ment experience in either staff or consultant positions,
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drew examples from the fields of operations research (Alvin

Drake), planning-programming-budgeting systems (Kent Colton),

and management information systems (Myron Weiner). James

Hester reviewed the use of such systems in the Housing and

Development Administration of the City of NeW'York. The

panelists stressed the "people problems" that appear when

new ways of operating are introduced, as well as the discrep-

ancies between substance-oriented and method-oriented styles

of intervention and the conflicts between outside consultants

and staff experts.

Tuesday afternoon, Ron Walter demonstrated the use and

abuse of urban data, drawing examples from several well-known

studies.

Wednesday - 25 August. Edgar Schein suggested ways in

which individual professionals can encourage themselves and

their agencies to be more receptive to innovation and change.

Schein used the audience of enrollees as a laboratory to

demonstrate characteristic behavior of people in situations

of uncertainty.

That afternoon, the program addressed the situation

of the professional who finds himself -- possibly for the

first time in his career - in a politically sensitive

position which may require departures from the conventions

of professional practice. The speakers that afternoon

pointed to the need to integrate rationality and social

effectiveness, efficiency and equity, and professionalism

and political accountability in public service. Marvin

Manheim, a design theoretician, suggested ways of widening

the scope of professional decision making to incorporate

political and social information. Joseph Vitt contrasted

his early career in an industrial research setting with

his current work as an assistant to the Mayor of Detroit.
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Thursday - 26 August. This day had been kept 'open

in order to accommodate enrollee requests for additional

or repeat speakers or program events. The enrollees asked

Aaron Fleisher to develop further his views on the nature

of system simulation of physical and social phenomena.

Participant interest in Forrester's Urban Dynamics lecture

suggested to the staff that Forrester's presentation be

complemented by a further examination of urban dynamics

as a means of aiding urban policy decisions. Herbert

Weinblatt provided a review of several evaluations and

extensions of urban dynamics analyses.

Later in the afternoon, MIT President Wiesner

introduced Representative Margaret Heckler of the 10th

Congressional District of Massachusetts to the entire

ADAPT assembly. Following brief remarks on Congress'

views of technological manpower redeployment, Mrs.

Heckler answered questions from the floor with Dr. Wiesner

acting as moderator. After the general assembly, Mrs.

Heckler met with the Massachusetts enrollees in a smaller

session, where problems specific to New England were dis-

cussed.

Thursday evening, the entire group of enrollees ,

the staff and guests took a guided tour of Boston Harbor.

The waterside view of the city and the tour narration

provided an opportunity to study the physical development

of the Boston region.

Friday - 27 August. The morning's panel acquainted

the enrollees with organizations and programs available

to public service professionals who wish to improve their

technical skills. These organizations have spurred the

development and dissemination of new ideas in the manage-

ment of public agencies, largely through publications and

in-service courses. The International City Management
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Association (J. Robert Havlick); Public Personnel Association

(0. Glenn Stahl); Municipal Finance Officers Association

(Donald Beatty); and the American Society of Planning Officials

(Israel Stollman) were represented and distributed sample

materials and descriptions of technical assistance services.

An hour-long awards ceremony was held on the last after-

noon of the month's orientation. Awards and symbols of

distinguished participation were bestowed on enrollees

nominated by fellow enrollees.

The final event of the afternoon was a two-hour review

of the nine sessions of the APEX computer gaming simulation.

Play and outcomes were analyzed, and observations of players

and role coaches recorded.
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V. ANALYSIS OF PROGRAM DESIGN, LOGISTICS, AND COMPONENTS

Introduction

The planning for Project ADAPT was based on a number

of assumptions about the structure and content of the

program itself, and about the ability of skilled technical

professionals to adapt to new career directions. Analysis

of the program and its impact on the participants provides

insight into the validity of these assumptions and may

offer guidelines for the planning of future programs of

this type.

Our review will focus on the effectiveness of the

overall program in accomplishing its purpose of orientation,

on the individual elements of the program, and on the impact

of the specific organizational arrangements employed. In

particular, we will consider the curriculum -- the selection

of an orientation approach rather than a job-training effort;

the participants -- their selection, personal development,

and job opportunities; and the logistics which appeared to

affect the outcome of the orientation.

Two evaluation techniques were employed in the process
;.

of assessing the events of the ADAPT prograM and will form

the basis of this discussion. Participant evaluations

of program activities were solicited from those who felt

a strong opinion concerning any aspect of the program;

similarly, the staff was encouraged to write out their

comments and submit them to the evaluation team. Since

these observations were made intermittently on a voluntary

basis, and since they were obtained from a group whose size

and composition varied over time, they cannot be statistically

ordered and substantiated.
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A second, more systematic but less spontaneous method

involved a survey of all enrollees administered at the

beginning and end of the orientation. The survey dealt

in part with participants' understanding and expectations

of their prior and prospective work environments. A portion

of the surveys asked for comments on the orientation itself.

Program Design

ADAPT's curriculum design was based on two assumptions.

One was that the methods of management and technology acquired

by the enrollees in their aerospace employment were adaptable

to urban purposes. Thus, the curriculum design focused on

the differences between the two job environments through

an overview of the complex conditions in which the urban

professional works. It was assumed, moreover, that this

complexity would best be conv_yed by exposing enrollees to

a variety of views &pout urban problems and solutions, rather

than propounding a single orthodoxy.

Guided by these basic assumptions, the ADAPT staff built

a curriculum around salient aspects of the urban environment

rather than producing a specialized training program or

focusing on particular methods or issues. The program ele-

ments were presented largely in dialectic form -- offering

polar views of an issue to illustrate the range of opinions

and to portray the problems of working in a politically

volatile environment.

This approach to curriculum design appears to have been

generally successful. Comparison of the participants'

expectations of urban jobs with their view of aerospace

jobs, for example, indicates that the ADAPT experience

had an effect on their perceptions: their sense of the

differences between jobs in the urban field and in aerospace

tended to be heightened and their perceptions of the urban
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work environment as stable and constrained tended to be

reduced. The survey results also indicate that Project

ADAPT succeeded in giving its participants an improved

understanding of basic knowledge about the urban field

and a more precise awareness of the role of technical

methods in urban agencies.

The participants, themselves, expressed a sense of

general satisfaction with the curriculum design. A typical

participant response to the program was the following:

"In general, I have completed the program with an
increased awareness of the problems which surround
us and a whetted appetite for knowledge to assist
in their solution."

Most participant-reviewers felt that they had learned from

the overall 9rogram.

The participants tended to favor the "breadth and

diversity" of the ADAPT curriculum. In one participant's

eyes:

"The approach may be stated as follows: Here is a
considerable amount of material we shall give you;
you are not required to know it all...you are mature
enough to recognize that it is in your interests to
learn as Much as you can."

At the same time, this "generalist" orientation was often

confusing to the enrollees, since it violated their initial

expectations about the program. Many enrollees had arrived

expecting specialized training programs keyed to specific

urban tasks. For example, the suggestions volunteered by

participants for additions to the curriculum included the

following specialized areas:

technology planning (control, flow patterns(
etc.)

pollution control (equipment, new vehicle
designs)

public utilities planning
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the technology of service delivery systems

simulations and forecasting

more case studies

management tools

housing production systems

budgeting techniques

Although the planned curriculum and the expectations

of many participants differed, the decision to focus on the

urban environment in general, rather than a particular set

of technical topics, seems to have been justified. In fact,

the participants were generally undergoing an,extensive

personal reorientation which seemed to be served by the

general and diversified approach the program offered. This

process of personal reorientation, moreover, is probably

insensitive to theparticular subject matter of the curricu-

lum, and rather more dependent on the method of its presenta-

tion, the range of opportunities it provides, and the quality

of enrollees' interaction with faculty and staff.

The personal -- rather than strictly intellectual --

use of the orientation curriculum may indicate that partici-

pants would have benefitted by a more structured intellectual

framework for ev_ presentation of issues. In the absence of

a structured framework for perceiving issues, participants

often became confused and discouraged. In light of their

general personal disorientation and the breadth of the

urban field, they could often not comprehend the direction

or purpose of certain program elements. The inclusion of

additional overview sessions, participant preparation prior

to lectures, and a curriculum structured around more tradi-

tional academic topics and formal methods might have pro-

vided additional guidance to participants trying to respond

to the issues being presented.
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Professional Deveiopterit of Enrollees

Throughout the planning and design phase of the ADAPT

program, the staff assumed that the program would principally

sensitize participants to the issues within a new profes-

sional environment and provide information about the urban

field. The results of the two surveys suggest that these

objectives were achieved. A great deal of change, for

example, was observed in the participants' responses to

questions intended to measure attitudes toward urban issues.

Responies to the second questionnaire (administered at the

close of the program) show increased awareness of distinctions

among the strategies employed to combat urban problems. For

example, public welfare, at first seen by the participants

as a state -local matter, was seen in a second questionnaire

as a Federal problem. Law enforcement, however, came to be

seen less as a Federal or state problem and more as a

regional one. The participants' perception of the "most

effective urban policy," too, changed. In general, they

tended to focus less on technical and industrial or fiscal

approaches and more on service delivery and social inter-

vention. Along with a greater familiarity with terminology

and a generally accepted knowledge of urban issues, partici-

pants became more aware of the limits to effective action

in urban settings. The project appears therefore to have

informed the participants and, to a modest degree, to

have produced attitudinal change.

Though the project was successful in meeting the

objectives of informing the participants and producing

attitudinal change, the most significant transformation

in enrollees occurred in their increased ability to

envision their potential roles in the urban field. In

questionnaire responses, only 29 participants (16%) failed

to change their desired field of endeavor:, only 30 (16%)
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indicated the same type of agency both times, and 33 (18%),

the aame type of role, In general, the roles participants

reported at the end of the project conform more nearly to a

considered assessment of the opportunities available in

urban service agencies and the kinds of skills the partici-

pants can offer.

This personal role adjustment was not an anticipated

consequence of the orientation, but rather a result of the

participants' development of their own uses of the program.

This additional function of the program suggests a further

requirement for a personal counselling function. As each

participant discovered the range of talents he might bring

to the urban job market, individual guidance was needed but

not always available. Lacking professional counsel, the

group tended to provide its own psychological "self-help."

Said one:

"I sense that uncertainty,about employment dilutes
the cognitive value (of the orientation). There
is need for gripe sessions and focused group
thei.apy encounter, particularly re: relocation
and reorientation."

While participants in Project ADAPT were attempting to

form self-images of their new roles in urban agencies, they

retained a strung and divergent set of self-images about

their former roles in aerospace and defense industries.

From the inception of the program, enrollees were annoyed

by the MIT and NLC staff's reference to the aerospace

field as if it were one homogeneous occupational category.

In fact, the participants' prior organizations ranged from

electronics firms to "think tanks" and space-flight projects --

a range of personal roles with as little in common as jobs

in public service. This diversity is reflected in the

various references the enrollees made to themselves in

the evaluation forms submitted to project staff: "engineers,"
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"scientists," "technologists," and "technicians." As one

participant commented:

"I suggest a one-page brief on what an 'aerospace
engineer' is. I've been in the communications
business (cables, radio, space, etc.) for 25 years,
and for the last nine years in the Apollo Program,
and I don't know what this category is. Too many
disciplines and functions involved..."

In general, then, the "conversion" which participants

underwent in Project ADAPT affected their personal identities

more deeply than program planners expected, so that several

unanticipated needs became apparent. More personal counsel-

ling would have strengthened the program. In addition, the

need for a better understanding of the aerospace occupational

structure suggests that perhaps a joint aerospace-urban staff

would have functioned more effectively to focus on the salient

role changes the participants faced. These criticisms,

however, are made in light of evidence that, with respect

to personal development and sensitization, the extent and

the favorable character of the program's impact on individ-

uals exceeded expectations.

Job Placement

Project ADAPT was conducted as a concurrent but organi-

zationally and geographically distinct component of the

Joint Aerospace Employment Project. Project ADAPT was

separate from the job matching and placement process, both

by administration and by distance, a separation agreed to

early in contract discussions and reflecting a presumably

efficient division of labor.

This division of job placement and education was,

however, the most often articulated source of anxiety and

dissatisfaction on the part of the participants. Issues
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of job development and placement were raised daily through-

out Project ADAPT, Many individual speakers( when questioned

from the floor, were pressed for job openings. Panel and

small group discussions, too, were often diverted by

enrollees' questions about job prospects. Although most

enrollees were embarrassed by the "bad manners" of the job-

oriented questioners, virtually all expressed continuing

concern over the prospect that jobs were not forthcoming.

When on-campus job interviews proved fewer than anticipated,

morale declined.

During the course of the program this kind of anxiety

tended to erode the participants' confidence in the place-

ment process in general. In their own evaluations of the

program, the participants' criticism took three forms:

1) mention of an apparent disorganization of the

NLC process

2) feelings of being uninformed or misinformed

about jobs

3) general fear that the matching process was

being handled by "amateurs"
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The problem of job placement often interfered with the
work of the orientation program. In addition to the inter-

jection of job hunting into the program meetings, there were
other indications of diminished enrollee morale -- reduced

attendance in the final week, some feeling among the project

staff that questions became less incisive, and a rise in
requests for job counselling.

Clearly, some aspects of the job placement problem lay
beyond the reach of the program planners. The extent of

the disparity between the participants' job aspirations

and the urban job market, for example, could not have been

resolved within the Joint Project's budget. To an extent,

too, the delay in producing those jobs which were available

was unavoidable within the limitations of available staff
and budget.

Se ,ral aspects, however, were subject to design.
Perhaps the most serious controllable shortcoming of the

relationship of job placement to the orientation was the
decision to isolate it institutionally and geographically.

Had the job placement been accomplished in an accessible

location so that i% was visible to program participants,

much of the anxiety might have been reduced. While the

nature of the relationship between MIT and the NLC/USCM

made this separation necessary, future programs of this

type might be strengthened if the orientation and placement

efforts were more closely coordinated.

Orientation Structure and LogistiCi

The arrangement of the day-to-day events in Project

ADAPT was intended to meet the needs of a diverse group of

participants in a limited span of time. The program planners

assumed, for instance, that participant sensitization to

urban problems would best be accomplished if a diversity of
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program elements were employed and some "choice" provided

to accommodate varying levels of participant experience

and interest. A balanced program of classroom exercises,

field trips, informal discussions, and gaming simulation

was developed and students were encouraged to select from

among alternative program options at various points in the

schedule.

Employing a variety of program elements seems to have

served the majority of participant interests. Enrollees who

found the film series confusing or unsatisfactory were able to

devote extra time to developing APEX roles; others substituted

field trips for lectures which covered material already familiar

to them. In general, however, the majority of participants would

have been satisfied with only the more highly structured program

elements -- lectures, panels and forums. The more experiential

elements -- such as games and field trips -- may have served

the interests of a smaller number of enrollees.

Providing a range of optional program elements addressed

diverse participant needs, but placed a large burden on the

enrollees themselves. As participants pointed out, for example,

a large lay group cannot be expected to make choices and discip-

line itself without either guidance or prior preparation. Forums,

field trips, small groups, and other informal sessions, moreover,

depended on the participants' "ability" to select and, to some

extent, structure an experience. Most of the enrollees who

commented on the orientation regretted that these latter

activities were not more highly prestructured and felt that

the schedule was generally too flexible. In part, participants

seemed to be evoking images of their own more traditional

academic experiences; they had expected a return to the academic

stile of their own technical curricula of the 1950's or earlier.

In pert, too, they recognized the problems inherent in offering
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an open system to a large group with no previous experience

in the field.

The logistics of conducting Project ADAPT affected the

orientation not only in the detailed content and structure of

the program elements, but also in the scheduling and "pack-

aging" of each presentation. The participants themselves

observed that program supporting materials and the style of

faculty members had a great impact on the course of their

orientation to the urban field.

The background of aerospace participants, for example,

seems to have led them to gauge the importance of material

partly by the "professionalism" of its presentation. As a

result, most procedural criticisms by participants dealt

with their feeling that the ADAPT exercises had been planned

that sessions appear professional and efficient in use of

participants' time. In most cases, concern with this kind

of procedure overrode concern with the more basic content

built into the orientation. These logistical areas, on the

other hand, were the most visible program attributes and

affected participants most directly in the short-run.

In the ADAPT case, the program planning time available

was most properly used in developing the curriculum itself.

Future programs would probably find additional attention

to logistical details a useful means of eliminating

"distractions" among a group of trainees who appreciate

"technical efficiency."

This concern extends particularly to the scheduling

of events. The ADAPT curriculum was planned to be a highly

dense schedule of activities stretching from 9-9 each work-

ing day. Despite early concern that the schedule was too

demanding, the choice of a dense schedule proved to be

highly successful. Participants, used to a "project

mentality" -- as they put it -- felt that the ADAPT program
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was too "loose," if anything. They complained, for example,

that sessions began too late in the morning (9:15), intro-

ductions consumed academic time, and lunch breaks were

underutilized. The ADAPT group would have attended formal

events scheduled during weekend and meal-time, had the

staff not felt it important to provide "free" time for

individual study, travel, and job exploration.

The inclusion of both commuters and non-commuters in

the participant group provided an opportunity to evaluate

the effect of dormitory versus off-campus residence on

participation in orientation activities. Evaluation of the

participation rates of the ADAPT group suggests that no

significant differences existed between dormitory-based

and commuter participants. Both regula.Lly participated

actively in all events, statistically significant differences

in attitudes have not appeared, and both groups formed

cooperative organizations for job searching.

In general, the logistical support for the curriculum

of Project ADAPT functioned effectively. While detailed

analysis of each element is considered separately, it seems

clear that most elements contributed to a successful orien-

tation. It appears, moreover, that a program of this nature

can be conducted either on a residential basis or on a

commuter basis and still be well-attended for as long as

16 hours per day. The main logistical concern, then,

focuses on providing media which do not detract from the

flow of information, and, for this purpose, highly-structured

formats and well-packaged supporting materials seem important.
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ANALYSIS OF COMPONENTS

Panels, Lectures, and DISCUSSiOTIS

Intent

Lectures end panel discussions were used to identify
and expose the variety of views that surround each issue
area. The intention was to avoid propounding a single
urban doctrine and, rather, to provide multiple viewpoints
on major urban issues. These considerations prompted
the choice of the speakers; each participant was an expert
in his field and had developed his viewpoint through exper-
ience with particular constituencies in urban controversies.

Lectures were generally intended to introduce new issue
areas or to synthesize material previously covered; panels
provided direct opportunities to present a number of yiews
on a single issue.

Description

Panels and their counterpart small group discussions
occurred on nine of the twenty days. In general, the

smaller group discussions (an average of 30 students) --
held at different locations on campus -- provided panelists

with opportunities to answer questions and further develop
issues first brought up in the larger and more formal

meeting.

Eight lectures provided overview or keynote presentations;
another nine lectures examined specific topics in some
detail. All lectures were presented to the enrollees

assembled as a basic "core" curriculum; differentiation
and opportunities for individuals to elect their own
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"course" occurred. when a choice was offered for a two-

day "specialization" in one of six functional areas:

housing, health, city and regional planning, law

enforcement and criminal justice, welfare, and education.

Afternoons and evenings of the 20-day orientation pro-
vided other opportunities for individual enrollees
to pursue interests through a choice of field trips,

gaming simulation exercises, an evening urban film

program, an evening forum series, and the two-day City
Reconnaissance.

Critique

Lectures and panels were generally successful in

presenting diverse viewpoints. Participants responded

most enthusiastically, however, to older, "practitioners"
in the field.

Most often mentioned in participant comments were

those panelists labeled by the enrollees as "old pros,"

those seen as experts with specific information to

impart and not directly as agents of sensitization.

Thus, issue-oriented speakers were regarded as less

knowledgeable than those who shared experiences and
offered "answers." Age was a related filter: younger

speakers were often cited as "immature panelists advis-
ing mid-aged personnel." Several participants commented

that they related best to those teachers who reminded

them of their college days.

These older, more experienced speakers, describing

their experiences in the field appeared to provide

effective "role-models" for participants, and thus,

strong sources of attitudinal change. Enrollees tended

to be surprised by the existence of such expertise
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("command of material") in the urban field, which they

previously had viewed as soft and fuzzy. Often they

were able to envision their own potential roles in

the field more clearly after an interchange with a

speaker whose qualifications they could respect.

Both staff and participants were critical of the

small sessions following panel presentations. These

groups tended to be too unstructured to provide an

in-depth discussion of issues raised by the panel.

Staff reviewers were especially distressed at the

"personalization" of question-answer sessions and small

group discussions. One staff member commented that

about "70% of those present contributed at least once,

but 20% talked 90% of the time." In general, most

staff members expressed regret that the smaller sessions

abandoned a comprehensive view for personal interests,

and that academic points failed to be pursued. A need

was recognized for more preparation and academic

emphasis perhaps through reading and quizzes. The

enrollees themselves felt more comfortable with these

traditional educative devices and suggested that

discussion of specific reading materials, prepared

in advance, would have made group discussions more

useful.

Library and Bibliography

Intent

A selection of representative texts, reference

materials, bibliographies, and state-of-the-art

articles in fields of urban studies and planning was

presented to the ADAPT enrollees for use during

August and for later reference. It was our assumption

that participants in general would not "learn" primarily

from written material, but that reference material
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should be available for their use. The selection of

representative articles and bibliography given to each

enrollee was designed to be a "continuing education"

for enrollees on the job.

Description

Shelves in the Rotch Library of the MIT School of

Architecture and Planning and in the MIT Student Center

Library were set aside expressly for the use of Project

ADAPT. Special arrangements were made to obtain cards

for enrollees which would allow use of library facili-

ties throughout the Institute (a privilege not normally

extended to summer program enrollees).

With the cooperation of the librarians, shelves

were arranged in'two sections. The first consisted of

resource materials and did not change over the orientation

month. For the second, new material was added each week.

The resource shelf included general overview information.

The weekly shelves were integrated into the daily pro-

grams consisting of articles and books identified in

bibliographic materials for the panel or lecture (see

Appendix E).

Enrollees were informed of the library locations

and hours at several points during orientation. For

Rotch Library, hours were essentially congruent with

those of Project ADAPT - 9:00 to 5:00 most weekdays, and

a late evening once a week. The Student Center Library,

however, was open at all times.

Bibliographies presented to enrollees consisted of

reading selections which seemed most representative of

the field and was designed to be useful in on-the-job

training situations.
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Critique

Bibliographic materials appeared to be used by

enrollees. Likewise, state-of-the-art articles were

read by many during the course of the project and

were saved for later perusal by most of the enrollees.

Some participants recommended more directed bibliography,

designating priorities for study -- some books for home-

work, others for later reading.

Participants appeared not to use library resources,

however. Certainly less than 10% of the enrollees

regularly used the facilities, according to library

staff estimates. Underutilization of library facilities

may be explained by several factors:

1) Men received enough reading materials in

their file folders to fully occupy the

few reading hours available after the

usual 10-hour day.

2) Commuters -- half the enrollees -- were

less likely to miss dinner at home for a

book than for a lecture.

3) Visitors to the Boston area -- the second

half of the enrollment -- spent free time

in exploring the new urban environment.

4) The readings were designed as supplementary,

not primary sources of orientation. (In

this respect, the program at MIT differed

from that offered at Berkeley.)

In summary, the library readings were viewed as a supple-

ment and a back-up to activities to ADAPT and were not

integral to its operation.

If the MIT program had structured its lecture,

panel and discussion programs to presume preparation
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by enrollees, directed reading would probably have occupied

more program time. Both participant and staff comments

indicate that some required preparation would have made

small group discussions useful. Many enrollees indicated

also that they would have liked time to prepare prior to

the MIT program in the form of required readings and

exercises.

The real value of the library and bibliography portion

of ADAPT may be seen when men begin work on the job and

seek resources to amplify their skills and particularize

the general sensitivities developed during the orientation.

Hence, a final critique awaits the completion of the evalua-

tion research.
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City Reconnaissance

Intent

City Reconnaissance was designed to help participants

perceive the heterogeneous and dynamic qualities of the

city, to see the city from a user's point of view, and

to experience ways of gaining an understanding of urban

areas by on-the-spot observation, deduction, and discus-

sion.

The first day focused on an overview of the Boston

region with emphasis given to land-use, transportation net-

works, people, and sensory aspects.

The second day focused on individual neighborhoods

in the metropolitan area with an emphasis on observer

and resident perceptions of socio-economic conditions,

public services, local activities, the natural environment,

and the historical and possible future context of the 16

neighborhoods.

Description

Day One: Briefing: Eight loop-tours along public

transit routes in Boston and its suburbs were devised to

cover a wide range of area towns and communities. About

25 participants were assigned to each route and were further

subdivided into groups of 5 for travel along the route

(see Document 1 in Appendix D). The participants were

given a list of "urban questions" the day before the

Reconnaissance began (Document 2). On Day One the

teaching assistants (TA's) briefed the travelers on

the nature of the Reconnaissance, described the route

briefly and distributed a transit map and notebook to
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each person. Each person was asked to keep his own travel

log and, within the groups of 5,F to choose 5 "keywords"

of the 25 available to assist him in focusing on the

aspects of regional Boston we wished to emphasize (land

use, etc. See Documents 3, 5). Transit fare was distributed.

The participants left in groups of 3-5 (five groups

per route) on foot, by transit, and in one instance by

bicycle. The actual travel was unescorted by any ADAPT

staff, although one staff member remained on call at MIT.

The journey took from 5-7 hours for those who followed

the suggested routes. Some groups amended their routes

to bypass difficult transit connections, or to curtail

the route (it was a 90° day). But for the most part,

the five groups took similar enough routes to compare

their experiences with others who had taken that route.

Debriefing: After dinner, the participants met with

their TA and the other persons who had taken their route.

Each group presented a one-page summary of their day and

a simple "keyword" map. The five groups each compared

their perceptions and maps. They then discussed the

urban questions and finally reconvened with all persons

from the other seven routes and a representative from

each of the eight routes presented a short summary and

led discussion of some general urban issues.

Day Two: Briefing: All participants met with a TA

who gave a brief description of the neighborhood and the

method of observation (Documents 6, 7). Participants

each chose one or two specific focus items from Document

7, and went to 1 of 16 neighborhoods in groups of 10-13

persons. Each group was loaned a Polaroid camera for

the day. Once in the neighborhood, they scattered to

research their focus items: they were encouraged to

speak to as many residents and storekeepers as possible,
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and to garner their information from observation rather

than official statistical documents.

Debriefing: Participants reconvened about 3:00 p.m.

at MIT to discuss the day with their group and a TA.

The participants then constructed a display board for

each neighborhood with relevant quotes, observations,

artifacts, photographs, and background data sheets pre-

viously prepared by the TA. The 16 display boards were

then mounted on a two-story high series of platforms in

the main entrance lobby at MIT for further comparison

and for additional comments by other members of Project

ADAPT and by the MIT community.

Critique

In general, the intended objectives seem to have

been met, and the format of city travel was a successful

method for providing the firsthand observation of the

Boston region and its neighborhood. The directions were

open enough to provide for individual approaches to the

journey, yet precise enough to permit comparison among

those who had taken a particular route or visited a

particular neighborhood. For both days,
4
participants

regretted the lack of time to make intelligent observa-

tions and evidenced some confusion about the precise

purpose of the Reconnaissance. The briefings should then

have included a more extensive explanation of the objec-

tives, preferably on a day prior to the trip. The actual

logistics were simplified as much as possible: additional

logistical information (directions, time estimates, etc.)

might have been a comfort to those who seemed confused

about the route. (However, this might have conflicted

with the objective of a field experience that relied

mainly on independent observation and exploration.)
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Day One: The routes seemed unbearably long to a

number of the travelers, largely because the day was so

hot. Some options for shortcutting the trip might have

been included. The "keyword" system was generally useful

for categorical focus, but the map display was, in itself,

inadequate for sharing this information. Supplementary

discussions of the categories (land use, etc.) were

needed. (See Document 3 for map format.) The summaries

and urban-question discussions were engrossing, and seem

to have been abruptly curtailed by the all-groups panel

which was unsuccessful. It was difficult to compare the

8 experiences, and the participants were quite tired. A

panel to discuss the "general urban questions" in light

of the trip, should, if included, be presented 1-3 days

after the two-day Reconnaissance.

Day Two: The neighborhood visits seem to have been

more coherent to the persons involved than did the regional

excursions (probably because the focus-items were more

specific). There was some tendency for the visitors to

rely on City Hall handouts instead of their own informa-

tion. The display construction seemed enjoyable to most

(with one notable exception, who deemed it a "fascist play

period" and left), although it precluded any in-depth dis-

cussion of the focus items. Perhaps the display construc-

tion should follow a discussion session: the two were inter-

mixed in this experience. The time allotted in the neighbor-

hoods was inadequate for the span of the focus items (about 5

hours). An alternative approach would explain definitively

beforehand that the objective is exposure to new techniques

of obser','tion rather than the routine accumulation of

precise data. (Some of the Polaroid cameras didn't work,

but this was not a serious hindrance.) Finally, because
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of other meetings scheduled, the second day ended with no

specific event. Some sort of relevant celebration is in

order as a finale.
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Field Trips and Evening Forums

Intent

To take advantage of its location in a metropolitan

region of 3 million persons, Project ADAPT organized two

forms of voluntary participation both to bring.the city to

the enrollees and to permit the enrollees to enter otherwise

inaccessible offices and activities of state and local

governments and voluntary organizations. The advantage

of voluntary participation was to permit a degree of

personal choice in an otherwise highly structured 20-day

orientation. (See Appendix K for summary of participation

in forums and field trips.)

Field Trips

Description

The field trips were arranged in advance with key

agencies designing and delivering a variety of urban

services in the Boston region. The purpose of the field

trips was to examine agencies in operation and to gain

a sense of operating difficulties and management prob-

lems as they occur on the job.

During July,project staff had identified sites,

developed itineraries and arranged for transportation,

and initiated on-site liaison for approximately 30 trips

to 15 sites. Several locations were visited by more

than one ADAPT group (see Appendix for sites and objec-

tives of field trips).
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Evening Forums

Description

Evening forums were intended to provide informal

meetings between enrollees and urban practitioners. The

principal guest at each evening forum was either an elected

official or a responsible executive of a major urban

service agency: for instance, mayors of nearby cities,

directors of state and regional authorities such as trans-

portation, courts, and resource development.

The subject matter of these meetings -- limited to

20-25 enrollees per session -- is more fully described

in an Appendix to this report.

Critique

In general, forums seemed to have created active inter-

change between participants and forum guests. The evening

forums were probably the most enthusiastically received

of all program elements: meeting public officials inform-

ally apparently dispelled much cynicism and mutual suspicion.

Forums were also easily arranged and administered and provided

much needed opportunities for enrollees to explore personal

interests and issues.

Both staff and participants felt that the forum exper-

ience should have been expanded to include more sessions. For

those who could not participate, evening forums were a source

of particular frustration. According to one participant,

"a more equitable method should be devised for participation

in forums or they should be discontinued." Many enrollees

disliked having to choose among forums with insufficient

knowledge of the speakers or of their own future interests
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in the field. In general, a larger number of meetings with

practitioners would have proved a valuable career counsel-

ing role and provided a useful adjunct to the academic

curriculum.

Field trips tended to constitute a considerable expen-

diture of staff time and effort. Advance arrangements with

field sites or agencies, for example, were difficult to

make when participant demand was not yet known, Often bad

weather, conflicting activities and participant interests

made it impossible to coordinate field visits with the

content of panels or lectures. The resulting field trip

program served only a small number of participants, and

cost large quantities of staff time in providing up-to-

date opportunities and in recruiting and organizing parti-

cipants.
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Urban Films

Intent

The project's intent was to provide films related to

urban issues and relevant to topics covered in lectures,

panel discussions, and small group discussions of Project

ADAPT. These films were to be presented two evenings a

week, at a regular time, for an average of three hours.

Wherever possible, film topics were to coordinate with

other orientation topics, but films were viewed as less

a pedagogic device and more a form of structured recreation.

Description

The film series was designed to present as diverse a

range of issues and viewpoints as the orientation itself.

The general procedure was to present a film, sometimes

with a short introduction, and then discuss it if partici-

pants seemed interested. A schedule and precis of the

films is included in Appendix G.

The wide range of political and social attitudes among

the participants resulted in some stimulating discussions

after films. Films such as "People's Park," a case history

of a crisis in the Berkeley community, which culminated

in armed intervention by police and National Guard units,

produced debate among participants about the viewpoints

represented in the film. In this case, teaching assistants

were able to organize a discussion of the causes of civil

disorders. Other films offered similar opportunities for

discussion of current urban issues.
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Attendance at the urban movies ranged from 60 to 120;

on nights when APEX was not being played, attendance was

particularly high.

Critique

As structured, the film series provided neither con-

sistent recreation nor direct opportunity for discussions

of the urban field. Both staff and participants commented

on the necessity of tying an urban film series more closely

to the academic curriculum. Participants felt uncomfortable

with a program element which,lacked hard practical informa-

tion and which did not directly follow the subject matter

of lectures, panels, and discussion groups. They felt

particularly that commentary which pulled films together

into a coherent presentation would have made it more obvious

what the films were "supposed to do."

Where participants were not aware of the "place" of

a film in the academic program, the film series tended to

become a source of frustration. Many participants felt

that a "balanced" selection of films would have been

more useful and less frustrating. One reviewer was dis-

turbed at the "futile" feeling created by seeing only

one side of a particular issue.

Case history films were the most effective element

in the urban film program. Unless presented in limited

exposure, however, they contribute to a sense of frustra-

tion at the unfinished business of the city -- too many

loose ends, too many resolved questions. On the basis

of the ADAPT experience, it seems that where case history

films are used, it is perhaps best to have a person

familiar with the conditions portrayed available to act
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as a resource in subsequent discussion. Case history

films, such as "Troublemakers," are ideally suited for

use with small group discussions.

Films presenting a popular, even if innovative, idea,

such as those with Lewis Mumford, were also generally

well received. Being orderly and presenting a fairly

consistent image of what might be, such films gave the

viewer a comfortable feeling of hope for the city.
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APEX (Air Pollution Exercise)

Intent

Participation in the METRO APEX gaming-simulation was

intended to be an active learning experience for ADAPT

enrollees. The primary objectives were to give participants

experience in dealing with a type of environment in which

they will be expected to operate and to allow the ADAPTers

to experiment with various problem-solving strategies.

Games are especially useful for these purposes since they

allow players to participate in decision-making roles

that are different from their real-life roles,without

responsibility for the consequences'of their actions.

Computer-aided games like APEX provide a particularly

rich simulated environment. APEX belongs to a genre of

games which focuses on the interplay between private and

public sector decision-making and illuminates the conse-

quences of this interplay for the physical and economic

development of a metropolitan area. "Private decisions"

emphasize land development and real estate transactions;

"public decisions" focus on creation of operating and

capital budgets. Both types of decisions may be further

influenced by exogenously-induced economic fluctuations.

METRO APEX in particular emphasizes air pollution problems

and their control in the broader context of the urban

area.

Description

ADAPT orientees were divided into three groups of

60, each of whom participated in three sessions of 4 to
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6 hours each. Allocation to roles in each group was the

following:

I 7 developer teams with 3 per team

II 5 industrialist teams with 3 per team

III 1 city planner team with 5 per team

IV 1 county planner team with 5 per team

V 1 regional planner team with 3 per team

VI 1 air pollution control office team with 5 per team

VII 1 city council team with 5 per team

VIII 1 county council team with 5 per team

The game irtinued from group to group to provide a

continuity of/gray and to create interest among players

whose own play had ended. About 5-10 participants per

group showed enough interest to continue with subsequent

groups in later rounds as "bit" players, role coaches, or

assistants.

During the course of the game, such problem_situations

as the following occurred: trials of pollution violators

with a practicing lawyer serving as judge; "Hawk Industries,"

a giant aerospace and defense concern that entered the

area and caused pollution; elections of local officials;

decisions on referendum questions; and trials for alleged

graft and corruption.

Critique

In general, APEX seemed to be regarded by the partici-

pants as a stimulating though diffuse learning experience.

Participants tended to become highly involved in their roles,

often carrying them over into other project activities and

into their free time. Despite the general enthusiasm

for the gamelthough, many players observed that game

logistics were time-consuming and tedious.
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Much of the challenge of the APEX experience stemmed

from the sudden and extensive adjustments which the game

required of its players. The participants were required

to adjust to unfamiliar roles in a 4-.ype of decision

environment which called for both a new style of reason-

ing and new terminology. The quality of play and the

extent of integration of APEX thto the curriculum suffered

from the lack of time for participants to adjust to these

differences.

Execution of the APEX simulation (and computer games

generally) could have been improved with minor changes

which future programs could readily incorporate. ADAPT

enrollees suggested that, had role instructions been made

available considerably earlier, well before the start of

the game, their attention could focus better on the prob-

lems of decision-making. The staff too, felt that quality

of play could have been improved had players had sufficient

confidence in their roles to become enterprising. The

staff also expressed a preference for expanded coaching

and more extensive explanation of the game's mechanics.
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VI. METHODS OF PROGRAM EVALUATION

Introduction

Over a quarter of ADAPT's total effort is devoted to a

documentation and assessment of the orieAtation itself and

of the new careers of the ADAPT alumni. This effort is

made in order to inform future decisions in the areas of

municipal manpower planning, mid-career education, and the

redirection of surplus technical manpower.

Specifically, the evaluation should reveal the particular

strengths of intensive, on-campus orientations as a means of

expediting mid-career shifts, as well as the limitations of

that approach. The dynamics of career change and the problems

of lateral entry into public service should also be illumi-

nated by the evaluation effort.

The evaluation began while the program was in progress;

the purposes and methods used are outlined in Part A of this

section, "Concurrent Monitoring and Evaluation." Results of

that work are reported in the section, "Analysis of Program

Design, Procedure and Components," and the baseline data

gathered will be used through the later evaluation.

The purposes and methods of the continuing evaluation

are described below in Part B, "Post-Orientation Monitoring

and Evaluation." This section proposes that the evaluation

t&sks called for in the NLC-MIT agreement be modified. The

proposed changes should be made if the unexpectedly low

rate and the unanticipated distribution of placements con-

tinue. Post-Orientation findings will be reported in full

in the final report of the Project, to be submitted to NLC

April, 1972. The precise date is to be determined, as is

the precise form of the report.
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A. Concurrent Monitoring and Evaluation

The Concurrent Evaluation of MIT's Project ADAPT was

designed to fulfill three major purposes:

1) to provide baseline data on ADAPT participants.

Socio-economic characteristics and employment

history of participants, their attitudes toward

the urban field, and their familiarity with urban

phenomena were surveyed and recorded, to be used

as a base for assessing performance during the

orientation and on the job. This data can also

serve as a mechanism for assessing the NLC/USCM

selection process.

2) to assist in the development of a review of the

ADAPT orientation. Participant evaluations of

orientation activities were collected and re-

corded. Staff assessments of program elements

were submitted, along with participant observations

of lecture and panel sessions and field activities.

An attempt was made to assess the scope of enrollee

participation in orientation activities, the

success of various program elements, and relation-

ships between participants and staff and among

the participants themselves. The participant

evaluations and staff assessments are included

in Chapter V,,Analysis of Program Design,

Procedure, and Components.

3) to provide a preliminary assessment of the impact

of the MIT orientation on participant attitudes

and on their familiarity with urban 'issues.
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Questionnaires (see Appendix H) were administered

to ADAPT participants before and after the orien-

tation. In each, participants were asked to

react to the structure and content of the ADAPT

program, the nature of jobs in the public sector,

and major urban issues. Change in responses

between the two questionnaires constituted one

indicator of the effect of Project ADAPT on its

participants. The questionnaires centered on

the following issues: the participants' views

of urban agencies compared with their former

work environment, their expected roles in the

urban system, their level of understanding about

selected urban issues and problems, and their

evaluation of the ADAPT program and its content.

The analyses* contained in this report reveal the early

impact of the ADAPT experience and comprises one part of a

longer evaluation. The interim findings are offered tenta-

tively in order to provide an early indication of what

effects ADAPT has had on the careers -- personal and profes-

sional -- of the enrollees.

*For this preliminary evaluation report, frequency
distributions for all data collected were developed,
and cross-tabulations made of selected variable
pairs. Tests of association (chi-square) were
carried out at the 95% confidence level. Nonpara-
metric tests and observation of deviance were used
when-more formal methods were inappropriate.
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B. Post-Orientation Monitoring and Evaluation

Overview of the Problems and Needed Changes in Research Design

The formal agreement between NLC/USCM and MIT relating

to post-orientation monitoring and evaluation assumes that

1) Most ADAPT enrollees would be placed in public

service employment by the end of the August

orientation or shortly thereafter; and

2) Most of the positions would be in Model Cities

agencies, with mayors or city chief executives,

or in central budgeting or planning organizations

that are a part of the executive level of munici-

pal government.

The rate of placement of ADAPT enrollees into public

service employment, however, has not met initial expecta-

tions. According to the latest report from the League

(October 29) only 16 of 186 ADAPT alumni - less than 10

percent - are employed by public agencies. Of the 16,

10 had been on the job by the end of September. These

early figures suggest a decline in the rate of public agency

placements since the end of the August orientation. Further-

more, the types of positions secured by ADAPT alumni have

been more diverse than anticipated during the planning

stages of the project. Of those 16 public service place-

ments, two are agricultural extension agents, one is an

instructor in a training program at a community college,

one is a public utilities engineer, and another is chief

systems engineer for a new public building. These early

placements may not be typical of future placements, but

if present trends continue, the original expectations of

the League will not fully be realized.
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Those connected with Project ADAPT at MIT are as

disappointed with this unfortunate state of affairs as

are those engaged in the Aerospace Employment Project at
the National League of Cities. Officials at MIT understand

that the AEP staff is making every effort to step up the
rate of placement.

However, unless the placement rate shifts dramatically
upward within the next few weeks, expectations must also
be revisers about the kinds of questions the Post-Orientation

Evaluation can responsibly answer. Methods of data collec-
tion and, analysis originally deemed appropriate may be

rendered inadequate or unsuitable.

Initial planning of post-orientation monitoring and
evaluation was based on the formal agreements between MIT
and the League of Cities: Criteria have been specified

and measures operationally defined to facilitate a reason-
ably objective, systematic assessment of the impact of the

orientation on project participants, their on-the-job

effectiveness, and performance in certain professional
roles in urban government. To the degree, however, that

total placement in urban government jobs fails to equal

or exceed approximately 40% of ADAPT's summer enrollment,

interpretation of the statistical analysis of monitoring
data will be impaired. And to the degree that such inter-

pretation is impaired, claims made on that basis that

the Aerospace Employment Program represents a "demonstra-

tion" of wide applicability will be unwarranted.

Therefore, several modifications in the Post-Orienta-
tion monitoring plan may be needed. The most important
of them are (1) a shift toward a more subjective, case-

oriented data collection procedure for monitoring the

experience of successfully placed alumni, (2) revision
of the idea of "technology transfer" to include unantici-

pated side effects of the orientation program, and (3)

expansion of the sampled population to include those
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ADAPT alumni who secured public service employment on their

own initiatives, returned to private sector employment,

became selfemployed or remain unemployed. Resulting data

analysis would be rendered less conventional and the final

report would therefore be more tentative, particularistic

and eclectic than originally envisioned.

The next two sections spell out in more detail the way

these placement problems affect the research effort and the

necessary changes we envision in our post-orientation

evaluation design.

How Placement Affectsthe 'Research Plan

Planning for post-orientation monitoring and evaluation

has been guided by three main questions:

1) How effective is a brief academic orientation

as a means of transfering technical skills

and management abilities from aerospace

employment to local government employment?

2) What has been the experience of Model Cities

and other employers in obtaining effective

performance from ADAPT participants, and

how does this performance lead to Model Cities

capacity building objectives?

3) What types of aerospace personnel perform

most effectively in public service jobs

associated with management of municipal

government (e.g. administration, evaluation,

information systems, and other activities

enumerated in Model Cities legislation)?

Key terms in each of the questions were defined

operationally to increase the objectivity and precision

of responses obtained through monitoring and evaluation.

"Effectiveness" of the orientation, for example, was

defined as (e: improved enrollee vocabulary, (b) sensitivity
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to urban issues, and (c) familiarity with successful urban

problem solving approaches. "Capacity building" was defined

as continued employment and qualifi.Ation for permanent

civil service positions. Aerospace "types" have been

defined in terms of age, experience, training, non-work

related civic and professional activities, and so forth.

As noted in the previous section, the Concurrent Evalu-

ation would feed into post-orientation monitoring and

evaluation by collecting necessary background information,

and assessing the initial impact-effectiveness of the

orientation program. More permanent effects of the

orientation would be measured during Post-Orientation

Monitoring. In addition, new instruments would be devel-

oped to collect data about on-the-job performance and

employer/employee satisfaction.. Instruments would be

administered to a sample of employees three to six months

after placement. An analysis which related differences in

background to different levels of performance and satisfac-

tion would provide some answers to the question about the

types of aerospace personnel who perform most effectively

in specified public service jobs. Using, in short, stan-

dardized measures, objective (as opposed to subjective)

instruments, statistical sampling techniques, and rigorous

analytical procedure, the Post-Orientation Evaluation would

produce systematic, relatively objective (in the scientific

sense) answers to questions posed at the outset of Project

ADAPT.

Methodological difficulties that arise from the

unexpectedly low rate of placements must be made clear.

First, the generalizability of the results of statistical

analysis will be reduced to the degree that the rate of

placement fails to increase. Even if all public service

placements are included in the sample, the number of
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total cases may be so small (assuming only marginal

improvement in current placements rates) as to severely

restrict the generalizability results of analysis. This

problem is critical to the demonstration objectives of

AEP.

More than generalizability is at issue, however. The

small number of public service placements, in conjunction

with the wide range of types of positions, will severely

impair efforts to interpret data responsibly. Most of the

data will be in nominal or ordinal, rather than in interval

or ratio form. This means that multi-variate statistic-a

analyses (e.g. correlation and multiple-regression analyses)

are virtually ruled out. Further, the principal form of

analysis would be restricted to tests of association (e.g.

cross-tabulation). In analyses of this type, the introduc-

tion of only two "control" factors in a cross tabular

analysis with so few total cases could reduce the number

of cases falling into an analytical category (cell) to as

few as one or two (...or zero). This is particularly

problematic in an analysis of how differences in performance

are related to differences in backgrounds of employees.

Attempts to isolate critical variables (i.e. to identify

types of aerospace personnel) affecting on-the-job perform-

ance will suffer.

Theoretically, the problem could be ameliorated with

the introduction of comparison or "control" groups and

development of a quasi-experimental design. Two comparison

groups were discussed earlier in this project: (1) AEP

applicants who were selected to participate in the orienta-

tion program, but were placed in public service jobs

without actually having attended an orientation,,and (2) a

cadre of twenty or so persqns,who are.- reported to have

received a similar orientation a year or more ago before

placement in middle-management positions in Model Cities

agencies.
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Practically speaking, however, the control group approach

does not appear feasible. Only three or four of the AEP

applicants are known to have secured employment in public

sector jobs. Moreoverrthe usefulness of the cadre of twenty

as a comparison group is limited by two factors : 1) members

of the cadre were different from ADAPT enrollees in several

basic ways, and 2) the nature of the orientation was signifi-

cantly different from the ADAPT orientation. On the average,

the group was significantly younger than the ADAPT group.

Most of them had recently received graduate degrees in social

science or administration. They preferred public service/

social action as a first career choice. Their orientation

was conducted more directly under the auspices of the

HUD/Model Cities Administration, than Project ADAPT, the

emphasis was on the mechanics of the Demonstration Cities

Program from the Federal point of view. Most of this

cadre were assigned to HUD regional offices for a period

of time prior to actually assuming positions in local

Mode], Cities agencies. The time and financial costs of

identifying other comparison groups outside the roster of

AEP enrollees appear prohibitive at this time. Thus the

quasi-experimental model seems to offer little promise,

when considered in practical terms.

In brief, then, unanticipated difficulties in placing

ADAPT alumni in public service jobs may adversely affect

the attempt to implement Post-Orientation monitoring and

evaluation as originally contemplated. The lag in the

rate of placement seriously reduces the generalizability

of the assessment of the demonstration. In conjunction

with the unexpected range of positions secured in the public

sector, it cripples the effective use of objective measures

and statistical analysis.
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Proposed Modifications to Post-Orientation Evaluation Design

Post-Orientation monitoring and evaluation of Project
ADAPT can be modified in the following ways:

1) Shift to a more case-oriented, subjective approach
to data collection:in cases where ADAPT enrollees

have secured public service employment through

the Aerospace Employment Program;

2) Revise the concept of "technology transfer"

implicit to early NLC -MIT monitoring and evalua-

tion agreements, and incorporate all ADAPT alumni
into the "sample";

3) Treat alumni of both MIT and Berkeley orientations

that were successfully placed in public aervice
jobs as a single population on some dimensions,

as comparison groups on others; and

4) Make more extensive use of secondary data in

interpreting findings.

The first modification represents an attempt to compen-

sate for anticipated problems in statistical analysis arising
from the small number of cases, as discussed above. More
time would be devoted to on-site data collection. Field
interviewers would give more emphasis to in-depth explora-

tion of "conversion," performance, and "satisfaction"

issues than originally contemplated. They would be able

to interview more local actors and at greater length. Richer
experiential and "process" data can be gathered with this

approach, despite the fact that comparability between and
among cases is difficult to maintain.

The shift to a more case-oriented approach does not
obviate the use of standardized research instruments or
objective measures. On the contrary, it should enrich

the interpretation of an otherwise necessarily thin statis-
tical analyses. Moreover, such interpretative data -
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albeit less systematic - may displace the lack of general-

izable results with more pertinent, insightful observations

that would benefit designers of future programs.

Revision of the concept of "technology transfer" as

implicit to NLC-MIT agreements on objectives and methods

of project evaluation is not only required by unforeseen

difficulties in public service job placement; it is also

desirable as an objective of evaluation, Ea se. The all

too easy assumptions that unemployed aerospace engineers

would (a) want public service employment after the

orientation experience, or (b) accept even the most

attractive-sounding job offers in city government, over-

looks an important function of such an orientation:

helping participants decide whether or not they feel public

service is for them a good choice for a new career. Even

if the first assumption proves to be correct -- and there

is some evidence to the contrary -- a more thorough explora-

tion of consequences related to the second is appropriate

to the effort to evaluate Project ADAPT. The August orienta-

tion, for example, may have had the effect of helping ADAPT

enrollees shape and refine their images of appropriate

professional roles for themselves in public service agencies.

Results of the Concurrent Evaluation indicate a shift in

participants' self-images as manifest in personal resumes.

The orientation may have had other effects on the job

search process, as well.

Further, the narrow focus on the tandem orientation/

job placement approach to technology transfer has diverted

attention from alternate modes of technology transfer

which might also have been stimulated by the summer orienta-

tion. They include:

1) formation of contracting organizations or

consulting groups to perform services for the

public sector;
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2) rejoining existing aerospace or defense firms

in order to assist in development of public

service components within those organizations;

3) increased understanding of the problems of the

municipalities in which enrollees live, and

changes in the nature of their involvement in

civic activities;

4) increased involvement in professional activities

designed to stimulate the interest of profes-

sional colleagues in public service and urban

problems.

Some of these options might be used by both employed

and unemployed ADAPT alumni. Thus, upon re-examination

the idea of technology transfer can be adjusted to the

unanticipated placement situation and, indeed, adjusted

to include "transfer" mechanisms that could have been

identified in the original Post-Orientation Evaluation

design, but were not.

The third modification - merging successfully placed

MIT and Berkeley alumni into a single population for certain

research purposes - might increase the generalizability of

some results of the demonstration evaluation. However,

this will require careful thinking and increased coordina-

tion of the evaluative effort between MIT, Berkeley and

the Leagues While it would not be necessary to have

identical instruments or a single, uniform research design,

some congruence of measures and parts of the overall design

related to the use of instruments will be required. Even

coordinating implementation of a monitoring and evaluation

plan with those minimum requirements, however, could be

expensive in terms of time and.refources.

The difficulties inherent in mounting a coordinated

monitoring plan at this stage of AEP development, plus the
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problems associated with implementing the original Post-

Oriintation Evaluation plan require that -- in addition

to modifications suggested above -- the analysis of the

experience of ADAPT alumni rely more on secondary

sources of data than originally anticipated. To the extent,

then, that time and resources permit, investigation of

relevant literature and consultation with appropriate

specialists in industrial relations, public personnel

administration, and manpower training, and related fields

will be needed.

Criteria for Implementation of the Modified Design

Most of the foregoing discussion clearly assumes that

the rate of placement of ADAPT alumni into public service

employment will not increase substantially in the near
future. It is of course possible, however, that this rate

will begin to "snowball" through the continued efforts of

the staff of the Aerospace Employment Project. This

uncertainty creates the need for a specific criteria for

making the decision to proceed with Post-Orientation

monitoring as originally conceived or to implement the

modified deSign discussed above. Constraints imposed on

the original design by contractual obligations, methodo-

logical choices made at the outset of Project ADAPT, and

research activities already underway all suggest that

successful implementation of the Post-Orientation Evalua-

tion - as originally conceived - depends on the placement

of a total of approximately 80 ADAPT alumni into public

service employment by the end of the year 1971. That

means the placement rate must mushroom in the next few

weeks.
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The time criterion is important for two reasons.

First, one of the measures of successful "transfer" is a

time measure: continuous public service employment for

a period of three months or more. Second, sampling is

required three to six months after placement. That means

that ADAPT alumni placed in public service jobs in late

December could be interviewed or "sampled" in late March

at the earliest. And the project's final report is due

at the National League of Cities by the end of April. The

intervening month will be necessary for analyzing the

sampling data and incorporating that analysis into the

final report.

The size criterion is important for reasons that have

already been discussed. First, the problem of generaliz-

ability will be ameliorated to the extent that minimum

sample size is approximated or exceeded. Second, the

suggested "sample" size provides an approximation of the

minimum number of cases required to interpret responsibly

the statistical analyses to which the form of the objectively

measured data in halid restrict the evaluation staff. In

short, both the internal reliability of the statistical

analysis and the external validity of the findings hinge

on a sample that approximately equals or exceeds that

number of cases of public service job placements of ADAPT

alumni.

If the number of public service placements does not

appear by mid-December to approach the needed amount, a

meee.ng of the evaluation staffs of MIT's Project ADAPT,

their counterparts at Berkeley, and the Aerospace Employ-

ment Project should be convened to discuss the modifications

proposed above. Further, should such a conference seem

appropriate, some consideration might at that time be given

to the manner in which evaluation activities at MIT and Berkeley
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mesh with AEP's own efforts to explore two issues: (a) how

was it that such high expectations for the possibility of

moving unemployed aerospace personnel to public service

employment were created, and (b) what factors were most

important in undermining the AEP's efforts to match

unemployed aerospace personnel to public sector jobs?
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Project ADAPT has - so far as can now be determined -

succeeded in meeting its objectives. An educationally

innovative, brief, on-campus orientation to urban affairs

was devised and executed. Participants in the program,

moreover, appeared to acquire enthusiasm for urban affairs

as a field of work, an appreciation of the role of profes-

sionals in urban agencies, and an increased knowledge of

basic urban vocabulary and issues. An evaluation of the

educational program has been conducted, and information

is available regarding the educational process itself,

the impact of the orientation on participants and their

reaction to the program.

While it is too early to evaluate the success of the

general redeployment strategy employed by the NLC/USCM

Joint Aerospace Employment Project, the ADAPT experience

provides some important evidence about the effectiveness

of a brief university-based orientation. Since partici-.

pants in Project ADAPT were not a statistically representa-

tive sample of the nationls technical professional work

force - either employed or unemployed, inferences drawn

from the ADAPT experience should not be casualli, general-

ized. The adaptation of professional skills to new tasks

appears to require both an opportunity for personal

orientation and a period of specialized experience with

the requirements of the new field. Unless a program can

be tailored to fill the needs of a group of professionals

whose specific interests and jobs are known in advance,

this latter function is probably best filled by on-the-job

practice. A general introduction to the issues in the new

field and a period of personal role definition appear to

be necessary staged, before the professional can efficiently
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take advantage of training on tne job. ADAPT enrollees

experienced considerable attitudinal change during the

course of the project and most developed spedific career

objectives for the urban field. ADAPT experience indicates,

moreover, that this process can be accomplished in4a brief

period, and that a university setting can offer the facili-

ties ngxessary to its guidance. Particularly, orientation

to e new px'ofession requires the presence of a staff whose

credentials can be respected by the participants, access

to a range of people familiar with the field, and the

existence of extensive technical facilities related to

the field.

The experience of Project ADAPT also implies a number

of specific guidelines for planning future programs of its

type:

1. Orientation programs should focus on the broad issues

salient to the professional field, offering insight

into the environment the participant will encounter

in his new role.

2. The curriculum itself should be tightly structured

and organized. Participants need a clear view of the

objectives of program elements and a sense of their

interrelationships.

3. The primary role of the program should be viewed as

the personal development and guidance of participants.

4. If jobs can't be arranged in advance, then the orienta-

tion program must be closely coordinated with job

placement, to insure that placement activity does not

interfere with the work of the orientation.

5. The function of transferring professional skills may

be best accomplished on a regional rather than a

national basis.
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The curriculum of future academic career reorientation

programs would benefit from the same emphasis on general

issues that was employed in Project ADAPT. The diversity

of backgrounds and job prospects in any large group of
orientees tends to preclude a detailed job-training program.

The greatest contribution of the university setting, moreover,
seems to be the communication of broad concepts and issues

rather than training people in specific skills. In addition,

the diversity of opinion and educational styles incorporated
into the ADAPT curriculum provides a successful model for

future programs, since this type of wide-ranging orientation
offers the enrollee a means of identifying and evaluating his

personal position on critical urban issues.

Not only should an orientation program be general and

diverse, it should also be tightly structured. The program
elements of Project ADAPT which were the most successful

and respected by the enrollees were those which had clear

objectives, well-developed supporting materials, and a well-

articulated relationship to the other elements of the

orientation. Curriculum design, too, should be guided in

part by the prior educational experiences of the partici-
pants. A highly structured curriculum which requires

participant involvement and active response, either orally

or in writing, will fill the needs of groups like the
ADAPT enrollees. Innovation and experiential program

elements, especially, require clear identification of

their purposes and relationship to a stable intellectual

framework.

These approaches to developing a tightly structured

curriculum need to be coordinated through a very intensive
use of time. Considerable program time should be devoted

to overviews of program segments, and longer periods could
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be used for formal program elements themselves. Even meal

times and weekends could be employed as opportunities for

well-structured informal activit.les.

The personal development furiction of an academic

orientation should be supported in a variety of ways.

Personal counselling, etc. - is a crucial program element.

An involuntary shift late in a professional's career is

difficult; if a mechanism to deal with the resulting anxie-

ties and tensions can be included in the orientation, the

participants will be aided in one major facet of their

personal adaptation, and the academid program will be

strengthened. Likewise, guidance in preparing for a new

field should be provided to all enrollees. The tasks of

writing a resume and conducting a job search in an unfamiliar

field, for example, should be supported by employment coun-

sellors femiliar with the enrollee's former field as well

as the new field. Faculty and staff, too, should be selected

from those who can provide the enrollees with personal "role"

models.

The job development activities of the redeployment

program must be planned in such a way that they do not

interfere with the reorientation program. When possible,

of.course, jobs should be identified and matched to specific

participants prior to the academic program. In programs

where enrollment is not limited to people who have already

received employment, the orientation should be designed

to insure that the mechanism of job matching is clearly

understood and "visible" to program participants. The

visibility and access needed to permit participants to

feel confident about the job-matching process 'will place

heavy demands for coordination on the university providing

the orientation and on the agency matching participants

to,jobs. Geographical proximity between these organizations

would, of course, facilitate the coordination of activities;
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but an even more close administrative cooperation is neces-

sary if the program is to succeed.

Future programs might realize several advantages if

they were conducted in a number of locations around the

nation, each focusing on a geographical region. Each loca-

tion could then supplement the academic faculty with local

agency professionals and elected officials, offering the

kind of access to practitioners that was markedly successful

in Project ADAPT. Since dormitory residence does not seem

to affect enrollee participation, the program could also

draw its participants from nearby areas, thus minimizing

costs to participants and program sponsors.

Structuring a program in small geographical areas,

then, could address both sides of the regional labor market

by involving local employers and local job seekers in the

progi'am. In this way, public awareness could be more easily

raised and local medic employed to make the program visible

to state and local agencies. Instructional efficiency would

also result from tailoting programs to the overriding urban.,

problems and specific agency structure of the area.
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elann:ng Institute
of Technology

Cambridge
Massachusetts
02139

TO: Walter Rosenblith

FROM: Lloyd Rodwin

DATE: 21 April 1971

RE: Work Statement: Aerospace Orientation Program Proposed By

The Department of Urban Studies and Planning.

This program will provide an orientation to urban issues and prob-
lems for aerospace engineers who are embarking on new careers in

government and urban affairs. During July and August of this year,
160-200 persons selected by the U.S. Conference of Mayors/National
League of Cities in conjunction with MIT and the Federal Government
will undergo an intensive day and night program which will:

1) provide a general orientation covering urban renewal and com-
munity development, inter - governmental, relations, urban plan-
ning and analysis as well as program management and budgeting.
In addition, it would offer seminars in such specialized areas
as housing and community facilities,. public service systems,
transportation, social policy, regional planning and public

safety; .

2) sensitize the candidates to the problems they are likely to
face in applying engineering and aerospace approaches and skills
to the more complex tasks of urban government and service agencies.
The program will review the opportunities for expediting innova-
tion and change in the operations and structure of public insti-

tutions;

3) familiarize the candidates with the "vocabulary'! of .urban
ning, the basic literature and sources of information used by
planners and government officials, and introduce them by means
of lectures, seminars, small-group discussions, films, computer
gaming and simulation exercises, case studies, and readings to the
various options for specialization in planning and urban manage-

ment.

P.,:cruitment of trainees and their placement in.government and urban
affairs positions is the responsibility of the U.S. Conference of
i:ayors/National League of Cities. Trainees will be drawn Yroni centers

of concentrated aerospace and defense unemployment--such as Route 12Z--
tnrough local State Employment Security offices. Selection will be
Jzs,:d on criteria established by USCM/OLC, the Federal Departments of

Labor and ;lousing and Urban Development and. MIT. No person will enter
pro5ram unless and until that person has a work contract with

Y
\V7-
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A.

a,USCM/NLC-approved agency and t eir admission has been approved by

MIT.

Details of program design will depend on the composition of the group

participating in the program and the availability of appropriate staff

resources.

The program will be administered by the Department of Urban Studies

and Planning and will be offered under the auspices of the ;iIT Summer

Session. However, the persons participating ih this program will not

be eligible for academic credit from MIT. The staff will be drawn not

only from the Department of Urban Studies and Planning and other de-

partments at MIT, but also, from various planning organizationsand

governmental agencies where appropriate. Also, the Director will be

assisted by an advisory group
representing other departments at the

Institute with pertinent experience. Living accommodations, meals,

and travel allowances will be made available to trainees selected to

participate in the program.

Within twelve months after the completion of the orientation program,

MIT shall provide the U.S. Conference of Mayors and the National League

of Cities with a report describing and evaluating the orientation

efforts. The report will include descriptions and evaluations of the

post-orientation placements of program "graduates" and an analysis of

the participants' responses to thi. program. In addition, it would also

provide recommendations regarding the design and operation of future

orientation, training, and conversion programs.
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USP Department of Room 7-338
Urban Studies and Massachusetts
Planning Institute

of Technology

Cambridge
Massachusetts
02139

Phone 617 864-6900 ,

To: Project ADAPT Enrollees

From: Francis T. VeYltre, Project Director

Date: 2 August 1971

PROJECT ADAPT: PROGRAM INTRODUCTION

Welcome to M.I.T. and to Project ADAPT, which is our

designation for the portion of the National League of Cities/

U. S. Conference of Mayors-Department of Labor and Department

of Housing and Urban Development joint Aerospace Employment

Project that M.I.T. is carrying out. The M.I.T. ccntribution is

to provide a 20-day' orientation program for you who'are moving

to new careers in staff agencies of state, county and municipal

government.

The objectives of the program are:

to provide a general orientation to urban issues

and to the actors, organizations and institutions

of local government;

to sensitize the orientees to the problems they

are likely to face in applying engineering and

aerospace experience to the more complex tasks

of urban development and management;

to familiarize the participants with the particular

intergovernmental relations (fiscal and institutional)

that obtain in each of several issue areas;

to introduce the participants to the breadth of the

urban planning and management enterprise by means

of lectures, small group discussions, films, gaming

and simulation exercises, case studies, field trips,

and selected readings.

The NLC/USCM will handle your job placements in cities

throughout the United States. The Urban Studies Department

will conduct an evaluation of the program's effectiveness during

the following year, relying on the cooperation of the Project

ADAPT "alumni" and on the agencies where they are then employed.

PROJECT ADAPT: PROGRAM ELEMENTS

In view of the limited time available, we believe the

four objectives of this program are better accomplished, not in

terms of text book abstraction, but rather in terms of concrete



issues in specific areas of concern. These areas are:

1) urban growth and development;

2) environment and technology;

3) the design and delivery of social services;

4) management and change in public agencies.

One week of class time will be devoted to each of these

four themes, which will be outlined at the outset by a lecturer

who will provide a conceptual framework for the concrete issues

to be dealt with during the week. Each day, particular elements

of the theme are developed by individual experts in panel

discussions or in topical lectures.

Panel discussions are used to identify and expose the

variety of views that surround each issue area in urban affairs.

Our intention is not to propound a single urban orthodoxy;

rather, to provide multiple viewpoints on major urban issues.

These considerations prompted the choice of the panelists: each

participant is an expert in his own right, and over the course

of a professional career, has developed experience with particular

constituencies or parties to urban controversies. Each of the

panelists is prepared to share his experience.

These panels are followed by discussions in smaller groups,

with each group discussion led by one of the panel participants.

In this smaller group discussion - held at different locations

on campus - each panelist can answer questiOns and further

develop issues first brought up in the larger meeting. Panels

and their counterpart small group discussions occur on nine of

the twenty days.

In addition to the eight overview and keynote lectures,

there are nine topical lectures which examine specific topics

in some detail. All the above are presented to the enrollees

assembled: this is a basic curriculum for all. Differentiation

and opportunities for individuals to elect their own"course"

occur at two places: when the program provides a choice for

a two-day "specialization" in one of six functional areas:
housing, health, city and regional planning, law enforcement

and criminal justice, welfare, and education; the afternoons

and evenings of the 20-day orientation provide the other
opportunities for individual enrollees to pursue particular

interests through a choice of field trips, gaming simulation
exercises, an evening urban Alm program, an evening forum
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3
series, and a two-day City Reconnaissance.

.The field trips have been arranged in advance with key
agencies designing and deliverying a variety of urban services
in the Boston region. The purpose of the field trips is to
examine agencies in operation and to gain thereby a sense of
the operating difficulties and management problems as they
occur on the job. The gaming exercises are to provide the
enrollees with the experience of the interactive decision making
in city management and planning.

The film program is a means of exposing still other views
of pressing urban issues and of widening the familiarity of the
enrollees with other actors and institutions on the urban scene.
The evening forums are another, more intimate way, of learning
from others' experience. In this case, the principle guest at
each session is either an elected official, or a responsible
executive of a major urban service agency; for instance, mayors
of nearby cities, directors of state and region-serving authorities
such as transportation, courts and resource development. City
Reconnaissance is a means of gaining new eyes or new views of
very familiar urban sites. This is a carefully structured
exercise whereby enrollees are coached and sensitized to a means
of gaining environmental information by direct sense impression
rather than documentary reportage from standard sources. This
is an exercise in coaching intuition rather than developing
analytic skills.

Urban Growth and Development - Auqust 2 -6

The physical, social and political development of the u '.)an
region is the focus of the first week's program. The ways in
which private development is molded to achieve public purposes
and, conversely, the demands for public services generated by
physical and social development are met will both.be explored
in the lectures, panel discussions and field trips. Emerging
political constituencies in cities and suburbs will be identified,
particularly those that have emerged in response to the processes
of physical development. Among the concommittants of metropolitan
development to be examined are the racial and economic polariza-
tion of city and suburb, the institutional means for ameliorat-
ing this and other problems; the impact of renewal and redevel-
opment policies on central areas; and the emergence of new forms
of urban development.
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Environment and Technology - August 9-13

The manifold and complex interactions between urban
development and the regional ecosystem: the intrusion of an
artificial environment into the natural one, are the focus of
the second week's work. The means of ameliorating the excesses
of pollution are examined at this point, as is the relation of
built form to social life and vice versa. The City Reconnaissance,
an unescorted, on-site examination and documentation of life in
the various sub-areas of the Boston metropolitan region, affords
an opportunity to "see" cities in fresh ways, using novel methods
for observation, recording and reporting city-experience.

Transportation, a technology with serious environmental
consequences - and also the prepotent technology for shaping
urban forms and functions - is examined in detail at the close
of the week. In contrast with the intrusion of man-made
environments into natural areas, transportation development
has caused similar disruption but in man-made environments.
This has led to serious economic, social and political conse-
quences for cities; these will be explored.

Desi n and Delive of Social Services - August 16-20

This segment includes overviews of the division of
responsibility among levels of government and the public,
private and voluntary providers of social services; an intro-
duction to the techniques of design, operation and analysis of
social service delivery and to the political environment out of
which evolve decisions on social service operatiOn.

The week begins with a review of established municipal
service functions: housing, health, education, city and regional
planning, law enforcement and criminal justice, welfare and
education; then examines the impact of local coordinative
approaches like Model Cities and community action agencies;
and concludes with explorations of alternatives to the historic
functions - and the bureaucracies they have nurtured - alterna-
tives such as direct income transfers to individuals and
revenue-sharing among units of government.

Agency Management and Chan.74 - August 23-27

Activities for this week examine the ways public agencies
accommodate themselves to change and to identify various means
of bringing about change in a public agency setting. Panelists,
each identified with experience in bringing about specific
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innovations in municipal agencies in a number of cities, will
relate the substantive and methodological issues involved.
Lecturers will compare managerial styles in governmental
agencies with those found in private industry.

One day will be devoted to examining ways in which
individual professionals adapt to the distinctive requirements
of public agency employment - and be effective professionals as
well.

The week, and the Orientation Program, concludes with a
familiarization with some of the sources of technical assistance
and professional in-service training available to municipal staff
agencies.
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URBAN GROWTH & DEVELOPMENT

Monday-2 August
130 Registration-Summer Session Staff

10:20

10:30

11:00
1:30

2:30
3:00

7:30

Welcome and. Ititrbduction

WEEK OF AUGUST 2-6

NIC Orientation - NIC Staff

MIT Orientation - MIT Staff

KEYNOTE: Technology and Change in Urban Institutions

David Grossman (City of New York)

BREAK
OVERVIEW LECTURE:

Political Economies of Urban Areas

Robert Wood (Uhiv. of Mass.)

ICEBREAKER (McCormick Hall)

Tuesday-3 August
PANEL: Urban Renewal:The Boston Cabe

9:15

1.00
7:00
8:00
6:30

Wednesday-4
9:15

11:00
11:30

3:00

7:30

Jerome Rappoport (Developer), Alan Rabinowitz

(Consultant), Marion
Yankauer (UPA), Jambs Drought (BRA)

BRA Slide Show and Field Trip

UPA Slide Show
Urban Films
Evening Forum

August
PANEL: City and Suburban Politics.

Martin Linsley (Mass. State-Rep.), Louis Menand (MIT)

Thomas Atkins (Boston City-Councilor), Al Kramer

(Governor's Office)

BREAK
Small Group Discussion (SGD)

Panel Participants

OVERVIEW LECTURE: Sociology of Metropolitan Areas

Nathan Glazer (Harvard)

Evening Forum

Thursday -5 August

9:15 PANEL: New Towns

Larry Suaskind (MIT), Leonard Ivins (Columbia),

Jack Uhderhill (HUD), Ben Cunningham (Jonathan), Ed

Cromwell (Mhumelle), AdamYarmolineX7 (Welfare Island)

1:00 SGD

7:30 Evening Forum
7:30 Urban Films

Friday-6 August
§:15 PANEL: Private Development in Cities and Suburbs

Harold Grabino (Dev. Corp. of America), Phil Herr

(Consultant),, Mark Waltch (Developer),paul Davidoff

(Suburban Action Institute)

11:00 BREAK
11:30 SGD
2:00 LECTURE: Environment Programming

William Porter (MIT)
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ENVIRONMENT AND TECHNOLOGY
WEEK OF AUGUST 9-13

Monday-2 Avlust
9:30 OVERVIEW LECTURE: Physical Ecology and Urban Development

Chet Mattson (Hackensack Meadowlands Project)

10:30, BREAK
11:00 LECTURES ON ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION:

11:00 Solid Waste-David Wilson (MIT)

1:00 Air PollaTon-David Standley (City of Boston)

2:00 Water Pollution-John Evans (Mitre Corp)

3:CO .TIRRAKi
3:30 Acoustical Pollution-Robert Bruce (Bolt, Beranek,

.4:30 cifsual Poilutioi
and Newman)

cantr.morter (MIT)
7:30 Evening Forum

7:30 Urban Files

Tuesday-10
9:15Riiifing for-Hhase I. City Reconnaispsnce

AM & FM .City Reconnaissance
Lorraine Liggins (Consultant), Tunney Lee (NIT)

City Reconnaissance Debriefing

7:30 Evening Forum

Wednesday-11 August

AM City Reconnaissance: Phase II

3:30 DISCUSSION: City Reconnaissance,

7:30 Evening Forum

21:1-12 August
9:15 LECTURE: Technology and Urban Services

Aaron Fleisher (MIT)

10:30 BREAK
11:00 PANEL: Emerging Technology and Urban Services

Warren Siemens (Abt Associates), Edward Cachine (HUD)

Ron Phillips (ICMA-TAP)

1:00 SGD
7:30 Urban Films
7:30 Evening Forum

Friday-13 Auguat
9:15 PANEL: Political and Social Implications of Transportation

Technology .

Norman Klein (SUM), Carl Robart (P.. Dixon Speas),

Jim Morey (Cambridge Institute), Fred Salvucci (City of

Boston)
11:00 BREAK
11:30 SDG
2:00 InURE: Physical Environment and Human Behavior

Karl Linn (MIT)



DESIGN AND DELIVERY OF SOCIAL SERVICES
WEEK OF AUGUST 16-20

Monday -16 August

9:15 OVERVIEW LECTURE: Design acid Delivery of Municipal Services

Robert Nbrris (Brandeis Univ.)

1:00 SGD-- Housing: Art Solomon (MIT); City Planning: John Howard (MIT)

Health: Rober Hollister (MIT); Education: Walter Mc Cann'

(Harvard)

Law Enforcement: Tom Reppeto (Consultant)

Welfare: David Liederman (Boston Univ.)

7:30 Evening Forum
7:30 Urban Films

Tuesday-17 August
9:00 SGD- Same as on 16 of August

2:00 125PURE:" Street Bureaucracy
Mike Lipsky (MIT)

7:30 OVERVIEW LECTURE: Intergovernmental Relations and Flow of Funds

John Field (U.S. Conference of Mayors)

Wednesday -18
9:15

10:30
11:00
1:00

2:00
7:30

August
LECTURE: Model Cities: The Federal View

Marshall Kaplan (Consultant)

BREAK
PANEL: Boston Model Cities

PANEL: Cambridge Model Cities

FIELD VISITS TO MODEL CITIES PROJECTS OR S.02.

OVERVIEW LECTURE: Intergovernmental Relations and Flow of

Funds: State and Local

Robert O'Hare (Boston College)

Thursday-22! August

9:15 PANEL: Citizen Participation and Community Control

Marshall Kaplan (Consultant), Frank Colcord (Tufts Univ.),

Marilyn Gittel (CUNY), Leon Rock (Boston Black Student Uhion)

11:00 BREAK
11:30 SGD

2:00
7:30 Urban Alms
7:30 Evening Forum

Friday-20 August
9:15 PANEL: Alternatives in Service and Delivery Systems

Robert O'Hare Boston C.), Larry Susakind (MIT),

Geoffery Faux (Cambridge Institute), Lronard Hausman (Brandeis)

11:00 BREAK
11:30 SOD
2:00 LECTURE: Evaluation of Action Programs

Marshall Kaplan (Consultant)
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AGENCY MANAGEMENT MD ORANGE WEEK OF AUGUST RE 21

Monday -23 August
:45 OVERVIEW LECTURE: Issues in Management and Change in Urban

GOvernment
Anthony Downs (Consultant)

2:00 INFORMALTALKWITH.EXTENSIVE QUMITIONAND.ANSWER

7:30 D./ening Fort

Tuesday -24 August

9:15 PANEL: Mnagement Tools in City Government
Al Drake (MIT), Jack Patriarche (City of East Lansing),

Kent Colton (MIT), Myron Weiner (Univ. of Conn.), Jim

Easter (City of NY)

11:00
11:30
2:00

7:30
7:30

Wednesday -22

9:15

BREAK
SGD
LECTURE: Use and Abuse of Urban Data

Ron Walter (MIT)

Urban Films
Evening Forum

August
LECTURE: Concepts of Organizational Change and Styles of

Organizational Change-Agents

Edgar Schein (MIT)

MO PANEL: The Professional in a Politcal Environment

Marvin Manheim Joe Vitt (City. of Detroit)

7:30 Evening Forum

Thursday-26 August
9:30 Day's Events to be Determined by Enrollees

7:30 Shirtsleeve Celebration

baust
9:15 PANEL: Technical Assistance on Men, Money and Management

Fred Fisher (ICMA)i Israel Stoilmen (ASPO),

Edward Marcus (PPA), Donald Beatty (MFOA)

4:00 Distribution of Certificates of Completion

1(6
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DOCUMENT 1

CITY RECONNAISSANCE

ROUTE NO, 1

(Note for reverse direction have brunch at.tiPeking on Mystic"
at Medford.)

M.I.T.

Kendall Square RT red line to Park.

Walk from Park to "Old Union Oyster House"

(behind City Hall) for brunch.

After brunch, take blue RT from State to Orient Heights.

Bus 420 to Revere Beach.

Walk from Revere Beach to Wonderland and pick up bus 113.

Travel bus 113 through Revere to Malden..

*Find TA loction in Malden for checking.

Bus 97 to Salem St. Station.

Change to Bus 95 to Medford Sq.

Change to Bus 101 to Winter Hill/Gilman Sq.,Soinerville

Walk to Union Square, Somerville.

Take 85 bus to Central Square.

Walk to M.Z.T.

Relevant Neighborhoods: N. End, E. Boston, Winthrop,

Revere, Somerville
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ROUTE NO. 2

M.I.T.

Bus to Harvard Square.

Change to bus 77 to Arlington.

Change to TRAIN to Lexington (Pierces Bridge).

*NOTE: Check train times carefully for whole day, note them

down.

*Find TA checking location in Lexington.

Bus 150 to Waltham Center (describe how you manage this on

a card!)

Bus 150 to Watertown.

Take Green line trolley from Watertown to Auditorium.

Walk over Harvard Bridge back to M.I.T.

Relevant Neighborhoods: Cambridge, Lexington, Waltham.
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M.I.T.

Walk to Central Square.

Take bus 83 through Inman Square to Porter Square to train

to Waltham.

*NOTE: CHECK AND NOTE DOWN TRAIN TIMES for whole day

(i.e. goins and coming).

*Find TA location for checkpoint in Waltham and note it.

Take bus 150 to Woodland (RT Green line).

Take RT Green line through Newton Cent...: to Chestnut Hill.

Take bus route 720 at Chestnut Hill to Mass. Ave.

Walk, hitch-hike or taxi from Mass. Ave. over Harvard Bridge

to M.I.T.

Relevant Neighborhoods: Somerville, Waltham, Newton Center,

Bxrdokliner'Roxburyw
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ROUTE NO. 4

M.I.T.

Walk to Kendall Square.

Subway to Park St.

Walk to South Station.

Bus No. 6 or 7 to Summer/Viaduct Streets.

Have brunch at "No Name" restaurant on Fish Pier.

Take bus no. 7 to S. Boston

Get off at E. Broadway and L Streets.

Bus no. 10 to Dudley.

Walk or taxi from Dudley through Roxbury to Back Bay

rail station.

Take TRAIN to West Roxbury.

NOTE: *Check and record train times for WHOLE DAY.

*Find location in West Roxbury for TA checkpoint and note it.

Walk to intersection of Veterans of Foreign Wars Parkway

and Corey St. to pick up bus route 51.

Ride 51 to RT Station Reservoir.

Take Green RT line to Brookline Village.

Take cycle from Brookline Village and cycle back to M.I.T.

through Fenway over Harvard Bridge.

Relevant Neighborhoods: Beacon Hill, S. Boston, Roxbury,

W. ROxbury, Brookline



ROUTE NO. 5

M.I.T.

Cycle to Auditorium and through Fenway to Brookline Village.

Trolley to Forest Hills.

Bus 21 to Ashmont.

RT (red line) to Columbia.

Take bus no. 8 to Columbia Point.

*Find and note TA location for checking at Columbia Point.

Take bus no. 8 to intersection of Columbia Rd. /Old Colony Ave.

Take bus no. 10 from that intersection along Southhampton St.

to Dudley Station.

Walk north along Washington St. until you can take no. 68 bus

to Copley Sq.

Walk through Back Bay to Mass Ave. over Harvard Bridge to M.I.T.

Relevant Neighborhoodt: Brookline, Roxbury, Back Bay.
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ROUTE NO. 6

(NOTE: For reverse direction have lunch at "Peking on Mystic"

at Medford.)

M.I.T.

Walk to Kendall Sq.

Take RT (red line) to Wa:shington.

Walk to Haymarket.

Have brunch in North End at Abruzzi's "(l block from Hanover

St.) or Cantina (Hanover St.).

Take RT (orange line) to Everett.

Take bus no. 97 through Malden to Salem St. Station.

Change to bus 95 ? to Medford Sq. .

*Find and note a TA checkpoint location in Medford Sq.

Change to bus 96 to North Cambridge.

Walk to Porter Sq.

Take bus 200 or 83 to Lafayette Sq.

Walk to M.I.T.

Relevant Neighborhoods: North End, Charlestown, Cambridge.



ROUTE NO. 7

M.I.T.

Walk to Central Sq.

Walk or take bus 67 around Cambridgeport.

Take bus 64 to Union Sq. Allston.

Take trolley to Newton Corner.

Take 150 bus to Newton Center, find place to eat there.

*Locate and note TA checkpoint at Newton Center.

Take Green line RT to Chestnut Hill.

Walk to bus route 59.

Take 59 to Forest Hills.

Take RT orange line to Essex.

Walk from Essex through Boston Gardens and Back Bay to

Harvard Bridge and to M.I.T.

Relevant Neighborhoods: Cambridgeport, Newton Center,

Brookline, Roxbury..'
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ROUTE NO. 8

M.I.T.

Walk to Kendall Sq.

Take bus 200 or 510 to Charles.

Walk to Haymarket. (Brunch at Durgan Park restaurant - by

Gov't. Center).

Walk to Sumner Tunnel, take bus 200 to Prescott St. (E. Boston).

Dismount and visit Neptune Road.

Walk to near Eagle Sq. and take bus 117.

Take bus 117 through Bellingham Sq. Chelsea to Revere.

*Locate and note TA checkpoint in Revere.

Walk to Revere Beach.

Take RT blue line back to State St.

Walk past State House over Beacon Hill to Chamlles St.

Walk back to Kendall Sq. and M.I.T.

Relevant Neighborhoods: Beacon Hill, North End, E. Boston,

Revere.
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DOCUMENT 2

CITY RECONNAISANCE

MONDAY 9 AUGUST

CITY RECONNAISSANCE:DAY 1

URBAN QUESTIONS

It might be helpful to read over these questions before yoxir'City

Reconnaissance journeys tomorrow.

1. How does settlement density of the metropolis change proportionately

to the distance from the downtown? Why?

2. Where are the lowest income neighborhoods? Why are they there?

3. Where are the newest industries located in the metropolitan area?

Why these locations?

4. Why are the office areas in Boston so heavily concentrated in the

downtown?

5. What kinds of journeys are best facilitated by cars? By public

transport?

6. Why is the mass transit network not more' widespread in the suburbs?

7. What social and political pressures are necessary to radically

improve the public transportation system?

8. Which public transport links are the most frequent and best connected'

Why?

9. What elements of the much publicized urban crisis emerge from a

visual tour?

10. What elements are not seen at all?

11. At the conclusion of the tour, can you define any major problems?

Are they related to the above hypotheses?



DOCUMENT 3
CITY RECONNAISSANCE

PARTICIPANT INSTRUCTIONS

CITY RECONNAISSANCE: DAY ONE.

You are going out on a loop tour to get a
birds-eye view of the Boston region.

Keep some notes in a TRAVEL-LOG in your notebooks.

Save 5 pages for notes on some KEYWORDS we will give

you.

Keep on your route if you can. Stay with your

group. Call us at 864-6900 x6344 if you need to.

Try to get back by 6pm. As a group, of 5 or so,

write up a ONE PAGE SUMMARY of your sense of the

trip, and draw a siwple MAP to locate your keywords on.

Return to your present location at 7:30 to compare

your summaries with the other groups from your route.

A little later this evening we will have a panel
discussion of your experience today in light of

some urban hypotheses.
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DOCUMENT 4
CITY RECONNAISSANCE

TAls PROCEDURE:

Give out notebooks, maps, instructions.
* Divide into 5 groups.
* Give out money. Get receipts.
* Trace routes on maps. (Tell them bus #s correspond

to bus names on hack;)
* Suggest a lunch place.
Tell.them they will keep a TRAVEL LOG in a style
of their own choosing, each.

* Choose keywords. Put on 5 pages of notebook.

i: Distribute KEYWORD EXPLANATIONS.
* Read through them, adding notebook notes for LAND USE

and PEOPLE. Let them form own associations for DESCRIPTORS.
* Summarize: "You should think about the best places for

each keyword as ybu travel, listing possibilities
in your:.nOtebooks, with your reasons, briefly.
Pick the best one for each keyword at the-end."

* Return by about 6pm, write summary and map, have dinner.
* Reconvene here at 7:30 to share summaries and maps.
.* Panel will follow, to discuss day in light of

Urban Hypotheses.



DOCUMENT 5
CITY RECONNAISSANCE

KM:ORDS

As a group, div.i.cJ up Ute keywords ln each set., so that each person

has one word from each set. There nay be a few left over.

SET ONE:

SET TAO:

SET MEE:

syir FOUR:

S..',T FIVE:

ORPHANS HOME
CANDLE FACTORY
FREE HEALTH CLINIC
.OPEN-AIR MARKET

ZOO

SL1ELL

TEXTURE
.LIGHT
SOUND
COLOR

FRANCIS VENTE, AT HOME

CHILD PRODIGY
YOUR CHILDHOOD SEETHEART
A ONME
A PUERTO RICAN 1M1SIGRANT

HURRY
SLASH
MALE

D-.11-FA:r...:

WAITING

STIFLING
JOYOUS
SPONUEY
RUGBY
GEOMETRIC
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KEYWORD EXPLANATION,

Each set of keywords is divided among your group, and corresponds to

a way to look at the city. You will concentrate on your separate
words during the trip, and put them together when you return. Before

.you leave think about the general sense of each of the sets, and how

it pertains to your particular keyword. The focus for each set of

keywords is given below.

Circle your keyword for each set, title a notebook page for it, and

for LAND USE and PEOPLE, write down 2-3 criteria for your .looking,

as stated below.

As you go along the route, note the places that seem to fit each

keyword, and why.

SET 1: LAND USE.

FOCUS: WHERE ALONG THE ROUTE WOULD YOU LOCATE THE FOLLOWING AND

WHY:

orphans home
candle factory
free health clinic
open-air market
zoo

Before you read further, think about 2 or 3 criteria that are relevant

to the best location for your item and write them in your notebcok

for that keyword.

You might consider: space needs, land cost, user and supplier access,
amenities, low/high priority land use.

SET 2: SENSUAL CUES.

FOCUS: WHAT PLACE ON YOUR ROUTE OFFERS THE MOST VIVID INCIDENCE OF:

smell
texture
light/color
sound
taste

At some points on the trip, try to shut out everything but this one

sense. (If you don't find enough to taste, try sweet/sour /salty/
bitter as a focus.)
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SET 3: PEOPLE.

FOCUS: WHERE ON YOUR ROUTE, AND WHY, WOULD YOU BE MOST LIKELY TO FIND:

Francis Ventre, at home
a child prodigy
your childhood sweetheart
a gnome
a puerto iican immigrant

Before you read further, think about the most likely kind of environment

for your person. Write 2 or 3 cues down in your notebook. (If you have

gnome, you might consider what makes a place a fantasy environment...)

SET 4: TRANSPORTATION.

NOTE: Separate FOCUS for each keyword.

"Hurry": WHICH TRANSIT LINK BEST SERVES "A MAN IN A HURRY?"

"Slash": WHICH TRANSIT LINK MOST SEVERS ITS ENVIRONMENT? HOW?

"Male": The typical public transit user is female/under 30/over 60r

WHICH TRANSIT LINK HAS THE MOST MEN ON IT?' WHY?

"Interface": WHICH TRANSIT LINK GIVES THE FULLEST SENSE OF THE

ENVIRONMENT?

"Waiting": WHICH TRANSIT LINK RUNS THE LEAST OFTEN? WHY?

SET 5: DESCRIPTORS.

FOCUS: WHAT ENVIRONMENT ON YOUR ROUTE BEST FITS THE FOLLOWING

DESCRIPTORS? WHY?

stifling
joyous
spongey
echoey
geometric

* * * * * * * * * * * * *

Using your keywords: You have 5 things to keep an eye out for, and 5

notebook pages to keep notes about them on. .For Land Use and People,

you have already begun to form some criteria.

The general focus is to think about the city in several new ways;
how the land is optimally used, what the city offers the five senses,

how the people distribute themselves, what purposes various modes of
transportation serve, and finally, the pattern of a city according to

a few soft descriptors. Think a little about these categories, using

your keywords. When you return, your group will collate its choices

to form patterns for each of the sets.
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e. Method of learning

1. Observing social and economic aspect of the area

through physicalclues
buildings, streets, people, etc.

2. Conversations with people: suggest local store, local

bar, friendly looking people on the street. Police

station note all Boston police stations have been

instructed by their chief to be helpful to you. A

police officer will also be available to answer questions

at the debriefing.

Any personal contacts
suggested by George Westwater,

or participant's friends.

6. TA's send off their groups and tell them to.reconvene in the

same assembly area at 3:00 p.m.

122
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DE-BRIEFING, SHARING CONSTRUCTION OF DISPLAY

3:00 p.m. Reconvene in assembly areas. TA's have already collected the

homosote board, paper, glue, tacks necessary to construct the

display. They have labelled each neighborhood board across the

top with its name.

The TA's have already pinned up the street nap of the neighbor-

hood and the statistical data.

1. TA_ starts one group on filling in its large map by each of its

participants contributing. Stress that the map should be

symbolic of their impression of the neighborhood, rather than

an actual detailed map. Encoarage them to use colored flo-pens,

one-word descriptions; quotes they heard, etc. Also mount photos

of areas, sketches, and notes, artifact. Condense everything

as much as possible.

The display board should have 3 basic parts:

1. the participants' input (most of the board)

2. TA's collected data

3. space for comments over the next 2 weeks and any

further additions.

Meanwhile, the police visitor will come around to answer any

questions. ,

AFTER GIVING THESE INSTRUCTIONS TO BOTH GROUPS, ONE GROUP STARTS FILLING

IN ITS MAP AND DISPLAY WHILE THE OTHER STARTS TALKING TO THE TA AND r0

THEMSELVES WITH THE FOLLOWING STRUCTURE:

2. TA to lead discussion as follows:

a. participant's personal feelings about theearea

b. what insights did the "focus" items give to the social

structure of the area

c. what did the.residents feel about the area - what were their

main praises and complaints, or issues which were important

d. ask the participants if physical changes would solve the

social needs they perceived.

5:00 p.m.

3. By this time, both displays will be finished and each neighbor-

hood synthesis. TA leads short discussion with both groups

together on the differences and similarities of their respect-

ive neighborhoods.



6:00 p.m.

TA's ask all participants what they got out of the 2 days

experience, was it valuable? How could it be improved? What

should be dropped, and what added?

4.

4. Each group selects 2 participants to put up a display in lobby

of Building 7. TA mentions that a date will be announced in

the future when there will be a short, general discussion of the

2 days by all concerned. Meeting concludes, and TA's go to

Building 7 with display boards and helpers and mount display.



ASSEMBLY AREAS for City Reconnaissance.

Tuesday and Wednesday

TA's will meet with their route members on Tuesday, and with their

neighborhood members on Wednesday, at the following locations:

TA Route N Nei hborhoods Assembl Place

Eric Hedlund 1 Revere, Winthrop Kresge Little Theatre

Tony Phipps 2 Lexington, Cambridge Kresge Reheavial Room A

Dave Simms 3 Back Bay, Waltham Kresge Rehearsal' Room B

George Westwater 4 W. Roxbury, Charlestown Room 7-404

Quacko Cloutterbuck 5 Roxbury, Newton Bush Room 10-105

Romin Koebel 6 North End, S. Boston Bush Room 10-105

Phil Dods 7 Cambridgeport, Somerville Room 9 -355

Adel Foz 8 E. Boston, Brookline Room 9-351

The meeting times in

Tuesday 10:00.a.m. -

" 7:30 p.m. -

Wednesday 9:00 a.m. -
3:00 p.m. -

these areas are as follows:

briefing, after general orientation in KLT.

de-briefing, sharing, synthesis

briefing
de-briefing, sharing, synthesis
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DOCIMENT 7
CITY RECONNAISSANCE

PARTICIPANT INSTRUCTIONS.- DAY 2

NEIGHBORHOOD RECONNAISSANCE

10-13 PERSONS will visit EACH NEIGHBORHOOD. Each person will

take one or two of the FOCUS QUESTIONS BELOW, and the general items.

The focus items should be filled in without using any formal data

sources*, e.g. City Hall records, but rather by just looking around,

GUESSING, and asking passersby or storetenders. The focus is to

discover new cues for getting a general sense of the issue, and to

have fun. Arrange to meet sometime during the visit, to trade

questions and/or regroup. If your question seems impossible or

dreary, help another person, or invent a new question. We would

like aGENERAL SENSE of the neighborhood, and for you to get around

as much as possible. Before you return, get together and each

contribute one word to describe the neighborhood tasks.

*Use local newspaper if available though.

Bring back your impressions recorded on your notepad, map,

sketches, a relevant artifact if you like (e.g. whiskey bottle),

post cards, local newspapers, etc.

GENERAL ITEMS FOR EVERYONE

In your study of your area you should make the following

distinctions.

1. Your PERSONAL, subjective reaction to the area.

2. "OBJECTIVE" observation of the characteristics of

the area which can inform you of the nature of its

inhabitants and the services provided for them, and

possibly some of its problems.

3. The local RESIDENTS' perception of their neighbOrhood,

what they feel about it, and what they consider their

problems and delights in living there.

As regards Item 1 above, do not spend much time on it, but

briefly on your notebook note your personal feelings about the area,

i.e., would you like to live there? If so, why? If not, why not?

Through the day, write short general impressions, surprises,

feelings on one or more cards, and in particular, on the outline

maps you have. Note whether the area boundaries suggested on the

maps coincide with what you feel to be the boundaries of the area.

If yours are different, draw them on. Your impressions can include

the following, or whatever you discover:

Isolated/bustling. Friendly/reserved. Maintained/rundown.

Noisy/quiet. Smelly/fragrant. Open/crowded.

You might add colors, sounds or a song the neighborhood

reminds you of.
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3.

Size/appearance/density/lot
size/apt. buildings/single

family housing. Well separated types og houses (indicating rigid

zoning and/or nevi neighborhood) or jumbled together? Where does

the oldest neighborhood seem to be? The newest? Are the best

views in the apparently expensive neighborhoods, or not? Rental

or own? If rent, can you get example rents of e.g., studio, 1 bdrm.,

. 3 bedrm. apartments?

5. Land Use.

Note on your map major land uses in the area, e.g. high

density residential (high or low income), low density residential

(high or low income), industry (light or heavy, noisy or smelly.

Do you see any pollutants?)

Warehousing
Commercial (shops or offices)
Recreational (parks, playing fields)

Public services (schools, fire, police, hospital, city halls, etc.)

Transportation,networks (lines of major roads, expressways, rail lines)

Do the land uses you find go well together, or are there

conflicts - what are these conflicts? e.g. impact of industry on

residential areas, division of the neighborhood by new transportation

networks.

PUBLIC SERVICES (Suggest 1 person take 2 each.)

6. Schools.

What schools do you see? Do they have playgrounds? Well

maintained? Old or new? Ask motherly looking people and/or children

what they think of the local schools. Are there posters about adult

classes or free schools?

7. Health Services.

Hospitals/clinics, especially walk-ins/ambulances. Special

homes for invalids. Do the people you see look healthy? Do you see

any persons in need of medical help (e.g. winos). Include evidence

of mental health care centers. Try to find the nearest hospital.

8. Fire and Police.

Do you see any evidence of either force? Firetrucks,

policemen and/or fire station or police station. Are there alot

of/any/police boxes/fire alarms and fire hydrants? If you feel

like it, go to the police station and ask them what's happening in

the town. What the worst local crimes are. Is there a sheriff?

Where do most fires occur? Is it a volunteer force of a full-

time one? Are there policemen at busy intersections?
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4.

9. 9..r22215222Ilection.

Are the streets and public places clean or littered? Can

you find out how often garbage is collected, where it is taken? Do

residents have to dump their own garbage? See the local paper if

there is one re sanitation issues. If you can, and you'd like to,.

see if you can hitch a ride on part of a garbage pick -up tour.

LOCAL ACTIVITIES

10. Local ActivitiesLIALti:a:LocaAYernirit.

General sense of what is happening? Community interest

groups advertised? Local issues with special citizen committees in

the local paper? What do the store window.postersadvertise? What

groups do they appeal to? Possible local issues might include:

transportation (encroaching highways, airport noise). New industry,

construction, unemployment, urban renewal, immigration/out-migra-

tion. (Possible cues: for sale/rent signs.) Bring back a poster

if you wish, about a local event. Any evidence of its particular

form (city manager, city council, mayor, etc.) Old new campaign

posters. Party hqrs.? Notices of local issues/candidates.

Physical facilities: city hail: where located--centrally?

11. Special crom.

e.g. children/elderly/strangers and visitors.

Possible cues:
Facilities for children: playgrounds, daycare centers?

ask a child his favorite hiding place. Do you see alot

of children?

Elderly:. Homes for the elderly? Where do you see them?

What are they doing? Any special accomodations for them?

Visitors and Strangers: Any/many hotels, motels, guest

homes? Tourist attractions (curio shops)? Information

centers? Evidence of conventions? Eating facilities?

Public rest-rooms, Open areas to stop/rest? Personal

responses to you as a visitor: friendly/reserved?

ENVIRONMENT

12. Environment.

Open spaces? Nearby forests, ponds, streams? Evidence of

wildlife? Local evidence of ecological concern: in stores -- health

foods/non-polluting detergents?; # bicycles in evidence? Small cars?

Evidence of preservation of natural areas? Evidence of air/water

pollution? Clean air?

128
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PAST AND FUTURE

13. History,and Possible Direction of Neighborhood. (2 persons?)

What evidence do you see of the local history? e.g.,

monuments, statues, old buildings. Nearby railroads and water
sources are often an indication of reasons for original settlement.
What would you guess to be the age of the community? You might ask

an oldtimer sitting in the park if he has lived here long, what his
earliest memories are. What is the earliest date in the local
cemetary? Ask people (the corner shopkeeper, bartender, etc, what
the neighborhood was like 10 years ago, and, what changes he has

seen). Possible directions: what evidence do you see of the
directions for the future neighborhood? e.g., new construction,

sub-divisions. Open space for development. Abandoned lots and

buildings. See also local paper.

129
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FOCUS ITEMS

i Or 2 persons working on a question at a time.)

'SOCIO-ECONOMIC CONDITIONS

These involve your understanding cf the area through the

physical and conversational clues that you observe, and a note on

the residents' feelings on the item you choose. Use your outline

map, and your notebook to note your clues and conclusions you draw

from them.

1. Occu ations Location and Trans ortation.

What do you guess the people do for'a living? Use

clothing, local industries and businesses (list them), the local

paper ads, and conversation, as clues. Do you see evidence of

much unemployment? Do you think most of the residents commute to

work, or work in the neighborhood or close by. What transport do

they appear to rely on for work? Clues may be the number'of cars,

the density and frequency ,of the bus and RT services. Do you find

any connection between the kind of people in the area, their work,

and its location in the city? What are the reasons for this?

2. Ethnic Groups, Age and Sex.

What ethnic groups live here?' Cues: 'names, food stores,

churches, signs, people. Can you make any estimates about-the

major or minor ethnic groups? Are there pockets or area that

seem exclusive to any one group?

Can you make a guess at the average age of the resident

and the dominant sex, allowing for the time of day when you were

there.

3. Community Wealth, Personal Income.

General community indicators: size, number, and "show"

of public guildings. Street furniture (lights, plazas, street

conditions). Local paper for current issues that might indicate

this: are they concerned with a new concert hall or low income

housing. What jobs are available in the want-ads? Recreation

facilities? Frequency and condition of parks? Personal incomes:

Guess at this from jobs available, appearance of persons, homes.

Need a general estimated range.

4. Housing.

Kind and distribution of housing. Guage by foot survey

and guessing.
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DOCUMENT 8
CITY RECONNAISSANCE

Comments from participantS1 notebooks.

D Regarding "Neighborhood Reconnaissance "-Visting neighborhoods

like "Back Bay" is very informative for those individuals who

have not been exposed to "Big City Life" and its related probleins.

I do believe that for futur0,programs that some one of the MIT

staff should act as escort and or provide a little more definite

purpose of trips. Just walking all day long through local neighbor-

hoods does not allow sufficient absorbtion of local color and problems:

1-short trips-I-2 hrs
2-riding in police, hospital vehicles

3-visit local newspaper office-2-3 hrs

4-visit to local high schools-talking to

principal & staff
5-visit local garbage dump or :incinerator

6-visit old folks home

7-visit mayors office and talk to him or

one of his representatives
8-arrange visit to Chamber of Commerce

9-talk to local banking firm

Insuff'inient time was allowed to properly evaluate and provide

meaningful comments.

2. Basically I"feel that the intent of the two-day visual of

uost:,n metro area wils very good. Much work has been put into the

planning of this portion of the program.

The main criticism that I have of this portion is that I feel we should

have had a better organized pre-trip
conference on what we were

wally looking for. Perhaps a conference where vu-graphs may be

shown to illustrate the whole purpose of the reconnaissance.

Two days of beating the walks may be just a little too much for

some of us. That could be debated as well.

The TAs have been very helpful, most cooperative and very Informative

individuals. All have shown a keen interest in our positions.

3. Evaluation of Urban Odyssey: 1) Advance Preparationtremendous.

Hando.lts were accurate and showed much pre-intelligence..

rime Allowedvery inadequate, especially on the worm's eye

r e" Lpay 2J. (3 days would be better. )

;') Insilht Prcwidcdmost valuable was the insight provided OA i'OW

tt) ;:ize up a city and its problems using informal cues and techniques.

I) Tours were interesting-but insufficient time available for

ln-depth evaluation. I feel, we are seeing the forest without

distinguishing individual trees.

;) rho id,a ell' the recon is good but should be scheduled for

c6oivr waiher. With the hot weather there is a tendency to lose

-nthus'aNm as the day gos on.
Therefore the tours could be

,chi.dnIrd for cooler weather or else decrease the area covered

individual groups. It may be a good idea to-have a pretour

hvivring by either an area official or the program TA so that.

Clq (01r mombi,,rs would have some idea of what the area contains

"en



5. cont.
and where each is located. [each of the focus items?] This would

eliminate tour members walking into an area cold and not knowing

where anything is located. Area officials could also be notified

of the members coming into the area and maybe become available

for questioning on community affairs.

2 Days City Recon--First Day--too much attempted in planning,

mould cut out at least one objective. otherwise plans good. TAs

helpful. would recommend for both days that preparations be made

day before to allow for earlier start and earlier finish and longer

debriefing. Debriefing better in individual groups.First day to try

to tic all trips in at end of day confusing and not too effective.

Type of group discussion held by Quacko aAg Mueh'better in'a .!

relaxed atmosphere. Retained more here. Enjoyed both days and

learned a lot.

7) The two days of urban and neighborhood reconnaissance provided

excellent opportunity for student to observe urban life as it is.

Lb particularly improved my abilitiy to notice many conditions

impacting urban environments which I saw but did not notice heretofore.

.his is, of course, attributable to the instructers and teaching aids.

1 believe that, in future sessions, emphasis should be placed on talking

with people and sufficient time be utilized during the trip For this

ose. Time alloted on curriculum/schedule is okay.

, Time is by far to* short for the amount to be covered--was

very interesting--possibly areas that should be covered should

hp pointed out t:y TA, if no more time can be allowed, so time

would not be wasted on Unimportant items. Preferably more time

be allowed as this is interesting and very informative..

Very disappointed in the amount we had time to cover ---was very

interesting--but could only scratch the surface--to learn the

problems, possible solutions and, especially the people would

take a lot of time--this could be much more interesting than

engineering.

D. The 2-day city observation and information-gathering odyssey

:,aeceeded in giving me a more intimate knowledge of urban life and a

now appreciation of its oomplexity and in this respect it was a

,uccess. The time allowed, however, to obtain a meaningful amount

oC information was too short. Better use could have been made of the

,,1 lotted time if the performers had received a clearer: statement

of purpose, goals & objectives thus avoiding muddled thinking and

preconceptions.

2). Proivr total instructions rather than piecemeal ie debriefing

schedule. Too much & too difficult walking for us old timers.

C.uu much move out of wom/s eye view [Day 2], than out or

:sird's eye view. [Day 1]. The idea of listing Focus Items and

;igning 1 or items to each member of team [Day 2] is excellent

and Lime saving. A recommendation oV eating places would save time.

i don't know enough abbut the progf.am or the Urban ;'roil 1.=s

to write a worthy critique, but I expect that, at this rate, I sure

come Labor Day.
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C :i.I;y Recon Evaluation, coat p 3

g.
I found this type of program very vague in its objective.

a FIRST DAY. Key Word Approach: good for suggesting ideas;

some words difficult to relate, perhaps not relative (cg "spongey");

consider, in addition, "Income" (Veopic), "Games", "Fun", "Sad".

General: increased emphhsis on getting an overall picture, before

starting the trips, might improve results;
Recommend that each sub-group "boil down" their leindings to three

or faitT, main points, each written and briefly stated.

13
)

I have no suggestions for improving Phase 1 or 2 since

G ic experiences were something entirely new and extremely interesting
-1

to me. -Very worthwhile in my case.

T:70. Too much ground to cover in the time frame allocated. Very

61-ing with insufficient time for any reasonable evaluation of

our observations, much less time for preparation of a summary.

OGhe wise, it could be.tof great value to some students for the

Nisual exposure to people and the physical texture of an area

and iGs relevance to the social and economic structure. The idea is

good but it must be timed, organized and implemented soneWhat more

renlisticly and meaningfully to accomplish the intended objective.

Day 2: I could spend a month on what was attempted in 3 hr.,.

T. am quite well educated and experienced in municipal functions,

you cannot make even a cursory evaluation in this time frame.

iDThis is an excellent method to permit a first hand look at

the problems discuss;ed in the various lectures. One can see the

grat:ual changes in density, zoning, economic level etc as you

progress further into the suburbs. The detailed look at it

.ipccific city/town permits first hand proof of the growing
social/economic/political problems that this country faces.

Tt poi.nts up the inflexibility of various groups toward meaningful

change. The timing of this exercist, is good (within the program).

It p(u a good break from continuous lectures. Perhaps a

liGtle better organization and communication to the various groups

lwfore the day for the trips would be helpful. In genera] --enjoyable.

Lo. Overall, I found the-2-day program fairly well organized ancl

executed. The concept of involvement, first on a grand scale and

then on a more finely tuned scale, in the community as an aid in

uw.:(-rstanding urban problems is an excellent one. I developed

a mur ..eitiitive attitude toward the "people part" of urban

problems as a result of this involvement. 1 urge inclusion of

this 2-day reconnaissance in any future program.
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3? Departrnont of Room 7-338 Phone 617 864-6900

Urban Mediae and Massachusetts X» t704
Planning Institute

of Technology

Cambridge
Massachusetts
02139

Study Materials for Project Adapt

Study materials for the orientation program will include:.

1. Books that will be distributed to each enrollee

Taming Megalopolis, Vols. I and II, Eldredge (ed.);

Performance of Urban Functions: Local and Area-wide;

Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations;

Urban America and the Federal System; (ACIR)

Social and Economic Information for Urban Planning,

Vol. II, Holieb (ed.);

Who are the Urban Poor; Anthony Down*; Committee for

Economic Development;

Resnaping Government in Metropolitan Areas, CED Policy

Report;

The Economic Future of City and Suburb; David Birch,
Committee for Economic Development.

2. Reproduction of selected articles and reports as rec-

commended by Project ADAPT faculty;

3. Bibliographies of selected works, organized by major topics

discussed in the orientation program. Mast of these readings .

will be available on the ADAPT shelves in the Rotch and

Student Center libraries during August. In addition these
lists should prove useful for your future reference.

All of the above study materials will be distributed to Project

ADAPT enrollees throughout the month Of August.
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2AUGUST 1971

Bibliography: Political EodnomieS Of Urban Areas

Many of the articles in Taring Megalopolis, the two-volume series edited.

by Wentworth Eldridge, wHiarTiou have been given, are lelevant to the

material in this lecture. These articles will be listed fi::st under

each sub-heading.

Section I: The Political Economies of Urban Areas

A. Urban Economics

Baldwin, W. "Economic Aspects of Business Blight and Traffic

Congestion," Taming Megalopolis, 414-428.

Chinitz, B. (ed.) City and Suburb: The Economics of Metro olitan

Growth. Englewood, N. J.: Prentice-Ha , Inc.,

----Essays by the most respected names in urban political

economy. Articles by Vernon, Fitch, Brazer, and Wood cover

policy problems of the local public sector.)

Thompson, W. A Preface to Urban Economics. Resources for the

'Future. Baltimore: John Hopkins Press, 1965.
(As the title suggests, this is the first book to read

on urban economics. Chapter I on economic growth and

development is very useful. At $2.95 per copy, this book

is a real bargain.)

"Urban Economics," Taming Megalopolis, 156-190.

Ullman, E. L. "The Nature of Cities Reconsidered," Taming Megalopolis,

71-92.

B. The Public Economy of Metropolitan Areas

Bish, R. L. The Public Economy of Metropolitan Areas. Chicago:

Markham Puslisiling Company, 1971.
(Includes some basic topics in public finance - the

rationale for collective provision of public goods - but

the book's analytic approach is tempered by examples from

Los Angeles and Dade Counties.)

nrcak, G. R. Inter:xvernmental Fiscal Relations in the United States.

Washington, D. C.: The Brookings institution, 1965.

(One of a number of Brookings Institution volumes that

are of interest to state and local government officials, this

book contains an excellent discussion of functional and

unconditional grants-in-aid. It also includes descriptive

statistics on sources of state and local revenue.)
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Jacobs, Jane. The Death and Life of Great American Cities. New York:

Random House, 1961.

'Keyes,
Langley C. The Rehabilitation Planning Game. Cambridge: M.I.T. Press,

1969.

Morris, Peter.
"A Report on Urban Renewal in the United States" in Leonard J.

Juhl, ed. The Urban Condition. New York: Basic Books, 1963.

;'orris, P. "The Social Implications of Urban Redevelopment," Journal of

The American Institute of Planners, August 1962.

:age, Alfred N. ed. Urban Analysis. Glenview: Scott, Foresman and Co., 1970.

See Section V on slums, urban renewal and public policy.

Sternlieb, George. The Tenement Landlord. New Brunswick: Rutgers University

Press, 1966.

Aleon, James Q. "Planning and Politics: Citizen Participation Urban Renewal,"
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- Starred references represent basic material for an understanding

of the Urban Renew& Nrocess.

In addition to the above list of reccommended readings, the following

matcd.al will be distributed to program enrollees:

Case study on the Boston Redevelopment Authority (Intercollegiate

Case Clearing House, Harvard University Business School, 1970).

Case study on Southwest Washington (Intercollegiate Case Clear-

ing House, Harvard University Business School, 1970).

Sternlieb, George; "New York City's Housing -- a Study of Immob-

ilism," The Public Interest Summer 1969.
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, use the following articles

from Metropolitan Enigma, James Q. Wilscn,e4N.

'Urban ProblemsTn Perspective," James C.

Wilson. :0)

"Race and Migration to The American City,"

Charles Tilly.

"Housing and National Urban Goals," Bernard

J. Frieden.

"Social and Economic Characteristics of the

Population in Metropolitan and Non-

Metropolitan Areas": 1970 and 1960,

U. S. Bureau of the Census, Current

Population Reports, Special Studies:

P. 23, No. 37, June 24, 1971.
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New Community Development in the United States (con't.)

New York Times. Feb. 4, 1971 article'on Jonathan,
;Iinnesota, pp. 37-44.

Perloff,
Harvey S., "New Towns Tntown." American Intitute of Planners.

Journal. May 1966. p. 155-161. (Reprinted by Resources for the

Future, Inc. Washington, D. C., June 1966).

A proposal for. the new
town-in town as a means to transform

the physical environment of the city in order to meet Eocial

objectives and human resources needs within the existing urban.

area.

Peterson, David Lee. The Planned Community and the New Investors:

Economic and Political Factors in Corporate Real Estate

Investment.
Berkeley, Center for Real Estate and Urban Economics,

Institute of Urban and Regional Development, University of

California,
1967. 73 p.

Schuchter, Arnold. White Power/Black Freedom. Boston, Beacon Press,,

1968. 650 p.
Chapter 7, p. 346-414, discusses the successes and failures

of postwar new town development. A quasi-public "land develop-

ment corporation" is proposed to improve the management of

Federal lands, the creation of cities upon them, and a system

of national "urban-grant universities."

Washington Center for Metropolitan Studies. Fort Lincoln New Town.

Fort Linco'l Advisory Panel Report and rinendaroecorgram

objectives, presented to Edward Logue, principal development con-

sultant. Washington, D. C., 1968. 26 p.

Outline of objectives focused on citizen participation,

racial and economic integration, and community facilities and

services.

t%hyte, William H. The Last Landscape. New York. Doubleday, 1968.

376 p.
A commentary on the shortcomings of British and U. S. new

town experience in the postwar era in the chapter on "New

Towns."

wurster, Catherine Bauer. "The Form and Structure of the Future Urban

Complex. "In Wing°, Lowden, Jr. editor, Cities and Space; the

future use or urban land, Baltimore, Md. Johns Hopkins Press,

1963. p. 73-101.
An analysis of trends in the urban form, with sucigestod

alternatives, including
super-cities and smaller indoendent

communities.
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Bibliography:
Private Development in Cities and Suburbs

The one selected reference:

Birch, David L. The Economic Future of City and Suburb. Ned York. Coomittet

for Economic Development, 1970.
Brief statement re immutability of change which is bringing low

income and black population to the suburbs.

.Dthers:

3erger, Bennett. Working Class Suburb. Berkeley, University of California

Press, 1960.
Social description of non-stereotyped suburb.

ingler, Robert. "Subsidized Houetng in the Suburbs: Legislation or.Litigation,"

Unpublished M.I.T. M.C.P. Thesis, June, 1971.

Reviews recent local and state legislative efforts and judicial

trusts, suggests further state-level legislative remedies.

Gans, Herbert J. The Levitwners. New York, Pantheon Books, 1967.

Systematic look at a suburb and debunking of classic planning

tenets.

Hammer, Greene, Siles Associates. Comprehensive Planning Assistance in the

Small Community. U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington, 196'9.

Describes pathology of the dominant suburban planning system.

Hirst, Joanna. "Housebuilders and the Suburbs in the 1970's," Unpublished

M.C.P. Thesis M.I.T., June 1971.

Suggests changing character of private sector housing development

in the next decade.

Miami Valley Regional Planning Commission. "A Abusing Plan for the Miami Valley

Region, A Summary," 1970.
A suburban housing plan that is apparently working.

Robert C. Suburbia: Its People and Their Politics. Boston, Houghton

Mifflin, 1959.
Classic description and apologia for the suburban system.
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3ARTER & IGrAIII A SIMULATION MODEL OF FIRE DEPARTMENT OPERATIONS: DESIGN AND

PRELIMINARY RESULTS.

KAUFAN, K.M. AN EVALUATION OF THE ALL-PURPOSE PARTS IN QUEENS CRIMINAL COURT.

NORRIS, R. REPORT FOR THE METROPOLITAN
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SOCIAL SERVICES AND POPULATIONS IN LOW INCOME HOUSING.

NE/ YORK CITY: Ti E a-UNITY MENTAL HEALTH BOARD, PLANNING FOR PRIORITIES IN THE

DEVELOPMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES.
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RENEWAL PROGRAM.

;:iN YORK CITY: TRAINING INCENTIVE PAYMENTS PROGRAM.
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ction III: Government Publications on National Urban Policy

(Each of these Commission reports is worth acquiring)

National Commission on Urban Problems (Douglas Commission), Building

the American City.

resident's
Committee on Urban Housing (Kaiser

Cormission) A Decent

Home.

Section IV: Modes of Intervention

A . Intervention:
Public or Private Responsibility

In Taming Megalopolis - All of Chapter 16, pp. 725-763.

Kaiser ,Commission, A Decent Home, op.' cit.

(Evaluation of the capability of

meet national housing goals.)

" S. congress. Urban America (c.f. Tamer

Private SecIaiin Urban Problems."

the housing industry to

Rouse) "The Role of the

,Rouse, J. "The r le of the Private Sector in Urban Problems:" Urban

America: Goals and Problems (U. S. Congress, Joint Economn---

Committee).

B. Intervention: Choosing the Level of Government: National; State;

or Local

Sundquist, J. L. MakinglaiLs;11272Ek;
A Study of Program

Coordination at the Community Level. Washington, D. C.:

The Brookings Institution, 1969. (c.f. Ch. I, The Problem of

Coordination in a Changing Federalism, pp. 1-31).

Organization for Intervention - Metropolitanism Vs. Decentralization

in Taming Megalopolis - All of Chapter 15, pp. 667-724.

lacobs, J. The Death and Life of Great American Cities. New York:

Random House, 1961.
(A refutation of doctrinaire planning - Taminq

Megalopolis. On governmental
organization see Ch. 6 "Uses

oz City Neighborhoods" and Ch. 21 "Governing and Planning

Districts").
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Section I: The Political Economies of Urban Areas (cortt.)

C. Urban Politics & Sociology

Banfield, E. C. Big City Politics: A Comparative

Political Systems of Atlanta, Boston, Detroit

Los Angeles, Miami, Philadelphia, St. Louis,

New York: Random House, 1965.
(This comparative case study may be uses

alternative government organizations and post

Guid..1 to .:he

, El Paso,
and 3eatt.Le.

ul in exp:.oring
tions.):

Gans, H. J. The Levittowners: Ways of Life and Politics in A

Suburban Community. New York: Random House, 1967.

. The Urban Villagers, New York: The Free Press, 1962.

(The author recounts life in the West End of-Boston

when the area was declared a slum and cleared for urban

renewal.)

Meyerson, M. and Banfield, E. C. Politics, Planning and the

Public Interest: The Case of Public Housing in Chicago.

Glencoe, Illinois: Free Press, 1955.
(This is a case study which documents the influence of

political and social pressure on the design and location of

public housing units.)

Wood, R. C. "The Contributions of Political Science to the Study

of Urbanism," Taming Megalopolis, 191-222.

Section II: Policy For Urban Areas: What Next?

8anfield, E. C. "Why
Daedalus (Fall,

(A preface
City.)

Government Cannot Solve The Urban Problems,"

1968), 1231-1242.
to the criticisms advanced in The Unheavenly

Campb(til, A. K. and Sacks, S. "Administering the Spread City,"

Taming Meqalopolis, 298, 319.

byckman, J. W. "Societal Goals and
Megalopolis, 248-267.

Moynihan, D. P. "Toward a National
(Fall, 1969), 3-20.

Planned Societies," Taming

Urban Policy;" Public Interest

2.
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U.S. National Commission on Urban Problems: Building the American city.

(Its report). 1D7293 .A282

President's Commission on Urban Housing: A decent.home. (Kaiser

Commission Report). HD7293 .A29

Wilson, J.Q. The metropolitan enigma. HT123 .C4435

qanaging the modern city.

runicipal public relations.

Hunicipal police administration.

gunicipal finance administration.

:Acne: Case problems in city management.

runicipal personnel administration.

Institute for Training in Municipal Administration: Municipal public

works administration. TD23 .159 1957

be Bell: Environmental handbook. HC110 .E5 .D286

Altshuler: Community control. 1iT123 .A469

.S. National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders; Report. (Kerner

Report) E185.615 .U587

Downs: Who are the urban poor? HC110 .P6 .D751

Banfield: City politics. JS323 .B215

Fiteh: Agenda for a city: issues confronting New York. HN80 .N5" .F545

itockard: The preverted priorities of American politics.

urban American and the federal system. Hj275 .U584

:riedcn: Mnronolitan America: challence :Co federalism. 1iT334 .U5 .F899

0.0.A,C.T.9. 14rtropolitan,social and economic disparities. 1irf334 .U5

.A244
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Eldredge: Taming megalopolis. 2 vols. HT151 .E37

Hclleb: Social and economic information. for urban planning, vol. 2

H2167 .H737

Chartrand: Systems technology: applied to social and community problems.

U.S.A.C.I.R. America: policies for future growth.

U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity:

assistance pro8rams. HC106.5

U.S. Office of Econobic Opportunity:
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Catalog of federal domestic
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J.S.A.C.I.R.
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Field Trip Series ,.

Xost of Project ADAPT's activities take place on the M.I.T.

This series of field trips, in contrast, has been

,:.=anged to provide opportunities for a first-hand look at the

c.7crations of city departments and other local agencies respons-

for the desigri and management of urban programs. Although

7:,luntary, these trips are an important part of ADAPT, since

have been selected to illustrate concretely some of the

issues and problems discussed on campus.

Field trips are in the form of a "guided tour," and tour

.7-7,>ups will contain no more than 10 persons each. ADAPT partici-

-nnts can sign up for one or more tours, according to their

-7::ticular interests, on a first-come first-serve basis.

:tici.3ants should make an effort to sign up for field trips no

than the Friday before the week in which the tour takes

-ce. It may be necessary to cancel tours which are seriously

--f..s,r-subscribed.

7ie:.0. trip destinations
tentatively include the following:

"he BOSTON REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY (BRA) is the chief

agent of Boston's massive Urban Renewal program. Trip

includes a tour of the BRA's City Hall offices, plus a

ascussion of the Authority's day-to-day activities and

7.anagsment problems. (Two trips available.) .

The Boston LITTLE CITY HALLS (LCH) are outposts of City

-:all stationed in Boston neighborhoods. Trips probably

include a short walking tour of the neighborhood, plus

discussion with the local manager of that neighborhood,

its special problems, and the functions of the local

LCH. (Four to six trips.)

MASSACHUSETTS PORT AUTHORITY (MASSPORT) responsibilities

include management of Logan International Airport. Trip

includes tour of Logan, plus discussion of special

prolcm ,.. of a major airport in close proximity to a

major city. (One trio.)
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Field Trip Series (con't.)

The BOSTON HOUSING AUTHORITY (BHA) manages all of

Boston's public housing. Trip includes visit to a

housing p:coject, and discussion of public housing

issues in Boston. (Two trips.)

Field trip to the BOSTON POLICE DEPARTMENT includes a

tour of headquarters, plus more general discussion of

the problems of law enforcement in Boston. (Two trips.)

SUMMERTHING is a city-sponsored special summer recrea-

tion program. Field visits include trips with Summer-

thing staff to on-site activities in Boston neighborhoods,

plus discussion of the program as a whole. (Two trips.)

The MASSACHUSETTS BAY TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY (MBTA)

coordinates public transit in the Boston region. Trip

includes tour of some of the MBTAls newest facilities,

plus discussion of transportation
technology and the

history and management problems of this complex

organization. (Two trips.)

The BILLERICA HOUSE OF CORRECTION is an unusually pro-

gressive "county jail." Trip includes a tour of the

facility, plus a discussion of rehabilitation programs

and penal reform in general. (Two trips.)

Trip to the BOSTON STATE HOSPITAL, a State mental

institution, includes a tour'of the facility, plus

discussion of its administrative problems, urban mental

health issues, and the developing community mental

health program. (Two trips.)

ACTION FOR BOSTON COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT (ABCD) is a

local service-and-action agency for inner city

residents. Tour of the ABCD DORCHESTER SERVICE CENTER .

includes discussion of on-going activities and the ways
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Field Trip Series (con't.)
- 3 -

in which local agencies promote and manage Federally

sponsored programs. (Two trips.)

The MASSACHUSETTS EMPLOYMENT SECURITY DIVISION (MESD)

concerns itself with problems of labor supply and demand

for the region. Trip includes tour of the facilities,

plus discussion of MESD administration and the changing

employment conditions in the area

Trips to other locations will soon be available. Announce-

ments of these trips, plus the details of date, time, guide,

meeting place, and transportation arrangements, will all be

posted on the bulletin board outside Room 7-345. ,Please check

this bulletin board regularly.

Field trips to additional locations can probably be

arranged if participants express a particular interest. If you

have any questions or suggestions, contact teaching assistants

Quacko Cloutterbuck or Philip Dowds.
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Evening Forum Series

The evening forums are for the purpose of acquainting the

participants with "how things get done in the city."

=se evening forums will take place in the Penthouse of

Y-r:ormick Hall which offers an unrivaled view of the Charles

..7er and the skyline of Boston. In addition, beer and

will be available to sustain a relaxed and informal

The guest speakers will be men of singular accomplizhment

f.7. a -.variety of urban tasks. The content of their discussions

be as wide ranging as their backgrounds and experience.

the discussions, the ADAPT participants can freely

offer viewpoints, and assimilate basic political

There will be 12 evening forums during the training period.

rf.re scheduled from 7:30 to 9:30 in the evening unless

:her wise specified. Lists with the date and name of the guest

arc posted, and the program narticipants can sign for

-)7-:ticular date or speaker. To preserve the atmosphere of

during these evening forums, the number of ADAPT

n-rticipants will be limited to 15, with a standby of 2



PROJECT ADAPT EVENING 'FORUM SPEAKERS

Guest Speaker Title "or P'o's'it'ion

Edward J. King Director of Port Authority of
Boston (Massport)

James Sullivan City Manager, City of Lowell

F. Lester Ralph Mayor, City of Somerville

Justin Gray Principal, Justin Gray Assoc.,
(planning consultant and teaching)

Robert Davidson Director of Planning and Construc-
tion, Massachusetts Bay Trahsporta-.
tion Authority. .

Leon Charkoudian Commis&ioner, Dept. of Community
Affairs, Commonwealth of Massachusetts

Monte Basbas Mayor, City of Newton

Thomas Hargedon Director, Office of Public Service,
City of Boston

. .
10 John Sears Chairman, Metropolitan District Com-

mission, Boston

--I: 23

Charles Speliotis Legal Counael, Boston Redevelopment
Authority

Mel Xing Director, Community Fellows Program,
Department of Urban Studies and Plan-
ning, MIT
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URBAN FILM. SCHEDULE

Film may be a wonderfully effective means of telescop-

ing information of vicarious experience, yet maintaining

the vividness of real life. Here, we have striven to

interweave a wide-ranging collection of movies whose themes

or topics are either directly or metaphorically relevant.

We hope you find them illuminating.

7:00 p.m., Tuesday, 3 August.

You might call this Urban Renewal Day. Urban Planning

Aid, a local advocate planning group, presents a slide show,

criticizing urban renewal. In "The City - Heaven and Hell,"

Lewis Mumford provides a cosmic perspective on the city in

history. "The Home of Mrs. Levon Graham" uses cinema

verite techniques to take us into the lives of a low income

family who might be expected to benefit or suffer (depending

on your point of view) from the housing consequences of an

urban renewal program. "The Worcester Film" documents one,

perhaps typical, urban renewal projebt. As Project ADAPT

people will have spent the afternoon looking at urban

renewal sites, listening to the Boston Redevelopment Auth- .

ority explanations of the program, the evening will include.

the opportunity to discuss the experience with the filmmaker

who produced the latter film and a representative from UPA;

a debriefing, if you will, from the people's point of view.

7:30 p.m., Thursday, 5 August.

Sometimes juxtaposition of academic theorizing with

real life events may provide a flash of insight. Here,

Hans Selye explains in "Stress" the behavior of animals

in overcrowded conditions. In "People's Park" and "Now"

some violent consequences of some atavistic territorial

behavior are reviewed. In "Troublemakers", the frustrations

which lead to such behavior are reversed as a group attempts

to work within the system for changes in their neighborhood.

1
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7:30 p.m., Monday, 9 August.

Current ecological concerns may optimistically be

viewed as new evidence that man is discovering how he

makes the outer as the inner, and how both must be

refined. Lewis Mumford limns the historical perspective

in "The City And Its Region." Arthur Hasler demonstrates

ecological awareness in "The Organism and The Environment."

"The Earth Belongs To The People" and "Make it Real"

propose to show how the network of living relations can-

not be separated from political considerations.

7:30 p.m., Thursday, 12 August.

Lewis Mumford poses a dichotomy in "The City - Cars

Or People?" Women are a significant portion of the

population of any urban area, "The Women's Film" attempts

to characterize their special perspective.

7:30 p.m., Monday, 16 August.

Institutions are the theme this evening. "High

School" presents an unflinching view of domestic educa-

tion. "Law And Order" lives with a police department to

allow a rare opportunity to get to know a police officer's

life. "Hospital" reviews conditions in central city

emergency wards.

7:30 p.m., Thursday, 19 August.

Who knows best, the professional or the public?

This evening is a collection of case histories. "The

Case Against Lincoln Center" discusses and shows urban

renewal as it destroys a neighborhood. "Black Natchez"

shows some community organizers in action in the South

working to get eaual benefits for their tax dollar.

"Lincoln Hospital" is the site of an attempt by workers

and community people to gain control of a mental health

center. "Hospital Local 1199" shows hoppital workers

striking for fair wages.

7:30 p.m., Tuesday, 24 August.

"R. Buckminster Fuller: Prospects For Humanity"

and Lewis Mumford in "The City And The Future" provide

two perspectives; CBS TV's "Cities Of The Future," a

few more. "Timepiece" tells it like it is, and "Help,

My Snowman's Burning Down" shows how it feels to some.
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1 on ior Admission to Project fk 1)/U) r

Please complete this application, and return it to Project ADAPT Office, Rm. 9-316,

Yessachusetts
Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA102139, within three days.

1. NAME
Family Name

2. PLACE OF BIRTH

First Name
DATE OF BIRTH

Middle Initial

3. HOME ADDRESS
Number Street

City

State
C=DMarried
CjDivorced T:3

4. FAMILY STATUS C:Nidowed :3

Zip Code
No.

Single Children

Separated Under 21

Tel. No.

E.Spouse's,
Occtmation

5. ACADMIC OR PROFESSIONAL TRAIN

Institution Attended

ING.
Dates of Attendance Major Field.

Degree or
Certificate

6. PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
(At Least during past five Years) r

Position Company Location Dates

Duties: For most reeent_professional
position held.

7. CIVIC ACTIVITIES (Elected Offices, Volunteer Wo'rki Committee Memberships)

ti

J. PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES (Societies, Organizations,
Offices Held)

1 %7



Page 2

.

9. PREVIOUS EFFORTS AT LOCATING EMPLOYMENT
(Employment agencies, registries, other

service's contacted). .......
. ,....

II

10. REASONS FOR WISHING TO ENROLL IN PROJECT ADAPT (Including career expectations,

applicability of previous employment and civic experience, additional quali-

fications and interests).

ST.GNATURE

3 2
. :

.

. I

.1

.

't .' I

I..,

I

I.' 1: 1*".:

. ii.$/o.

i . I... 'I.'S .

1.."1 ...1 " st

' .*'1, 1
;. I

...
".

p

1

I

DATE
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tanning Institute
of Technology

Cambridge
Massachusetts
02139

Memo: To all Project ADAPT Participants

From: Francis Ventre, Director

The attached questionnaire is designed to provide us with informa,.

tion about your job interests, your career objectives, and your expecta-

tions for this program. We ask that you complete it between 8:00 A. M.

and 10:00 A. M. on August 2, (before you have read the material in your

registration package) and return it immediately to a member of the Project

ADAPT staff in the Kresge Little Theatre.

The results of the questionnaire will be tabulated by computer and

handled thereafter in aggregate form only. No individual names will be

used. Nor will responses affect individual performance or NCL job place-

ment which follows Project ADAPT. Rather, this aggregate data will form

the basis for program changes in Project ADAPT and for future policies

relating to programs for aerospace personnel moving to jobs in agencies

of state and local government.

We appreciate your cooperation in completing this survey.
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Questionnaire #1

:

Background Information

1. How long have you been unemployed?

less than 3 months

03-6 months

06 months - 1 year

11- 2 years

more than 2 years

2. In the most recent professional position you held what was your

approximate monthly salary?

$ o-400 $1401-1700

$ 401-700
$1701-2000

$ 701-900
$2001-2500

$ 901-1100
Efunder $2500 1

$1101-1400

3. How many people did you supervise in that position?.

0 self - 2 r121 - 50

0 3 - 5 t] 51 - loo

6 - 10
tl.over 100

11 - 20

4. Have you ever worked in a position in the:public sector?

0 Yes

[] No

If yes, please describe'the position.



Job Interests.

5. In general, do you believe that urban government agencies are similar

to the organization you came from?

similar in nearly all ways.

`13 similar in more ways than not.

I] about as similar as dissimilar.

'E3 dissimilar

I

r similar.

.1' dissimilar

in more ways than

in nearly all ways.

6. Of the following characteristics of urban government organizations,

which would you anticipate to be similar to aerospace and defense

organizations and which different?

similar different

0 similar different ;

'0 similar different

similar 0 different

.
similar 0 different

similar 0 different

similar different

similar different

similar different

The type of job the organization performs.

The structure of the organization.

The way in which personnel are evaluated.

The delegation of authority,. /

,/

The decision- making process.

Personal relationships among employees.

Political sensitivity of decisions."

Amount of work assigned to employees..

The quality of personnel.
;

7. How do you feel that your new job in the public sector will compare to

your prior jobs?

.much less a little less about the same, a little more much more

difficult .
. .

routine

technical

stable

interesting CJ

constrained

1 :0 'a

a . ....

o .0 .,:
: a
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8. What types of subjects would you hope thati Project ADAPT will focus on?

Please rank your three top choices.

01 0 2 03' Municipal finance and budgeting

. Civil and sanitary engineering

. 0 17 an sociology....

.. 0 Decisiori`making techniques for urban agencies t

Systems analysis

a Theories of social changes-

El Ea 0 City design

0 Environmental engirieering

El tj Public administration

0. Q 0 Housing technology

El
Poverty and race relations-i

'A.

1

E3 0 Transportation planning
i:

El t3 Organizational behavior
II

I .0 Other

.J
1

Urban Career Objectives

1

9. What kind of municipality would you moot like Ito work for? Please

check one characteristic in each row.

population: 0 5000-15,000 15,000-50,000. 13 50,000-100,000

0.100,000-500,000 Dover 500;000

location: 0. Northeast 0 Middle Atlantic South Middle West

0 Southwest

government: strong legislature 1:1 city manager town meeting

..
El, strong mayor

type :
0 rural . outer suburban Dinner suburban tcenter city



10. What kind of job would you most like to receive? Please try to include

the following in your description:
what task you would like to perform,

for whom you would like to work, and in what organization you would like

to work. "
11. In your opinion which of the following constitute the'most effective

policies for alleviating urban problems ?. Please check three.

OPrevent tax rates from rising

OIncrease the rate of housing construction

[j Reduce the crime rate

OProvide mayors with greater levels of !funding and expertise

,[j Improve
pre-school and elementary public education

EjEncourage industrial and commercial development in the cities

ORegulate polluting industries and vehicles

,D Encourage migration of lower income families to the suburbs

1

OFormulate a national urban development, strategy

,0 Create more jobs for low-income families

1

12. As you view it, what is the "welfare crisis?"

How would you alleviate it?

I t



14. In your experience, what do the following terms mean as applied to cities?

PPBS

LEAH

Workable Program

"./!....

"
aNariallaaganadalaIlliamf,awaTemaaal

I.. talowarim.r,

ageommaammaa.=aawammalm!.

Vimmonlomm.,....7.....

faaalaaalmamealmYaaaMa,

I Maximum feasible participation

i

HUD

Responsiveness

New town

Categorical program

Master plan

Revenue sharinq

1111

aNariallaaganadalaIlliamf,awaTemaaal

I.. talowarim.r,

ageommaammaa.=aawammalm!.

Vimmonlomm.,....7.....

.1.

IC5

"./!..

faaalaaalmamealmYaaaMa,

IC5



Assume that it is your job to offer professional assistance to an urban

neighborhood requesting health facilities. Composed of almos 5,000 people,

this neighborhood has an even representation of Blacks, Puerto Ricans, and

French Canadians with a median family income of 4,500. Though the neigh-

borhood possesses no public health facilities of its own the city maintains

a general hospital in an adjacent neighborhood.

15. In terms of performing an effective job of planning for the neighbor-

hood) in what position would you prefer to work.

Oconsultant to a single neighborhood group

Dplanner in the city mayor's office

:O consultant to the regional health authority

Oplanner in the state department of public health

Ocity public health commissioner

16. In general what procedure would you use to determine the type and size

of facilities which would best meet neighborhood needs.

I

17. What pieces of information would you need to'determine whether your

proposal for such a facility is feasible?

Or

18. Would you agree or disagree with the following statements?

agree disagree

0 0
Change in the policies of public agencies is most

often accomplished by people working within the

agency itself.

Cost-benefit analysis helps municipal officials

to weigh the conflicting goals of urban social

groups.

GC



Questionnaire #2

1.0.110=Vmr.......

Project ADAPT

;hat subject areas, if any, do you feel that Project ADAPT

omitted, which might have been useful in orienting you to an

urban job?

Please rate the following ADAPT program elements according to

your opinion of their general effectiveness in orienting you

to the'urban field.

Excellent Good Fair Poor

U Lectures

Panels

Small Group Sessions

Urban Odyssey, City Reconnaissance

0 Evening Forums

0 Field Trips

0 APEX

Other Gaming Sessions

0 Informal Conversations With Staff

0 Relationships With Other Partici-

pants

Ii your opinion what purposes, if any, did the Project ADAPT

Orientation fulfill?

1G7
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Urban Career Objectives

In general, do you believe that urban government agencies are

similar to the organization you came from?

°similar in nearly all ways.

similar in more ways than not.

O about as similar as dissimilar.

dissimilar in more ways
than similar.

dissimilar in nearly all
ways.

J. Of the following ch,xacteristics of urban government organizations,

which would you anticipate to be similar to aerospace and defense

organizations and which different?

Osimilar different The type of job the organization performs.

similar different0 The structure of the organization.

°similar different 0 The way in which personnel are evaluated.

similar different The delegation of authority.

similar different0 The decision making process.

similar differentO Personal relationships among employees.

similar different Political sensitivity of decisions.

similar different Amount of work assigned to employees.

ilsimilar different The quality of personnel.

5. Hot/ do you feel that your new job in the public sector will

compare to your prior jobs?

much less a little less about the same a little more much more

r:j.=ficult

rolcal

lr.t...r.:sting

cz..r.ztrained

0

1;r4
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What kind of municipality would you most like to work for? Please

check one characteristic in each row.

population: 05,000-15,000 15,000-50,000 050,000-100,000

0100,000-500,000 0 over 500,000

location: Northeast Niddle Atlantic °South

°Middle West Southwest

government: strong legislature city managdr town meeting

O strong mayor

type: °rural Pouter suburban Oinner suburban

center city

8. What kind of job would you most like to receive? Please try to

include the following in your description: what task you would

like to perform, for whom you would like to work, and in what
organization you would like to work.

9. What kind of job do you anticipate that you will receive through

the National League of Cities placcment process? (agency, level,

and task.)

10. In your opinion, which of the following constitute the most
effective policies for alleviating urban problems? Please check

three only.

C1 Prevent tax rates from rising.

Increase the rate of housing construction.

°Reduce . the crime rate.

O Provide mayors with greater levels of funding and expertise.

0Improve pre-school and elementary public education.

G9



10. (continued)

O Encourage industrial and commercial development in the cities.

I:Regulate polluting industries and vehicles.

0Encourage migration of lower income families to the suburbs.

O Formulate a national urban development strategy.

O Create more jobs for low-income families.

. At what governmental level are the following services best

performed?

local regional sub-state state federal

water pollution control 0 0

public welfare 0

zoning and subdivision
control

housing code enforce-
count

secondary education

water suply

law enforcement 0 0 C3

industrial development 0 0 0

2. In your experience, what do the following terns mean as applied

to cities?

-::aximum feasible participation

-HUD

-Responsivcnoss

-:yew town

-::aster plan

-?c/ nu sharing



5

would you agree or disagree with the following statements?

agree disagree

Change in the policies of public agencies is

most often accomplished by people working

within the agency itself.

Cost-benefit analysis helps municipal officials

C3 C3
to weigh the conflicting goals of urban social

groups.

Regulation of.local air and water pollution

emission is best accomplished by state govern-

ment.

C3 The placement of a "new town" should be primarily

the decision of the adjacent communities.

C3
The automobile, more than any other invention

of the 20th century has shaped the modern

American city.

The profeasionalization of the police has tended,

over time, to increase the responsiveness of

police to community needs.

The concentration of minority groups in the

central cities of the Northern metropolitan areas

is a result of a steady, direct migration from

Southern rural areas.

171
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Summary Data on ADAPT Participants

AGE:

21-30 8%

31-40 23

41-50 43

over 51 26
MYITC

STATE:

Alabama 16.0%

Florida 14.0

N.Y., N.J., Conn. 19.5

Mass., N. H.
Washington

100.0%

FAMILY STATUS:

Married 86%

Divorced 4

Widowed 1

Single 8

Separated 1
100%

NUMBER OF CHILDREN UNDER 21:

0 29%

1 13

2 28

3 18

4 8

5 and over 4

100%



WIFE'S OCCUPATION:

Not now married 14%

Housewife
46

Clerical-secretarial 11

Part-time
6

Teacher 9

Other professional 14
100%

EDUCATION:

Level:
High school graduate

2%

Less than 2 years college 2

2 or more years college 2

Associate's degree
6

Bachelor's degree
40

S.B., B.A. plus some graduate work 16

Master's degree
25

Professional degree
1

Doctorate
6

100%

Field:
Arts

1

Civil and sanitary engineering 1

Industrial engineering
6

Aeronautical
54

Law
1

Management
14

Science, earth
1

Science, life
2

Science, physical
16

Science, social
4

MU%

1 73



EMPLOYMENT:

Field: (last professional experience)

Hardware
25%

Process
13

Software
12

Quality control 10

Marketing 9

Not elsewhere classified 9

Testing
7

Logistics
7

Finance
5

Sales engineering 3

Level:
President, Vice President 3%

Manager
15

Engineering manager
17

Senior engineer
33

Operative engineer
28

Technician
1

Partner
3

TOW%

Monthly Salary:
$401-700
700-900

1%
2

901-1100
15

1101-1400
30

1401-1700
33

1701-2000
12

2001-2500
6

over 2500
1

100%

Number of Persons Supervised:

0-2 36%

3-5 21

6-10 18

11-20 11

21-50 7

51-100 3

100+ 4

Iff%



Previous employment in the public sector:

yes 21%
no 79

100%

Nature of public sector employment:

Local official 25%
Teaching 17
Federal technical 15

Federal agency 15
State consulting 10

Planning board 10

Local athletics 5

Federal legislative 3

Length of unemployment:

03 months 11%
3-6 months 28

6-12 34

12-24 26

over 24 months 1

100%

CIVIC ACTIVITIES:

Membership in civic activities by type:
Local government (minor office) #10 5.4%
Local government committee 29 15.8%
Planning organization 12 6.5%
Economic development organization 24 13.0%
Other civic organizations 239*
No organizational membership 44. 23.9%

*total memberships held

Number of participants serving as officers in civic
organizations:
Local goiPt. minor office 5.4
Economic development organization
Other civic organizations 23.9
No offices held 65.8

99.9



Professional organizations**
none 27.1%

member, engineering 58.1

member, scientific 1.2
member, social science 6.5

member, other 26.2

member, social club 1.1

member, prof. empl. club 3.3

prof. registration 2.7

honoraries 7.1

officer, engineering 10.8%
officer, scientific 1.1
officer, social science 0

officer, other 5.9

officer, social ;;" 3.8

officer, empl., .5

**figures do not total due to multiple counting
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THE PROGRAM IN PROGRESS: SPACE ARRANGEMENTS

Participants from beyond commuting range were housed

in single or double rooms at Baker House (men) or

McCormick Hall (women). Both building"eare conveniently
near the center of the M.I.T. campus, public transit
busses, and our main meeting place: Kresge Little

Theater. Commuters were provided parking spaces in'the
West Garage on Vassar Street, a less than five minute

walk.

As it was August, all meeting places were air-
conditioned and very near each ther. Obtaining "space

after the beginning of Summer ession led to two minor

compromises: small groups met in lecture rather than
discussion type classrooms, and two of thete were 10 rather
than 5 minute walks from Kresge - but they were used less

than 6 hours in 20 full days.

The main meeting room of Project ADAPT was Kresge

Little Theater, cap. 192. It is centrally located on
campus and has stage, projection, and recording facilities
(the latter with some elusive gremlins). With the help

of the Kresge Auditorium staff, it proved flexible enough
for ceremonies, lectures, panel discussions, audience
participation sessions, question-and-answer periods,

movies, slide shows, etc. The small dimensions, intimate
scale, pleasant decor, and good unamplified acoustics

made participants and staff comfortable. Only two diffi-

culties arose: a) One morning, dancing on the Kresge
main stage - directly overhead - produced dull thuds,

and b) the 184 participants were so close to the Little
Theater's maximum capacity that latecomers felt inhibited
from finding seats and stood in the back. It would be

better to have meeting places with 20-25% excess capacity.



Two adjoining rehearsal rooms, cap about 80 each, were
occasionally used for press conferences, seminars and

work sessions. The Kresge Main Lobby was convenient

for coffee breaks, bulletin boards, check distributions,
and impromptu discussions. In short, Kresge Auditorium

was a very suitable facility.

The Student Lounge of the Urban Studies Department,
Room 7-345, became the Project ADAPT Lounge. Mail,
notices, handouts; and schedules were distributed in

the participants' mailboxes. Up-to-date schedules,
sign-up sheets, comment and suggestion boards covered

the walls. Jane Young handled questions, messages,
telephoning, trouble-shooting and coffee. A few steps
down the hall in Room 7-331 Milton Rosenthal, liaison
officer for NLC/USCM, dealt with job-rdlated questions.

Metro-APEX, the urban simulation game, was played
in the Vannevar Bush Room (10-105), cap. about 80.
Between 60 and 70 participants used tables functionally
clustered around the room. The L-shaped plan with a
central column restricted full visual and auditory
contact a little on those occasions it was necessary to

address the whole group. The kitchen and its coffee
urn were necessary conveniences during the 4-6 hour
APEX sessions.

Both the Center for Advanced Engineering Study and

the Urban Studies Department provided classrooms in
Building 9, Rooms 9-351 and 9-355, cap. ca. 30 each and
9-550, cap. ca. 50, were used for briefing, de-briefing
and work sessions during the City Reconnaissance.
Lecture hall 9-150, cap. 150, was used for two evening
sessions and, while less attractive than Kresge Little.
Theater, proved satisfactory.

Classrooms 16-134, cap. 80, and 39-500, cap. 50,
were the most remote from Kresge, but were only used
on two occasions. They are not designed to encourage
participation, but this is less of a hindrance to
discussion than architects commonly suppose.

The evening forums, off-the-record chats with
political personalities, found a proper setting in
the McCormick Penthouse: physically secluded, cozy,
and with an excellent view of the Boston skyline.
The dining-room and courtyard of McCormick Hall were
the scene of the Project's get-acquainted party; tables,
chairs, nooks, and open spaces were varied enough to
provide a good background.
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Display boards produced by participants in the City

Reconnaissance were attached to the structures erected by

architectural students in the Lobby of M.I.T.'s main

entrance (Building 7). They contributed to the varied

and intriguing aspect of these airy lounges. Passers-by

went out of their way to give the boards a good deal of

detailed attention during the two weeks they were on

display and scribbled replies to points made on them.

In summary, the physical accommodations of Project

ADAPT were satisfactory because M.I.T. lhas a large enough

variety of suitable spaces within a short walking distance
of eachother, and a staff organization which makes it

possible to schedule and service them in a straightfor-

ward manner.
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SatistiCai Summary of Voluntary Participation
in Evening Forums and Field Trips

Level and scope, of participation appear to be one

indication of the success of a program which depends on

voluntary activity. It was anticipated that participation

in optional activities would vary primarily by plaCe of

residence -- that the advantages of dormitory housing

would be reflected in the increased participation of

dormitory residents. Participation levels were expected

to vary significantly by socio -economic characteristics.

What follows is a partial summary of findings in

these areas. All sign-up sheets for forums and for field

trips were tabulated against the roster of participants

and determined absolute and relative levels of partici-

pation for each activity. Forum participation' was then

compared to field trip participation.

Participation by ADAPT personnel in the optional

aspects of the program; i.e., the field trips and

evening forums, as measured by the number signed up

was high. The average rate of participation was 3.03

such events per participant. Participation, however,

was unevenly distributed, since the median participation

was one trip and one forum for both the dorm residents

and commuters. Only six (3%) failed to participate, and

62 (33%) attended more than one forum and 72 (39%) mare

than one field trip. One participant attended six

forums and ten field trips.

In designing the Project ADAPT curriculum we had

anticipated that resident participants would be more

active in optional events than commuters. In fact, the

difference between resident and nonresident participation

is much less than statistically significant. Residents

1S2



also, however, seem tc, have taken greater advantage of

the evening forums and to have gone on fewer field trips

than commuters.

The interesting aspect of the distribution of

voluntary participation seems to be that a small group

accounts for a large portion of over-all participation;

the 17% of the participants with more than four activities

accounted for 37% of all participation. Taking the

voluntary participation measured here as an indicator of

over-all participation, we will attempt in subsequent

evaluations to employ it as a variable: to explain

variation in job experience.

1 Ra
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ROSTER OF PROJECT ADAPT FACULTY.

2 August - 27 August 1971

2 August

DAVID GROSSMAN

Deputy Director, Bureau of the Budget, City of New York, Municipal

Building, New York, New York

He has been at his present position since 1967. Prior to that he was*

assistant director for Program Management and Review, Community Action

Program, U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity.

DR, ROBERT C. WOOD

President, University of Massachusetts, 80 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass.

He was formerly Secretary of the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development and has written several important books on urban and suburban

problems, including 1400 Governments and Suburbia.

3 August

MR. JAMES DROUGHT

Administrator for Staff Services, Boston Redevelopment Authority, City

Hall, Room 900, One City Hall Square, Boston, Mass. 02201

He has extensive planning experience in such farflung places as St.
Louis, Mo.; Puerto Rico; Calcutta, India; and the South Pacific. He

was Deputy Director of Planning and Engineering for the Federal Division

of Slum Clearance and Urban Redevelopment, a predecessor to HUD, and

has worked with the Boston Redevelopment Authority for nine years.

DR. ALAN RABINOWITZ

182 Upland Road, Cambridge, Mass. 02140

He has extensive experience in real estate and has explored technology
transfer issues through consultation with Lincoln Laboratory of NIT

regarding non-military and urban research opportunities.

R. JEROME LYLE RAPPAPORT

26 Emerson Place, Boston, Mass. 02114

He is a graduate of Harvard Law School, 1949 (age 20); MPA Littauer
School at Harvard, 1962. He has extensive experience in Boston Politics

and is an attorney of distinction, especially with regard to urban
renewal, eminent domain, and large scale residential developments.
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MS. MARIAN YAIIKAUER

Urban Planning Aid, 639 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, Mass.

She works for preservation and development of adequate housing for

low-income people: often, this involves modifying government programs

as an advocate for local citizens' groups.'

4 August

MR. THOMAS ATKINS

Member, Boston City Council, 122 Cambridge St., Boston, Mass.

Mr. Atkins graduated from Indiana University, BA 1961; Harvard Uni-

versity, MA, Economics and Politics of the Middle East, 1963; Harvard

Law School, J.D., 1969. He was admitted to the Massachusetts Bar in

1971 and is active in the Black Elected Officials Conference.

DR. NATHAN GLAZER

Graduate School of Education, Harvard University, 29 Garden St.,

Cambridge, Vass.

He has taught sociology, served as Associate Editor of Commentary,

and been.a member of several presiantial task forces dealing with urban

problems. He is co-author of The Lonely Crowd and of Beyond the Melting

Pot.

MR. ALBERT KRAER

Special Assistant, Office of the Governor, State House, Boston, Mass.

He is responsible for the development of programs and policies in the

urban field. His background is in public law.

MR. MARTIN LINSKY

Representative, Room 448, State House, Boston, Mass.

He is State Representative of the 13th Norfolk District, Massachusetts.

He is assistant Minority Leader and a member of legislative committees

dealing with health, housing, and welfare.

PROFESSOR LOUIS MENAND

Assistant to the Provost, MIT Room 7-141, Cambridge, Mass.

He has served as an executive consultant to Upward Bound in Washington
and headed this program at MIT. He has taught political science at

Vassar; Maxwell School, Syracuse University; Dart mouth; and MIT.

SC;
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5 August

MR. EDWARD CROMWELL

President, Cromwell, Neyland, Truemper, Millet & Gatchell, A-E,

416 Center St., Little Rock, Ark. 72201

He has been a principal in his firm since 1941; typical work includes

college masterplanning, educational bu1.1Ings, industrial and commercial

structures, multi-family housing, state parks, museums and art centers.

BENJAMIN HUTTON CUNNINGHAM, JR.

Vice President/ Director of Design, Jonathan Development Corporation,

Chaska, Minnesota 55318

Mr. Cunningham has primary responsibility for the planning and urban

design of the Jonathan New Town Project; as an officer of the corporation

he is also part of the management team directing-the operations of the

company.

MR. J. LEONARD IVINS

GMA Development Corporation, 3900 One Shell Plaza, Houston, Texas 77002

He has been involved in the development of Columbia, Maryland, a new

town, in various capacities since 1965.

PROFESSOR LAWRENCE SUSSKIND

Department of Urban Studies and Planning, Room 7-338, MIT, Cambridge, Mass.

He is Special Assistant to the Department Chairman for Program Develop-

ment. His professional interests are national policy for urban growth

and potentials for planned new communities.

MR. JACK UNDERHILL

Department of Housing and Urban Development, Room 7146, 451 7th St. SW,

Washington, D. C. 20410

He is privately involved in program monitoring of new community develop-

ments, and the review of applications for new communities funds .

MR. ADAM YAIUIOLINSKY

New,York State Urban Development Corporation,-1345 Avenue of the

emericas, New York, New York 10013

He is chief Executive Officer of Welfare Island Development Corporation,

New York City. He is also Professor of Law, Harvard Law School, and

member of the Institute of Politics, John Fitzgerald Kennedy School of

Government. Ha formerly served as Assistant Secretary of Defense.
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6 August
4

MR. PAUL DAVIDOFF

Director, Suburban Action Institute, 180 East Pdst Road, White Plains,

New York 10601

An attorney and planner, he is a student of planning thought and theory.

The concept of advocacy planning is attributed to him. His work at the

SAI is centered on opening suburbs to a more representative social,

economic and racial mix.

MR. HAROLD GRABINO

DCA Development Corporation, 15 Park RoW, New York, New York 10038

Mr. Grabino is a member of the Board of Directors and Clerk of DCA

Development Corporation, a developer of housing for low and moderate

income families. A graduate of Yale University Law School, 1954, he

has extensive experience in urban renewal and FHA work.

KR. PHILLIP HERR

Phillip Herr and Associates, 230 Boylston St., Boston, Mass:

He maintains a private planning consultants group, is a registered,

architect, and is an associate professor of City Planning at MIT, where

he teaches planning design and systems design.

DR. WILLIAM PORTER

Dean, School of Architecture and Planning, MIT, Cambridge, Mass. 02139

He is an architect-planner interested in computer application to design

problems, and in responsive design techniques for discovery and satis-

faction of user needs.

MR. MARK WALTCH

137 Monadnock Rd., Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02367

He has been a successful developer and consultant in the fields of

building, real estate, financing
and development over the past 13 years.

9 August

MR ROBERT BRUCE

Bolt, Beranek, and Newman, Inc., 50 Molton St., Cambridge, Mass. 02138

He is manager of the BBN engineering acoustics group. He received

his E.E. from MIT in 1966.
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MR. JOHN EVANS

Mitre Corporation, Route #62,

Ha is a senior management and
he has worked in the field of

-5-

Bedford, Mass.

systems consultant; for the past 15 years
organizational design and development.

DONLYN LYNDON

Dept. of Architecture, MIT, Cambridge, Mass. 02139

For: lay head of Architecture at University of Oregon, member of the
architectural faculty of University of California at Berkeley. As a prac-

tising architect, he has won several national awards.

MR. CHET IIATTSON

Chief of Environmental Programs and Planning, Hackensack Meadowlands
Development Corporation, 1099 Wall St. West, Lyndhurst, N.J. 07071

He is by training a historian of the theory of ideas. His orientation
in planning is th't of a generalist; hence he is often able, for instance,
to act as a bridge between the special expertise of engineers, biologists,
industrialists, lawyers and politicians.

ML DAVID STANDLY

Executive Director, Air pollution Control Commission, City Hall, Boston, Ma.

He has extensive experience in control of air pollution and has also
considered problems of noise pollution.

PROFESSOR DAVID GORDON WILSON

MIT, 1-112, Cambridge, Mass.

He is engaged at MIT teaching thermodynamics and mechanical design and
has taen supervising research in fluid dynamics, interurban transportation,
highway safety, and solid-wastes management.

12 August

DR. AARON FLEISHER

Department of Urban Studies and Planning, 7-338, MIT, Cambridge, Mass.

A geophysicist by training,specializing inxleteorology, he has worked in

recent years in the area of computer simulations of urban environments
and the modeling of social processes.
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MR. EDWARD J. CACHNINE

Regional Director, Operation Breakthrough, Region E, Room 800, John F.

Kennedy Federal Building, Boston, :`:ass.

He has worked in the housing industry since 1946. He is HUD's New

England representative for industrialized housing.

MR. RONALD J. PHILLIPS

Senior Vice-President, Technology Application Program, ICMA, 1140 Conn.

Ave., NW, Washington, D.C. 20036

He was formerly with NASA as Director of the Technology Utilization Pro-

gram, and he continues that work with the Technology Application Program

of the International City Management Association, where he is responsible

for industrial ladason and other activities related to applying technology

to the urban sector.

MR. WARREN SIEMANS

ABT Associates, 55 Wheeler St., Cambridge, Mass.

He is involved with the pragmatic problems of technology transfer as

Director of a NASA Technology Applications Program; and as Director of

an NSF-funded project to analyse alternative models for making advanced

technology available to cities.

13 August

MR. NORMAN M. KLEIN

Associate Partner, Skidmore, Owines, & Merrill, 1100 Connecticut Ave. NW,

Washington, D. C. 20036

Mr. Klein's experience includes major architecture and planning projects

with specialization in urban design and planning for transportation.

PROFESSOR KARL LINN

MIT, 7-402, Cambridge, Mass. 02139

He is involved in landscape architecture and community resource planning;

of late he has focused his attention on the areas of human ecology and

alternative life styles.

DR. JAMES MOREY

The Cambridge Institute, 1878 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, Mass.

He moved from the field of experimental psychology to operations re-

search and systems analysis for such defense concerns as Rand Corporation

In 1964 he reappraised his commitments and since then has worked with

anit-war groups and for development of solutions to a wide range of urban

concerns, focusing upon issues which affect development in low-income

communities.
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MR. CARL ROBART

Manager of Environmental Studies, R. Di: -an Speas and Assoc., Inc.,

47 Hillside Avenue, Manhasset, N. Y. 11030

He is a specialist in interface of transportation systems - especially

effects of airports upon city transportation networks and neighborhoods.

MR. FREDERICK PETER SALVTICCI

Deputy Director, Mayor's Office of Public Service, City Hall, Boston, Mass.

A Civil Engineering Graduate of MIT, he was formerly manager of the East

Boston City Hall before moving "Downtown."

16 August

PROFESSOR ROB HOLLISTER

Dept. of Urban Studies, MIT, 7-338, Cambridge, Hass. 02139

He kas wide-ranging interests in cities. Most recently he has been

analysing health care delivery systems.

PROFESSOR JOHN T. HOWARD

Dept. of Urban Studies, MIT, 7-333, Cambridge, Mass.

He specializes in land use planning and has consulted throughout the

world as principal of his own firm. He served for years as Urban Studies

Department Chairman and is now Admissions Officer.

REPRESENTATIVE DAVID LIEDERMAN

69 Tremont St., Malden, Mass. 02148

He is experienced in the practical and political elements which affect

operation of housing and welfare systems, as both legislator and Pro-

fessor of Social Work, Boston University.

WALTER CM!

Graduate School of Education,
Cambridge, Mass.

He has served as Assistant to
Conmissioner of Education.

Harvard University, 701 Larsen Hall,

Harold Howe when the latter was U.S.

DR. ROBERT MORRIS

Professor of Social Planning, Florence Heller School for Advanced Studies

in Social Welfare, Brandeis University, Waltham, Mass. 02154

He is Director of the Levinson Gerontological Po:Acy Institute at Flo-

rence Haller School. His work in Social Policy Planning is well known.
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DR. THOMAS REPPETTO

Joint Center for Urban Studies, 66 Church St., Cambridge, Mass.

Formerly Detective Commander, Chicago Police Department, he received

a Ph.D. in Government from Harvard and now teaches and consults in the

area of criminal justice.

MR. ARTHUR SOLOMON

Joint Center for'Urban Studies, 66 Church St., Cambridge, Mass.

He is interested in general issues associated with housing, particularly

the analysis of the effectiveness of government programs.

17 August

MR. JOHN FEILD

,U.S. Conference of Mayors, 1612 K St. NW, Washington, D.C. 20006

As director of the Center for Policy Analysis of the NLC/USCH, he has

been a central figure in the development of U.S. urban programs and

policy for several years.

PROFESSOR MICHAEL LIPSKY

Dept. of Political Science, vaT, E53-409, Cambridge, Mass.

He has researched in the areas of citizen participation, issues of

centralization , and bureaucratic behavior as they affect and are affected

by urban politics.

18 August

DR. MIKE APPLEBY

Cambridge Model City Agency, 639 MAssachusetts Ave., Cambridge, Mass.

He is an accomplished puppeteer, winemaker, woodsman and city planner.

He focuses upon achieving the ideal of democratic representation of

minority groups in decisions affecting their community.

KR. ROBERT COSTA

Canbridge ?!odel Cities Agency, 639 Mass. Ave., Cambridge, Mass.

He is a Cambridge Nodel Cities staffer with responsibility in the health

and social service area.
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PROFESSOR JAY FORRESTER

Sloan School of Management, MIT, E52-454C, Cambridge, Mass.

He has made fundamentally important contributions to computer hardware

technology but in recent years he has developed new methods for analysing

the dynamics of complex systems such as industrial organizations and

urban regions.

CHARLES FL ANKEL

Special Assistant to Assistant Secretary Hyde, Dept. of Housing & Urban

Development, JK Federal Building, Government Center, Boston, Mass. 02203

He is responsible for reviewing Model Cities activities in the New England

Region.

ZIR. MARSHALL KAPLAN

Marshall Kaplan, Gans, and Kahn, 426 Pacific Avenue, San Francisco,

Calif. 95133

As a consultant, he has directed several nationally significant evalu-

ation programs including the 21 Model Cities Study (HUD); 3 Cities Model

Cities Analysis (HUD); an analysis of 0E0 Community Action Programs (U.S.

Senate): and the Federal Executive Board Study of the Impact of Federal

Programs in Oakland, Calif.

PROFESSOR ROBERT O'HARE

Bureau of Public Affairs, Boston College, 86 Commonwealth Ave., Newton, :Lass.

A specialist in public administration, he has consulted with many agencies

of federal, state and local government.

DR. PAUL PARKS

Director, Boston Model Cities Agency, 2401 Nashington St., Roxbury, Mass. 02119

Currently serving as Director of a $7 million Model Cities effort, he had

much earlier worked as an engineer at United Aircraft.

DP. SAMUEL THO;.PSON

Boston Model Cities Agency, 2401 Washington St., Roxbury, Mass. 02119

HQ leads the research and development staff of one of the nation's

larger '!odel Cities programs.

BERIRAM wALKER

Model Neighborhood Board, Boston Model Cities, 333 Dudley St., Roxbury, Mass.

A former teacher, he is currently director of Boston Model Neighborhood

Board, the cornutiity particip-tion ...trn of Boston nodel Cities Program.
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19 August

DR. FRANK COLCORD

Chairman, Political Science Dept., Tufts University, Medford, Mass.

He has researched he politics of community participation in transpor-
tation decisions as a subset of the politics of local government.

MS. MARILYN GITTEL

Director, Institute for Community Studies,
St., Flushing, New York

She has developed community studies in tha
methods for development of participation.

Queens College, 153-10 61st

areas of health, education, and
She has published extensively.

MI. LEON ROCK

Director, Boston Black Student Union, 531 Mass. Ave., Boston, ass. 02118

A high school student, he is concerned with community participation and
community control through voter registration and formation of interest

groups. He hopes to become en architect.

20 August

MR. GEOFFREY FAUX

Cambridge Institute, 56 Boylston St., Cambridge, Mass. 02138

He is an economist interested in aiding attempts by low-income urban
and rural community organizations at economic development through
community development corporations.

DR. LEONARD HAUSMAN

Florence Heller School of Social Welfare, Brandeis University, 415 South,
Waltham, ?lass.

Ha is an economist who researched family assistance plan (Guaranteed
annual income), pilot projects in the U.S., and is generally interested
in national economic policy, especially as it is related to social welfare.

23 August

DR. ANTHONY DOWNS

Senior Vice President, Real Estate Research Corporation, 72 W. Adams,

Chicago, Ill.

He specializes in urban economics with a special interest in housing. In

recent years he has contributed to the deliberations of the Kerner Com-
mission, was a member of the Douglas Commission, and has published impor-
tant works in economic and political theory, sociology of organizations
and housing policy analysis.
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24 August

MR. KENT COLTON

"Joint Center for Urban Studies, 66 Church St., Cambridge, Hass. 02138

He has studied the impact and implementation of management information
systcms in public organizations; he is now working on the computer in

law enforcement: its use, acceptance, and impact.

DR. ALVIN DRAKE

MIT, 24-221, Cambridge, Mass. 02139

Ho is Associate Director of the Operations Research Center. He is par-
ticularly interested in application of formal modeling techniques in the
area of public administration and urban service delivery.

DR. JAMES A. HESTER J.

Acting chief, Division of Programs and Policy Research, Office and Man-

agement Planning, Room 9046, 100 Gold St., New York, New York

A former aerospace engineer, he is concerned with application of computer
aided information systems to management of an important city agency.

MR. JACK PATRIARCHE

City Manager, City Hall, East Lansing, Mich.

His city was chosen as the site of the recent National Bureau of Standards-
International City Management Association demonstration of the utility of

quantitative analysis to the problems of smaller cities.

;ON PALTER, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

Dept. of Urban Studies, MT, 7-338, Cambridge, Mass. 02139

His research interests include computer graphics, man-machine communi-
cation, and applications of systems analysis techniques to urban problems.

PROFESSOR MYRON WEINER

Institute of Public Service, University of Connecticut, Box U-14, Storrs, Conn.

Computer applications in urban management arells concern. He has con-

sulted widely with agencies of local government.

25 August

STEVEN.1EWI$

Mitre Corporation, Route #62, Bedford, Hass.

HE. has had major responsibility for developing the Program Management
System (PMS) at Mitre and has supervised its application in several govern-
mental agencies.
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PROFESSOR MARVIN MANHEIM

Dept. of Civil Engineering, MIT, 1-138, Cambridge, Mass.

He teaches transportation planning and has done important work in the

development of rational design methods, attempting to incorporate

subjective measures into the design calculus.

DR. EDGAR H. SCHEIN

Professor of Organizational Psychology and Management,'Sloan School of

Management, MIT, 50 Memorial Drive, Cambridge, Mass.

He is Chairdan of the Organization
Studies Group at the Institute. He

consults extensively to many major corporations.

MR. JOSEPH E. VITT

Executive Assistant, Mayor's Office, 1126 City-County Building, Detroit,

Mich.

He is the laiason and coordinator for seven city departments engaged in

urban planning and development activities; laiason to regional agencies

responsible for environmental quality; Project Manager for development of

various administrative management programs; and responsible for policy

decision in many other city programs.

26 August

HERB WEINBLATT

Department of Engineering, Brown University, Providence, R.I.

He recently received a Ph.D. in Electrical Engineering and is developing

simulations of urban development.

27 August

IT- DONALD BEATTY

Executive Director, Municipal Finance Officers Association, 1313 E. 60th

St., Chicago, Ill. 60637

He consults widely on matters pertaining to the municipal fisc.

MR. J. ROBERT HAVLICK

International City Management Assoc., Technology Application Program,

1140 Connecticut Ave. Ni, Washington, D.C. 20036

Formerly a city manager and recently Information Director, ICKA, he is

now working to make advanced technology available to local governments.
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DR. 0. GLENN STAHL

Washington Representative, Public Personnel Association, 1776 Hassachu-

setts'Ave., Washington, D.C. 20036

He is an internationally known authority on public personnel adminis-

uation, former director, Bureau of Policies and Standards, U.S. Civil

Service Commission, Author of several texts on public personnel adminis-

tration.

MR. ISRAEL STOLLMAN

Executive Director, American Society of Planning Officials, 1313 E. 6oth

St., Chicago, Ill. 60637

A distinguished member of the planning profession for the past 23 years,

he was chairman, Division of City and Regional Planning, Ohio State

University, before assuming his present position (in May 1968).

Apex

TED RIDER

138 Great Road, Bedford, Hass.

As Executive Director of the New.England Consortium on Air Pollution, he

was responsible for the Apex Segment of the program.

City Reconnaissance

HS. KARALYN KRASIN

Room 7-333, NIT, Cambridge, Mass. 02139

A student in the Dept. of Urban Studies and Planning, she is interested

in the environmental psychology of the city, especially in its sacred

and mythic origins. .

MS. LORRAIUE LIGGINS

6 Brewer St., Cambridge, Class.

A mathematician by training, she is a consultant to ABT Associates and

to Arthur D. Little on community participation, group dynamics and

educational pro2ramming.
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Summer Staff Prof 6dt 'ADAPT

Francis T. Ventre - Project Director

Suzann T. Buckle - Director of Evaluation

Leonard G. Buckle - Assistant Director of Evaluation

Antony A. Phipps - Curriculum Coordinator

Susan Smithline - Secretary

Jane A. Young - Administrative Assistant

Quaco T. Cloutterbuck - Teaching Assistant

R. Philip Dowds Teaching Assistant

Adel T. Foz - Teaching Assistant

Eric W. Hedlund - Teaching Assistant

Romin Koebel - Teaching Assistant

David E. Sims - Teaching Assistant

C. George Westwater - Teaching Assistant

David G. Williams - Teaching Assistant

Anthony M. Yezer Teaching Assistant
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FRANCIS T. VENTRE

Mr. Ventre is a research associate at M.I.T. He has taught

in the Urban Studies Department at M.I.T. and in an experimental

urban design program at U.C.L.A. He holds degrees in architecture

from Penn State, and in city planning from California at Berkeley.

His professional experience includes public agency planning at

the state and local level, and consulting with national, state

and local government agencies and with private firms. Mr. Ventre's.

current' research interests arethe diffusion of innovation among

public agencies and the development of more responsive public

technolon. He has published work in Urban Affairs' Quarterly,

American Behavioral Scientist, Technology and Society (Great

Britain), Journal of the American Institute of Planners, Municipal

Year Book: 1971, and ICMAve Urban Data Service.

SUZANN THOMAS BUCKLE

. Mrs. Buckle received her B. A. from Wellesley College and is

a candidate for the Ph.D. in this department. She has served as

Director of the Northborough Project and Associate Director for

Evaluation of Project ADAPT. In addition, she has acted as

consultant to community organizations and local and state govern-

ments. She is presently serving as Assistant Director of the

Undergraduate Program and conducting research to evaluate the

Massachusetts District Court System.

LEONARD G. BUCKLE

Mr. Buckle received a B. S. in Electrical Engineering and a

B. S. in Industrial Management from M.I.T. and is a candidate for

the Ph.D. in this department. He has directed research and planning

projects for state, regional, and local planning agencies and has

served as Associate Director for Evaluation of Project ADAPT. At

present, he is Assistant Director of the Undergraduate Program

and is conducting evaluation research of the lower-level courts.

ANTONY A. PHIPPS

Tony Phipps is a candidate for the MCP degree in the Depart-

ment of Urban Studies and Planning, M.I.T.. Having received his

B.A. in Art History from Williams College, he served two years in

the Peace Corps in Villavicencio, Columbia, South America where

he worked as a planner, community development specialist, teacher

and urban agricultural project coordinator. Originally from
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Denver/ he has been a planner and research associate for various

government agencies and private consulting firms, both in Boston

and Denver. In addition to his studies in the Department, Mr.

Phipps is Assistant to the Director of Comprehensive Planning of .

the Cambridge Model Cities Program and consultant to the Citizens

for Community Control of Housing in Cambridge. His primary

professional interests include housing policy, advocacy planning

and low-income housing development.

SUSAN SMITHLINE

Miss Smithline attended the University of Bridgeport in
Connecticut, and the New School for Social Research in New York.

She worked for the director of the art department of Needham,
Harper & Steers advertising agency for two years. At the retire-

ment of the director, she left to become the secretary to a senior
analyst at the Furst Analytic Center in New York City. Susan is

presently the secretary to the Director of Project ADAPT in the

Department of Urban Studies and Planning at M.I.T.

JANE ANN YOUNG

Miss Young received a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in
architectural design from the University of Colorado at Boulder,

and has studied urban planning and interior architectural design
and space planning at the New School and the Parsons School of

Design in New York City. As Assistant Housing Specialist for the
Community Development Agency of the City of New York, she was

primarily responsible for the organization and development of the
City-Wide Anti-Poverty Committee on Housing and provided technical
and research assistance to poverty-funded CDA housing programs.

She has traveled extensively throughout the United States,
Carribean, Central and South America and Europe.

QUACO T. CLOUTTERBUCK

With a background in urban studies, business and international
relations, Mr. Cloutterbuck received a B.A. from Boston College in
June of this year, and is currently enrolled in the MCP program in

the Department of Urban Studies and Planning, M.I.T. Having worked
in the Departments of Agriculture and Health/Education and Welfare
in Washington, he was a community organizer and center director
of the St. Paul and Augustine Parrish Center in Washington, and,
the executive director of the Adams-Morgan Community Council, also
in Washington. Mr. Cloutterbuck was chairman of the Peoples
Involvement Corporation in Ward I of the Washington Model Cities
Program and has lectured on urban problems and the role of the
community organizer at George Washington College, Virginia, and
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Federal City College, Washington, D. C. His most recent activities

include coordinating the Black Talent Program at Boston College

and organizing a community learning center at the Bromley-Heath

Housing Project.

R. PHILIP DOWDS

Mr. Dowds received his Bachelor of Architecture degree from

M.I.T. in 1967. As a volunteer in the U. S. Peace Corps, he

spent two years in Tunisia, North Africa, working as an architect,

planner, and director of a vocational training school in the town

of Hammam Sousse. Returning to the States in 1969, Mr. Dowds is

currently an MCP candidate in the M.I.T. Urban Studies Department,

where his activities have included collaboration in-the develop-

ment of ECOLOGUE, a community planning methodology, and project

consultation for the City of Somerville andCambridge Model Cities.

Outside the Department, Mr. Dowds is Project Planner with Philip

Herr and Associates, Boston.

ERIC W. HEDLUND

Mx. Hedlund is a candidate for the MCP degree in the Department

of Urban Studies and Planning, M.I.T. His primary interest is the

biological consequences of various cultures, with a view towards

discovery of how human moms and technology are interrelated with

the ethology of other species. He has worked for the housing

committee of Boston Model Cities Program, the New Communities

Project of the Urban Systems Laboratory, done field research at

a number of Southwestern Communes, and taken part in a study of

the San Francisco Transit system.

ROMIN KOEBEL

Mr. Koebel holds degrees in Urban Design from Harvard University,

and Architecture from the Stuttgart Technical' University, and is

currently working on a dissertation on aspects of the management

of the urban spatial environment. He has worked for the Architect's

Department of the London County Council, been involved in city

design projects for Rey-Kjavik Iceland, and has been the principle

designer of several community and civic centers in Southern Germany.

Mr. Koebel has also been affiliated with Raymond & May Planning

and Urban Design Consultants, White Plains, New York on a new

community for Staten Island, served as Urban Design Consultant

to the N.Y.C. Housing and Redevelopment Board, and the N.Y.C.

Housing and Development Administratipn. Most recently, he has

been affiliated with the Transportation and Community Values Project

with M.I.T.'s Urban Systems Laboratory.
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DAVID E. SIMS

Mr. Sims graduated in February from the MCP program at
Harvard University. He also holds a B.A. in economics from Yale
University and has studied at The American University of Beirut.
His orientation is towards urban planning and economic development
in developing countries, and he has worked in Egypt and India.
Presently, he is working for the Area Planning Office of the
Harvard Medical School and is involved in the Roxbury Action
Project,a community housing corporation.

C. GEORGE WESTWATER

Prior to his appointment to the Department of Urban Studies,
M.I.T., as a Fellow in the SPURS Program, C, George Westwater was
coordinator for social development in the Catholic Diocese of
Multan, West Pakistan where he was involved in the development and
planning of medical aid, emergency relief and community development
centers as well as cooperative banking, sanitation, irrigation and
housing projects. For the last five years, he was village mayor
for a large settlement project sponsored by the West Pakistan
government, and directed the development of another complex of
rural communities nearby. Father Westwater received his B. A.
from Providence College, R. I. and studied philosophy and theology
at St. Joseph's College, Ohio and the Dominican House of Studies,
Washington, D. C.

DAVID G. WILLIAMS

David Williams has just completed his MCP degree in the
Department of Urban Studies and Planning, M.I.T. After receiving
his und3rgraduate degree in architecture in Birmingham, England,
he worked for two years on community development, architecture,
and urban planning in India, Pakistan and Nepal. He then spent
some time in Southeast Asia, and a year of journalism and teaching
in Japan. After working in Canada on the Theme Pavilions for
Expo '67, he returned to England to run an architectural practice
for three years before returning to commence study at M.I.T. His
main professional interests include urban design, urbanization
policies for developing countries, transportation, and the problems
of the natural environment.
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ANTHONY M. J. YEZER

Presently a thesis-writing candidate for a joint Ph.D. in
economics and urban studies, Tony Yezer holds B.S. and M. Sc.
degrees in economics from Dartmouth College and the London School
of Economics, respectively. His early career interests were in
chemistry, however, and he has worked in spectrochemistry at the
National Bureau of Standards. More recently he has worked on
aspects of national and urban labor markets at M.I.T. and the
Urban Institute. He has been involved in teaching urban
economics and models of the metropolis, a course in large scale
urban transportation-land use models. This reflects a more
general interest in dynamic simulation models of social systems,
and the role of these models in the formulation and analysis of
public policy.

ADEL T.K. FOZ

Mr. Foz was born in Spain. He lived there and in Egypt,
France and Panama before coming to this country. He received a
B. A. from Harvard College in 1963 and a Bachelor of Architecture
from its School of Design in 1968. He has participated in the
design of homes, housing, hotels, high schools and transit
stations, both here and in Tunisia. His interests involve urban
design, design methods, and organizational change.
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`Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Revised as of 8/4/71

Office of the Summer Session

Special Summer Program 11.94s

Project ADAPT - Urban SUldies

August 2 through August 27, 1971

Roster of Registrants

Mr. enne N. Ahl

20 Mor 1 Drive (Cancelled)
Cochit a MA 01778

Mr. Henry W. Ainslie, Jr.
45 Reservoir Road
Cohasset, MA 02025

D Mr. Frank G. Aje:lo
273 31st Street
Lindenhurst, NY :.1757

Mr. Eugene P. Albers
440 Carmine Drive
Cocoa Beach, FL 32931

D Mr. Charles A. Andrade
104 Glen Cove Drive
Glen Head, NY 11545

D Mr. Thecdore Alper
12 Musket Piece
E. Setauket, NY 11733

D Mr. Stanley W. Bare
52 Knollwood Drive
Rockledge, FL 32955

D Mr. Paul J. Benoit
255 East Street
Chicopee, MA 01020

Dr. Charles S. Biechler
14 Newtown Road
Acton, MA 01720

D Mr. John E. Birkett
2001 Laverne Dr., NW
Huntsville, AL 35810

Dr. Loran R. Bittman
39 Blake Road

Lexington, MA 02173

D Mr. Lynn W. Biwer
1118 Bel Aire Dr.

Daytona Beach, FL 32018

D Mr. William J. Blommel
1882' Madison Avenue
Melbourne, FL 32935

Mr. Edward I. Bower
5 Summit Drive
Hingham, MA 02043

D Mr. Charles J. Brody Jr.
9 Summerset Drive
Smithtown, NY 11787

D Mr. John F. Brumfield
2109 Colice Rd., S.E.
Huntsville, AL 35801

Mr. Kermit Brynes
21 Hemenway Road
Salem, MA 01970

Mr. Robert P. Burkart

26 Main Street
Framingham, MA 01701

Mr. John Burry, Jr.
8 Steven Lane
Medfield, MA 02052

D Mr. Chester D. Byers
11214 Crestfield Dr.
Huntsville, AL 35803

Mr. Robert W. Camp
10 Preston Road
Lexington, MA 02173

Mr. Subir A. Chaklader
180 North Beacon St.
Brighton, MA 02135

Mr. Philip Chartoff
44 Angelica Drive
Framingham, MA 01701,
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Project ADAPT - Urban Studies

Mr. Taran K. Chatterjee

7 Franklin Road
Bedford, MA 01730

D Mr. Otis J. Cofiniotis

2 Weston Lane
Smithtown, NY 11787

D Mr. Myron J. Cohon
7805 Emerald Drive, SW
Tacoma, WA 98498

Mr. Vincent J. Consentino
449 High Street
Lawrence, MA 01841

Mr. Thomas F. Costello
36 Allen Street
Lexington, MA 02173

Mr. Ferdinand R. Decker
72 Prospect S :eet
Melrose, MA 02176

D Mr. Arthur T. DeFord
74 9th Avenue
Kings Park, NY 11754

Mr. Alvin H. Diming
Whiting Avenue
Groton, MA 01450

Mr. Anthony L. DiPietro
6 Eisenhower Rd.
Peabody, MA 01960

Mr. Gerard J. Donoghue
324 Central Avenue
Dedham, MA 02026

D Mr. Bradley B. Dunn
200 Lexington Ave., Apt. 12C
Oyster Bay, NY 11771

Mr. Charles J. Duross
46 Birds Hill Avenue
Needham, MA 02192

Mr. Irving A. Edelstein
10 Veterans Rd.

.4inthrop, MA 02152

Dr. Adel H. Eldib
11 Country Club Drive

Chelmsford, MA 01824

Page 2.

D Mr. Francis Xavier Engel
P. O. Box 41261

Fayetteville, TN 37334

D Mr: Ralph E. Escobar
10 Milburn Road
Centereach, NY 11720

Mr. LeRoy E. Euvrard
22 Scotland St.
Hingham, MA 02043

Mr. Samuel G. Faber,
47 Country Lane
Sharon, MA 02067

D Mr. James A. Farr
1711 Mante Sano Blvd.
runtsville, AL 35801

Mr. Francis X. Fay
23 Marwood Place
Stony Brook, NY 11790

Mr. Herbert H. Feingold
9 Willben Lane
Plainview, NY 11803

D Mr. Arthur P. Ferlan
14 Royal Oak Drive
Nashua, NH 03060

Mr. William J. Fogarty
381 Porter Street
Melrose, MA 02176

D Mr. Martin C. Foster
12 Canterbury Dr.
Coram, NY 11727

D Mr. William E. Fowler
140 Bonita Drive
Merritt Island, FL 32952

Miss G is S2,,Yireedman

24 Ashe Rd. (Cancelled)
asmtOn Lower Fa MA 02162

Mr. Thomas W. Fuller
261 Foster Road
Tewksbury, MA 01876



Project ADAPT - Urban Studies

D Mr. Willie D. Garrett
410 Sabal Avenue
Merritt Island, FL 32952

Mr. Apostolos E. Germeles
24 The Valley Rd.
Concord, MA 01742

Mr. John O. Gibson
53 Leicester Road
Marblehead, MA 01945

Mr. Pakrad Antar Giragosian
82 Ridgewood Road
Concord, MA 01742

D Mr. Francis Terry Glasscock
3404A Gien Park Dr.

Huntsville, AL 35810

Mr. Irving D. Gress
82 Merriline Avenue
Methuen, MA 01844

Mr. Donald E. Gustafson
36 Ward Well Rd.

Canton, MA 02021

D Mr. Robert B. Gustafson
P. O. Box 121
Merritt Island, FL 32952

Miss Olga Haburchak
166 Hedgegrove Avenue
Satellite Beach, FL 32937

D Mr. William F. Hafstram
55 Sea Park Blvd., Apt. 609
Satellite Beach, FL 32937

Mr. Wesley C. Hains
1048 N. Fletcher Ave.

Valley Stream, NY 11580

Mr. Franklin D. Hampton
209 Westchester Ave.

Huntsville, AL 35801

C Mr. Thomas E. Harr
1319 Observatory Drive
Orlando, FL 32808

Mr. Robert C. Hatch
15 McDevitt Rd.

Randolph, MA 02368

D Mr. Richard F. Hazelton
326 Lemon Street

Satellite Beach, FL 32937

Mr. Jeffrey L. Healey
Middle Street
West Newbury, MA 01985

D Mr. Bruno Held
3534 Stephen Lane
Wantagh, NY 1170 3

D Mr. Jose M. Hernandez
404 Erie Drive
Jupiter, FL 33458

Mr. William K -C Hoo

3 Sherwood Drive
Bedford, MA 01730

D Mr. Donald L. Hoskins
2218 Norwood Dr., NW
Huntsville, AL 35810.

Mr. Howard K. Hubbard
42 Huron Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02138

D Mr. Robert M. Hubbard
605 Four Mile Post Road
Huntsville, AL 35802

D Mr. Fred B. Hughes
3209 Harvey Street
Huntsville, AL 35810

D Mr. Gerald F. Hume
c/o Arthur.Wonson
Dodge Street
Essex, MA 01929

Mr. Richard N. Ishkanian
15A Parsons Street
Brighton, MA 02135

D Mr. George E. Jacobs
Pillsbury Road
Londonderry, NH 03053

D Mr. Richard F. Jaeger
Rt. 1, Box 117
Union Grove, AL 35175
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D Mr. Donald E. Jarman
1932 Rosalie Ridge Dr.
Huntsville, AL 35811

D Mr. Earl Samuel Johnson

62 William Avenue
Amityville, NY 11701

Mr. Robert E. Kalapinski
20 Roosevelt Ave.
Beverly, MA 01915

D Mr. Peter G. Katsaros
142 Bellevue Street
Lowell, MA 01851

D Mr. Herbert E. Kemp
2615 Vinyard Street
Huntsville, AL 35811

Mr. Roland P. Kenschaft
6 Sunnyfield St.
Bedford, MA 01730

D Mr. Ronald C. Kidwell
4606 Rutledge Dr.
Huntsville, AL 35805

Mr. Robert W. Killoran
55 Berglund Avenue
Brockton) MA 02401

Mr. Alfred L. Kleider
5 Pilgrim Drive
Andover, MA 01810

D Mr. Theodore N. Knudson
468 Barrello Lane
Cocoa Beach, FL 32931

D Mr. Edward T. Kohberger
141 Harbor Road
Cold Spring Harbor, NY 11724

Mr. Lemley J. Kohli
V 4 Railroad Avenue

Rockport, MA 01966

Mr. John D. Koob
Box 101

Silver Lake, NH 03875

D Mr.. Richard E. Kornhauser
12 Welwyn Rd., Apt. 2H

Great Neck, la 11021

D Mr. John J. Kovaki
9 Tracy Drive
Huntington, NY 11743

D Mr. Neil M. Kramer
129 Belmont Blvd.
Elmont, NY 11003

D Mr. Allan A. Kronenberg
12 Emerald Court

Commack, NY 11725

Mr. William Kukers
1 N. Tanglevood Way
Andover, MA 01810

D Mr. Saul Kushnick
1105 Carol Ct.
Merritt Island, FL 32952

Mr. Benjamin J. P. Labenski
13 Merlin Street
Freminghamy.Mk.01701

D Mr. George T. Ladd
15 Stiles Drive
Melville, NY 11746

Mr. Everett L. LaFrance
23 Kilby Street
Woburn, MA01801

Mr. P. Robert Lawton
240 Wilson Rd.
Nahant) MA

D Mr. Stephen J. Lee
609 Mango Drive
Melbourne Beach, FL 32951

Mr. Robert H. Leigh
12 March Terrace
West Roxbury, MA 02132

D Mr. Richard. L. Leila

16 Tappen Drive
Melville, NY 11746
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Mr. Mark B. Levine
10C Bellevue Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02140

Mr. Harold H. Levingston
557 Worcester Road
Framingham, MA 01701

D Mr. Roger Lew
54 Arleigh Drive
Albertson, NY 11507

D Mr. Paul F. Lewis
Ruby Drive
Route 5, Box 334
Huntsville, AL 35811

D Mr. Maxwell J. Lovett
3511 Hilltop Lane
Cocoa, FL 32922

Mr. David B. Lull
227 Wood Street
Lexington, MA 02173

D Mr. Martin J. Maciag
66 Laurel Drive
Smithtown, NY 11787

D Mr. Ronald V. Madonia
217 Briarwood Circle
Titusville, FL 32780

D

D

Mr. John E. Magno
532 Main Street

Medford, MA 02155

Mr. Alan S. Maltzman
41 Cutler Street
Winthrop, MA 02152

Mr. Ely A. Martell
31 Arcadia Ave.
Lowell, MA 01851

Mr. Mario L. Martino
221 Wynsum Ave.

Merrick, NY 11566

Mr. Pio Massetti
48 Ketay Drive, No.

East Northport, L.I., NY 11731
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Mr. James R. Mazurek
57 Bent Road
Sudbury, MA 01776

Mr. Thomas McCallum
RFD No. 1, Hardy Rd.
Londonderry, NH 03053

D Mr. Ottley E. McCartney
735 Mira Vista Dr.
Huntsville, AL 35802

Mr. William C. McComish
68 Central St.
Dedham, MA 02026

Mr. Paul J. McCoy
3402 Panorama Dr., SE
Huntsville, AL 35801

Mr. Gene W. McDaniel
P. O. Box 302
Lexington, MA 02173

Mr. William G.-McGloughlin
8 Washington St.
Stoneham, MA 02180

Mr. Richard P. McGowan
340 Haverhill St.
North Reading, MA 01864

D Mr. Arthur L. McNealus
287 Fendale Street
Franklin Square, NY 11010

D Mr. Joseph S. McNulty, Jr.
203 Oleander Rd.
Albany, GA

D Mr. Bernard O. Meyer
Rt. 3, Box 230C
Huntsville, AL 35806

Mr. Russell J. Millar
13 Barnesdale Rd.
Natick, MA 01760

D Mr. Samuel W. Milligan
16027 NE 3rd Place
Bellevue, WA 98008



Project ADAPT .4 Urban Studies

Mr. Enrico A. Mongiello
24 Humboldt Ave.
Burlington, MA 01803

Mr. Albert H. Mooradian
5 Priscilla Lane
Winchester, MA 01890

Mr. William G. Mueller
5 Ryan Road
Danvers, MA 01923

Mr. James D
57 Caketon
Belmont, MA

. Mukjian
Road
02178

D Mr. Arthur G. Murphy
290 Carissa Drive
Satellite Beach, FL 32937

Mr. Donald R. Nichols
159 Elsinore St.
Concord, MA 01742

D Mr. Edward J. Norton
9 Dorothy Drive

Syosset, NY 11791

Mr. George E. O'Brien, Jr.
60 Colby Street
Needham, MA 02192

D Mr. Joseph J. O'Brien
48 Holly Drive

East Northport, NY 11731

Mr. William S. O'Hare
48 Royal Crest Dr.
Nashua, NH 03060

Mr. Herbert M. Oshan
,,3 Miles Circle

Andover, MA 01810

D Mr. Donald Overbeek

6507 Willow Ridge Rd.
Huntsville, AL 35806

D 'Mr. Alfred C. Parson
4113 Nelson Drive, NW
Huntsville, AL 35810

Mr. Arthur D. Penrod
41 Newton Drive
Nashua, NH 03060
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Mr. Joseph J. Pergola
40 Lexington Street
W. Newton, MA 02165

Mr. Rolf Y. Peterson
Route 2B, Pinehutst Dr.
Boxford, MA 01921

D Mr. Kenneth G. Phillips
182 Royal Dunes Circle
Ormond Beach, FL 32074

D Mr. Robert J. Plotner
6 Vanderbilt Lane
Old Bethpage, NY 11804

D MryWilliam C. Ragsdale
203 Homewood Drive
Huntsville, AL 35801

D Mr. Robert C. Randolph
24 Riverview La.
Cocoa Beach, FL 32931

Mr. Edwin D. Rasmussen
24 Elsinore Street
Concord, MA 01742

D Mr. Charles J. Rees
746 Lily Flagg Rd., SE
Huntsville, AL 35802

D Ms. Lois E. Robinson
3607 Grote St., SW
Huntsville, AL 35805

Mr. Charles J. Rumage
11 Greenwood pane
Acton, MA 01720

Mr. Robert P. Salvatore
16 Carell Road.

Peabody, MA 01960

D Mr. Bichard R. Schmeelk
53 Edwards Street

Roslyn Heights, NY 11577

D Mr. Thomas A. Sechler
324 Dorset Drive
Cocoa Beach, FL 32931

Mr. Russell P. Severgen

7 Winchester Drive
Bedford, MA 01730



Project ADAPT - Urban Studies

D Mr. Bernard L. Siegel
578 Richmond Road
East Meadow, NY 11554

D Mr. Howard H. Silverman

38 Northumberland Rd.
Pittsfield, MA 01201

Mr. Theodore Singer
89 Beaumont Avenue
Newton, MA 02160

Mr. Ross A. Smith
36 Windy Hill
Cohasset, MA 02025

Mr. Earl Stein
4 Gemini Circle
Andover, MA 01810

D Mr. Raymond S. Steuber
2407 Gladstone Dr., NE
Huntsville, AL 35811

D Mr. Leroy D. Stout
43 Sherri Circle
W. Palm Beach,'PL 33406

D Mr. William Stuller
615 Franklin Street
Westbury, NY 11590

D Mr. Douglas A. Swank
2273 Pineapple Avenue
Melbourne, FL 32935

Mr. Nicholas F. Teresi
22 Canterbury Drive
Peabody, MA 01960

D Mr. Anthony J. Tesoriero
133 Judith Lane

Valley Stream, NY 11580

Mr. Howard E. Tower
32 Lukens Street
Trevose, PA 19047

D Mr. Robert K. Trasavage
290 Kelley Rd.

Whitinsville, MA 01588

D Mr. Donald E. Tryk
521 Inlet Road

North Palm Beach, FL 33408

D Mr. John J. TUorto
25 Autumn Drive

East Northport, NY 11731

D Mr. Earle E. Tyson
1753 Shoreview Drive

Indialantici FL 32903

Mr. Robert A. Vanslette
1 Stage Coach Rd.

Medfield, MA 02052

D Mr. Eugene P. Vehslage
18 Ivy St.; Apt. 1B

Farmingdale, NY 11735

D Mr...Henry C. Watkins
8 H6ilow Court
E. Setauket, NY 11733

D Mr. Kenneth C. Watts
4918 Lumary Dr., NW
Huntsville, AL 35810

Mr. Lawrence H. Weiner
16 Elysian Drive
Andover, MA 01810

Mr. Leonard Werst
3 Whittier Drive
Acton, MA 01720

Mr. Meyer P. White
157 Clark Rd.
Brookline, MA 02146

D Mr. Frederick H. Whitham
RFD #1
North Adams, MA 01247

D Mr. Curtis C. Wise
2107 English Drive
Huntsville, AL 35803

D Dr. Walter Wolf
1503 Fairway Drive S.E.
Decatur, AL 35601

D Mr. David C. Wright
3107 Dyas Drive
Huntsville, AL 35810

D Mr. Jacques M. Wright
P. 0. Box 149?
Huntsville, AL 35807
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D Mr. Edward P. Wynne
305 Glenwood Avenue
Satellite Beach: FL 32937

Mr. Nathan Zetlen
180 Norfolk Avenue
Swampscott, MA 01901

D Mr. Robert S. Zuckerman
981 Woodoak Drive
Baldwin, NY 11510
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